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I. INTRODUCTION 

1. These submissions are provided on behalf of Celotex Limited ("Celotex"). 1 They should 

be read together with Celotex's Opening Submissions for Modules l and 2. 2 

2. Celotex re-iterates its deepest sympathy to the families of all those who lost their lives as a 

result of the Grenfell Tower fire and to everyone who was, and remains, deeply affected 

by the fire. Celotex is (and has from the outset been) committed to cooperating and 

assisting this Inquiry. Through its participation in the Inquiry, and its own internal 

investigations, Celotex has sought to understand and learn from the issues raised by the 

fire. It recognises the urgent need to ensure that public confidence in the safety of high

rise residential buildings in the UK, and in the construction industry as a whole, is fully 

restored. 

3. In these submissions, Celotex addresses the issues which have been the focus of Modules 

1 and 2, namely: 

( l) the design, specification and construction of the main elements of the exterior wall 

at Grenfell Tower, specifically (i) the rainscreen cladding system, (ii) the 

architectural crown at the top of the building (the "Crown"), and (iii) the 

replacement windows and window surrounds; and 

(2) the testing, certification and supply of the aluminium composite material ("ACM") 

cladding panels and rigid foam insulation used in the exterior wall construction at 

Grenfell Tower. 

4. These issues need to be considered in the context of conclusions reached by the Inquiry in 

Phase 1 about the origin and development of the fire at Grenfell Tower, including that: 

(1) following the 2012-2016 refurbishment (the "Refurbishment"), the exterior walls 

of Grenfell Tower did not adequately resist the spread of fire over the walls, contrary 

to requirement B4(1) of Schedule l to the Building Regulations ("Requirement 

B(4)");3 

(2) the principal reason for the external spread of fire at Grenfell Tower (and the 

exterior walls' non-compliance with Requirement B(4)) was the presence of ACM 

As explained in previous submissions, Celotex Limited transferred its business to its parent company, Saint
Gobain Construction Products UK Limited ("SGCPUK") with effect from 31 December 2015. In these 
Submissions, the term "Celotex" is used to refer to both Celotex Limited and SGCPUK trading as Celotex. 
{CELOOOl 1945} and {CEL00012235}. 
Phase 1 Report at §2.16 and 26.4. 
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cladding panels with polyethylene ("PE") cores ("ACM-PE" cladding panels) in the 

rainscreen cladding system; 4 

(3) the Crown, which was constructed from ACM-PE panels, was the primary driver of 

horizontal fire spread; 5 and 

( 4) the fire is most likely to have entered the rainscreen cladding system as a result of 

the uPVC jamb of the window in the kitchen of Flat 16 deforming and collapsing 

and thereby providing an opening into the cavity between the insulation and the 

ACM-PE cladding panels. The configuration and materials of the replacement 

windows and window surrounds meant that there was "a disproportionately high 

chance" of a fire near a window spreading into the cladding. 6 

5. Evidence that may have a bearing on these issues is ongoing, including expert evidence on 

the role played by insulation in the spread of fire (which is a subject that the Inquiry said 

in its Phase l Report required further investigation).7 Celotex will comment further on this 

issue as the Inquiry's work develops. At this stage, Celotex notes that Professor Bisby was 

of the view in Phase 1 that the insulation in the rainscreen cladding system was at most a 

secondary factor and would have been "hugely overshadowed:' by the ACM-PE panels, 

which were "by a considerable margin" the most important factor in the external spread of 

fire at Grenfell Tower. 8 That view is supported by the tests of cladding systems 

incorporating ACM-PE panels carried out by the Department for Communities and Local 

Government ("DCLG")9 after the Grenfell Tower fire, all of which failed irrespective of 

the kind of insulation used in the system. It is also corroborated by computer modelling 

which suggests that the fire would have spread in the same way at Grenfell Tower 

whatever insulant was used in the rainscreen cladding system. 10 

6. Celotex provides an overview of its position in Section II below. It addresses the design 

and construction of the external fa<;:ade at Grenfell Tower in Section Ill, and the testing, 

certification and marketing of the Reynobond ACM-PE cladding panels manufactured by 

Arconic Architectural Products SAS ("Arconic") in Section IV. Issues concerning the 

testing, certification and marketing of Celotex' s insulation products are addressed in 

4 Phase l Report §2.13, Chapter 23, especially at §23.52, 23.54, 23.55 and 26.4. 

Phase 1 Report §2.13(c), 23.27, 23.35, 23.43 and 23.55. 

Phase 1 Report at §2.12(a) and 22.36-22.40. 

Phase l Report at §2.l3(b) and 23.52. 

Bisby Phase 1, Day 78/176/3-6; and Bisby Phase 1 Report {LBYSOOOOOOl} at§ 19 and 859. 

Renamed the Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government ("MHCLG") in January 2018. 
10 See papers by Guillaume and others, e.g. Reconstruction of Grenfell Tower Part 2: A numerical investigation of 

the fire propagation and behaviour from the initial apartment to thefac;ade (2019) Fire and Materials, Issue 1. 
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Section V (in addition to the matters addressed in Sections II and III). A short summary of 

conclusions is provided in Section VI. 

II. OVERVIEW OF CELOTEX'S POSITION 

7. Celotex manufactures polyisocyanurate insulation ("PIR"). Two of its products were used 

in the Refurbishment: RS5000 was used as insulation in the rainscreen cladding system 

and TB4000 was (Celotex now understands) used to fill gaps in the window surrounds. 

8. PIR is (and has for some considerable time been) widely used in the construction industry. 

It is an organic compound which (in common with all organic compounds) will combust 

under certain conditions. Its combustibility was clearly highlighted in Celotex's Health & 

Safety datasheet, which stated that the product "will burn if exposed to a fire of sufficient 

heat and intensity". The Health & Safety datasheet was available on Celotex's website and 

expressly cited in Celotex's product literature, including the RS5000 datasheet. 11 

Building Regulation Guidance 

9. The building regulation guidance in force at the time of the Refurbishment (contained in 

Approved Document B, Volume 2 ("ADB2"))12 permitted the use of combustible 

insulation in high-rise residential buildings. ADB2 recognised three routes to compliance, 

namely (i) the linear route under ADB2 §12.6-12.9, which required (by §12.7) that any 

insulation product in the exterior wall of a building over l 8m should be of "limited 

combustibility"; (ii) demonstrating that the exterior wall construction met specific 

performance criteria (the "BR135 Criteria") using full scale test data from BS8414 tests, 

in accordance with ADB2 §12.5;13 or (iii) adopting a holistic fire engineering approach 

taking account of the fire safety of the building as a whole. 14 

10. A product is only of "limited combustibility" if it meets the requirements of Table A7 of 

ADB2, Appendix A (to which ADB2 §12.7 referred). In general terms, this requires 

insulation to be non-combustible or classified as Class A2 or better under European 

standard EN 13501-1 ("EN13501"). Since no PIR or other rigid foam insulation qualifies 

11 See Health & Safety datasheet at {CEL00000441}; and RS5000 datasheet at {CEL00000412}. 
12 Except where othervvise stated, all references to ADB2 are to the 2006 edition of ADB2 (incorporating 2007, 

2010 and 2013 amendments), being the version in force at the time of the supply of insulation and cladding 
panels to the Refurbishment. The Building Regulations have been amended since the Grenfell Tower fire; all 
references to the Building Regulations are to the regulations in force at the time of the Refurbishment. 

13 The requisite performance criteria were specified in the BRE reporl, Fire performance of external thermal 
insulation.for walls of multi-storey buildings ("BR135"): see ADB2 § 12.5. 

14 ADB2 §0.30. For further details of ADB2 guidance, see Celotex's Module 1 Opening Submissions at §28-38. 
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as a material of limited combustibility, at the time of the Refurbishment insulation of this 

kind could only be used in a cladding system on a building over 18m if the system met the 

BR135 Criteria or a satisfactory holistic fire engineering assessment of the building as a 

whole was obtained. 

11. This was or should have been known to any construction professional 15 carrymg out 

cladding works on a high-rise building, and any building control officer ("BCO") 

inspecting such works, as the Inquiry's experts confirmed. 16 The combustibility of rigid 

foam insulation boards was specifically mentioned in Technical Guidance Note 18 

("TGN18"), 17 issued by the Building Control Alliance ("BCA"), which warned that such 

insulants "do not meet the limited combustibility requirements of AD B2 ... and so should 

not be accepted as meeting AD B2 paragraph 12. 7". Technical Note No 73 ("TN73") 

issued by the Centre for Window and Cladding Technology ("CWCT") advised that 

"[t]he only commonly used insulation material that will sati~jj; the definition of limited 

combustibility is mineral wool". 18 These guidance notes were widely available and should 

have been familiar to the construction professionals and BCO involved in the 

Refurbishment. 19 

12. Compliance with the BR135 Criteria could be demonstrated by testing the actual cladding 

system installed on a building or undertaking a desktop study to confirm that the system 

would, if tested, meet the BRl 35 Criteria. Desktop studies were specifically endorsed by 

TGN18. They were widely used at the time of the Refurbishment to expand the scope of 

application of a single BS8414 test (as numerous witnesses confirmed); in October 2013, 

Mr Howard (of the BRE) advised Celotex that widening the scope of application of a 

single BS8414 test via an assessment report was ''jairly standard practice".20 

13. The BS8414 test was regarded as a rigorous test for determining the fire performance of a 

15 Unless othervvise stated, the term "construction professional" includes any architect, designer, main contractor, 
subcontractor, fire safety engineer and other construction industry consultant. 

16 See Mr Hyett (architectural expert) at Day 64/171; Dr Lane (fire safely experl) at Day 62/53-55; Ms Menzies 
(building control expert) at Day 60/169-181; and Mr Sakula (cladding contractor expert) at Day 125/37-42. 

17 TGN18 was issued in June 2014 {BCAOOOOOOOl} and updated in June 2015 {BCA00000002}. 
18 TN73 was issued in March 2011 {PHYR0000023/7} (emphasis added). The CWCT was a "rechnical umbrella 

organisarion for the UK cladding indusrry": Sakula Day 125/74. Harley, the cladding contractors on the 
Grenfell Tower project, were members of the CWCT: Ray Bailey Day 32/19 and {CEL00001037}. 

19 See expert evidence cited in footnote 16 above. TGN18 was publicised in industry media (see e.g. the NHBC 
article at {SIG00000482} ); and the CWCT's Technical Notes are "well-researched and well-respected 
technical documents" which should have been known lo all cladding contractors: see Mr Sakula's report (the 
"Sakula Report") {JOSOOOOOOOl} at§ 10.4.6 and Sakula Day 125/79. 

20 {CEL00003010}; and see Menzies Day 60/100-101; Lane Day 62/54-55; Sakula Day 125/40-42; Mr Hyett's 
Supplemental Report Part 1 dated September 2020 ("Hyett Supplemental Report Part 1") {PHYS0000002} 
at §2.7.1; and Hoban Day 45/37-38. 
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cladding system. The test was developed by the BRE to address concerns about the 

increasing use of combustible insulation and other combustible products in buildings. A 

cladding system which met the BR135 Criteria was properly regarded as safe. 

Launch and Marketing of RS5000 

14. Prior to August 2014, Celotex marketed no products for use in buildings over 18m. In 

August 2014, Celotex launched RS5000 for use in rainscreen cladding systems after a 

cladding system incorporating the product had been successfully tested by the BRE to 

BS8414-2:2005 ("BS8414-2") in May 2014 (the "May 2014 Test").21 

15. RS5000 was marketed on the basis that it had been incorporated in a cladding system 

which had been demonstrated to meet the BR135 Criteria by way of a BS8414-2 test.22 

The RS5000 product literature stated that "the fire performance and classification report" 

issued for the product only related to the components of the system described in the 

literature and that any changes to the components listed would "need to be considered by 

the building designer". 23 This reflected the requirement in ADB2 §12.5 for any cladding 

system containing combustible insulation to be shown by test or assessment to meet the 

BR135 Criteria. 

16. Celotex produced a "Rainscreen Cladding Compliance Guide" (distributed to customers 

along with its other product literature) which drew specific attention to the requirements 

imposed by ADB2 for the exterior walls of a building over l 8m, the risk of external fire 

spread in cladding construction and the importance of building designers ensuring that any 

cladding system incorporating RS5000 met the BR135 Criteria.24 Mr Hyett, the Inquiry's 

architectural expert, confirmed that warnings given in the Rainscreen Cladding 

Compliance Guide about the limitations of the fire performance classification obtained by 

Celotex, and the importance of designers checking that this classification covered any end

use application, were "absolutely clear".25 

17. Some of the RS5000 product literature referred to RS5000 being "suitable", or 

11 The product used in the test (and a previous BS8414-2 tesl in February 2014 which failed) was FR5000. 
Following the May 2014 test, the product was also sold as RS5000 for use in rainscreen cladding applications. 

22 Celotex addresses in Section V below the evidence given by certain former employees during Module 2 about 
their own subjective intent and/or understanding of the RS5000 product literature. 

23 See RS5000 datasheet: {CEL00000412}; RS5000 Application Datasheet: {CEL00000409}; Rainscreen 
Cladding Specification Guide: {CEL00000418}; and Rainscreen Cladding Compliance Guide: 
{CEL00000416}. All of this product literature, including the Rainscreen Cladding Compliance Guide, was 
available when RS5000 was launched in August 2014. A full Strite of the product literature was provided by 
Celotex to Harley in August 2014: see Section III below 

24 
{ CEL000004 l 6}. 

25 Hyett Day 65/4/11-24. 
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"acceptable", for use in buildings above 18m in height. These words need to be read in the 

context of each product document as a whole; when so read, it was or should have been 

clear to any construction professional that the basis for RS5000's suitability for use in 

buildings over l 8m was its incorporation in a cladding system that had satisfied the 

BR135 Criteria by way of a BS8414-2 test; and accordingly that the suitability of using 

the product in any particular cladding system needed to be verified and assessed against 

the system in which RS5000 had been tested. Any construction professional intending to 

rely on the product literature would (Celotex suggests) have read it carefully and in full, 

and not relied on single words in isolation and out of context. Mr Hyett agreed that a 

competent architect would have read the product literature fully and would have 

understood it.26 

18. Any construction professional carrying out a high-rise cladding project at the time of the 

Refurbishment should anyway have known that as a PIR insulant, RS5000 was not a 

material of limited combustibility, could not comply with the linear route and therefore 

could only be used on a high-rise building if the cladding system into which it was to be 

incorporated was shown to meet the BR135 Criteria by test or assessment, or a satisfactory 

holistic fire engineering assessment was undertaken: see paragraphs 10-11 above. Nothing 

in the RS5000 product literature overrode, or could reasonably have been understood to 

override, these fundamental requirements. 

19. Indeed, when the construction professionals involved in the Refurbishment were taken to 

the RS5000 product literature in evidence, they accepted that it (a) made clear that the 

BRE classification obtained by Celotex applied only to the specific system tested and that 

any changes to that system would need to be considered by the building designer, and (b) 

did not "say that any cladding system configuration which incorporated RS5000 would be 

covered by the BS8414 test as having met the relevant criteria in BR135".27 There is no 

reliable evidence that any construction professional was misled by Celotex's product 

literature into believing otherwise. 

Class 0 Classification 

20. The RS5000 product literature also referred to the product's Class 0 classification. This 

was a relevant performance criterion for insulation (in the context of provisions other than 

16 Hyett Day 65il 8-19; Mr Hyett's Amended report ("Hyett Amended Report") {PHYR0000027 -
PHYR0000030} §4.3.l 7(b): "An architect should study manufacturer's literature carefully". 

27 Ray Bailey Day 33/88-98, esp. at 89-90. See also e.g. Crawford Day 10/51-64. 
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ADB2 § 12.7) and was frequently referenced in the industry at the time. 28 However, as any 

competent construction professional should have known, it was not a relevant criterion for 

the use of insulation if following the linear route to compliance in ADB2, which required 

insulation in a cladding system on a building over 18m to be of "limited combustibility" 

(as defined in ADB2, Table A7). The Inquiry's experts agreed that competent architects, 

designers, cladding contractors and BCOs would have understood the distinction between 

Class 0 and limited combustibility.29 

21. The former Celotex employees who gave evidence in Module 1 were clear about the 

difference between these concepts.30 Mr Roome, Celotex's former Specification Manager 

who negotiated the supply of RS5000 for the Refurbishment with Harley,31 thought that 

the distinction between the concepts was understood in the market. Although some 

construction professionals involved in the Refurbishment now claim to have been 

confused about the difference between Class 0 and limited combustibility, their alleged 

confusion should have been clarified by the guidance available at the time, including 

TGN18, TN73 and ADB2. Mr Roome confirmed that Celotex did not seek to capitalise on 

any such confusion as may have remained. 32 

22. Mr Ray Bailey (of Harley) and Mr Crawford (of the architects, Studio E) nevertheless 

suggested in their oral evidence that they relied on the reference in the RS5000 datasheet 

to RS5000 having Class 0 classification as validating its compliance with the linear route 

under ADB2.33 This is addressed in Section III below. In summary, their evidence was 

contradicted by the evidence of other Studio E and Harley witnesses and is not reliable. 

Mr Ray Bailey and Mr Crawford should in any event have known that RS5000's Class 0 

classification did not mean that it satisfied the linear route to compliance; the product's 

Class 0 classification (and the tests to BS476, Parts 6 and 7 which determine that) had "no 

bearing" on the requirements for insulation within a rainscreen cladding system contained 

28 Roome Day 69/16-17 and Evans Day 72/86. Class 0 performance of insulation was relevant to the provision of 
cavity barriers in ceilings and olher cavities in accordance with §9.10, Table 13 and Diagram 35 of ADB2. 

29 See e.g. Hyett Amended Report §4.2.18 and 4.3.6; Hyett Supplemental Report Part 1 §2.5.16; Hyett Day 
64/119 and 171-177; Lane Day 62/54-56; Menzies Day 60/170-171; Sakula Report§ 11.5 and 20.22 and Saktlla 
Day 125/51-54. 

30 See Roome Day 69/29-31; Roper Day 70/152-153; Evans Day 72/107; and Berger Day 78/9-10. The 
distinction between Class 0 and limited combustibility was covered in training of Celotex technical staff: 
{CEL00008500}. 

31 The term "Harley" is used to refer to both Harley Curtain Wall Ltd and Harley Facades Ltd. 
32 Roome Day 69/42-43. 
33 See Ray Bailey Day 33/26-28 and 76; and Crawford Day 10/51-64. 
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in ADB2 §12.5.34 

23. Some Celotex product literature referred to RS5000 having Class 0 performance 

"throughout the entire product", in order to make clear that the whole product (or 

"complete package") had been tested and not just the aluminium facer or the foam. This 

was intended to distinguish RS5000 from Kingspan's K-range, which was believed only to 

achieve Class 0 when the foil facer or foam was tested separately, and not when tested as a 
. 35 composite product.· 

24. Whilst Celotex accepts in hindsight that the phrase "throughout the entire product" was 

potentially confusing, its meaning was reasonably clear. As Mr Hyett said in evidence, an 

architect would at the time have understood the phrase as "simple assurance that the 

product meets class 0 in its entirety".36 Mr Ray Bailey and Mr Crawford, however, 

suggested that they took this phrase to mean that RS5000 was a product of limited 

combustibility. That is unrealistic and contrived; even if they read the phrase at the time, 

the suggestion that they were misled by this wording into believing that RS5000 satisfied 

the linear route to compliance is not credible. See further Section III below. 

25. Moreover, as Mr Ashton (Exova's fire safety engineer) confirmed, a product that was of 

limited combustibility would typically be marketed as such.37 Neither RS5000 nor any 

other Celotex product was marketed on that basis or otherwise represented to be a product 

of I imited combustibility. 

The Construction Professionals' Failure to Verify Compliance at Grenfell Tower 

26. The Module 1 evidence shows that the construction professionals and BCO involved in 

the Refurbishment were woefully lacking in their knowledge and understanding of the fire 

safety requirements for cladding systems in high-rise residential buildings. Their 

knowledge of ADB2 was poor; they lacked any proper understanding of the available 

routes to compliance; and they did not apply their minds to which route to compliance was 

being followed at Grenfell Tower. None of them appreciated that the linear route to 

compliance was inapplicable given their selection of materials and design of the cladding 

system; and they took no steps to assess whether that system would meet the BR135 

Criteria or otherwise comply with Requirement B( 4). Furthermore, despite the clear 

34 See Dr Lane's Phase 1 Report (the "Lane Phase 1 Report") {BLASOOOOOOl - BLAS00000036}, Appendix F 
at §7.2.22-23 and 7.2.36. 

35 Roome Day 69/19 and 27-8; Roper Day 70/117 and 151-2; Evans Day 72/84-86; and Hayes Day 74/36-37. 
36 HyettDay65/13/1-13. 
37 Ashton Day 18/54/6-17. 
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requirements of ADB2, and the warnings given in Celotex's product literature about the 

importance of considering and assessing any changes to the components of the system in 

which RS5000 had been tested, no construction professional or BCO took any steps to 

compare the components of the cladding system proposed for the Refurbishment with 

those listed in Celotex's product literature or otherwise to verify that use of RS5000 in the 

proposed system would be compliant with ADB2 or the Building Regulations. Celotex is 

not responsible for these fundamental failings on their part. 

27. Responsibility for the design and construction of the cladding fac;ade at Grenfell Tower, 

including responsibility for ensuring compliance of the cladding system with Building 

Regulations, lay with the construction professionals engaged on the Refurbishment 

including Studio E (as architect), Rydon Maintenance Limited ("Rydon") (as principal 

contractor), Harley (as specialist cladding subcontractor) and Exova (as fire safety 

consultant). Each of them had specific responsibility in relation to the design and 

construction of the cladding fac;ade pursuant to the terms of their respective engagements. 

28. Celotex is not an architect, designer, building contractor or fire safety consultant. It does 

not design, manufacture, supply or install cladding systems; and it did not do so at 

Grenfell Tower. Its sole role in relation to the Refurbishment was as the manufacturer of 

insulation used in the exterior wall construction. Further, as the manufacturer of a single 

component of a multi-component ramscreen cladding system, Celotex could not 

reasonably have been expected to input into the design of that system or ensure 

compliance of the system with Building Regulations. 

29. The market for insulation for use in buildings over l 8m is one in which architects, 

designers, specifiers and/or consultants make decisions on the specification of products 

suitable for their precise needs, which are then installed by professional building 

contractors. The selection and use of such products are the responsibility of the relevant 

construction professionals, and not Celotex. Whilst Celotex was provided with some 

infom1ation about the proposed system at Grenfell Tower (as explained in Section III 

below), it was not privy to full details of the design process, the contractual documents 

governing the Refurbishment or the NBS Specification. It had no dealings with the 

architect or fire safety consultant whose input would have been relevant to an assessment 

of the cladding system's compliance with Building Regulations. Celotex was never asked 

to provide assurance that the cladding system installed at Grenfell Tower was compliant or 
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to verify its compliance38 and it did not do so. 

30. The market for rainscreen cladding systems was (and is) a specialist one. Celotex 

reasonably took the view that it was for architects, designers, contractors and specialist 

consultants to verify compliance of the cladding system on any particular project. When 

discussing RS5000 with Harley, Mr Roome reasonably assumed that he was dealing with 

a specialist company and did not need to reiterate limitations on the use of RS5000 that 

were set out in Celotex's product literature and should, in any event, have been obvious to 

any professional cladding contractor. 39 Celotex was unaware that (as now appears) no-one 

in Harley had any, or any adequate, understanding of the Building Regulations, the 

guidance in ADB2 or the requirements of the contract pursuant to which Harley was 

appointed as the specialist cladding subcontractor.40 This was a basic failing on Harley's 

part; Mr Sakula confirms that any competent cladding contractor would have been fully 

aware of the Building Regulations and guidance in ADB2 concerning the external wall 

construction ofbuildings over 18m.41 

Celotex's Investigations Following the Fire 

31. In the immediate aftennath of the Grenfell Tower fire, and in view of the focus on the role 

played by the rainscreen cladding system on the Tower, Celotex suspended the sale of 

RS5000 pending further clarity and set about ascertaining the relevant facts surrounding 

the supply of its products that were used at Grenfell Tower. This work was directed by 

Celotex's Managing Director, Mr O'Sullivan, who had joined Celotex on 1 May 2016, 

after the Celotex products used in the Refurbishment were supplied. 

32. In the course of this work, Celotex's current management learned of certain issues 

concerning the testing, certification and marketing of Celotex's products, including that 

there were discrepancies between the rainscreen cladding system in which RS5000 had 

been successfully tested to BS8414-2 in May 2014 and the description of that system in 

the BRE Reports and in the RS5000 product literature.42 In particular, it appeared that at 

certain levels of the test rig (namely adjacent to the cavity barriers at level 2 and at the top 

of the rig) a thinner (8mm rather than 12mm) cladding panel (the "8mm Cladding 

38 Suggestions to the contrary made by Mr Ray Bailey in the course of his oral evidence were shown to be false: 
see Section III below. 

39 Roome Day 69/178-180 and 200-201. 
40 Harley's contract required the cladding system to comply with BR 135 and the CWCT Standard (which 

required, at §6.6.2, that insulation in a cladding system on a building over l 8m be of limited combustibility): 
{HAR00000396} and CWCT Standard at {CWCT0000046/15}. 

41 Sakula Report §10.1.4; and Sakula Day 125/33-36. 
42 Mr O'Sullivan's WS {CEL00010027} at §118.5and181-192. 
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Panel") had been used, behind which was installed a 6mm magnesium oxide board (the 

"Additional MgO Board"). These components were not identified in the BRE Reports or 

in the RS5000 product literature. 

33. This was previously unknown to Celotex's current management. Once established, it was 

reported (in January 2018) to the Inquiry, the Metropolitan Police, Trading Standards, the 

MHCLG and the BRE. The issue was also publicly announced on Celotex's website in 

January 2018 and steps were taken to notify customers, contractors and developers known 

to have used RS5000 and desktop study providers that had been provided with copies of 

the BRE Reports. 43 

34. Celotex also instructed Linklaters LLP ("Linklaters") to undertake a review of all 

relevant documentation and other evidence concerning the testing of RS5000 (including 

interviews with former and current employees) and to prepare an independent, objective 

and impartial account of the facts. 44 The results of Linklaters' review were set out in a 

BS8414-2 Summary Paper (the "BS8414 Summary Paper") which was provided to the 

Inquiry in September 2018 as Appendix 3 to Mr O'Sullivan's witness statement.45 The 

BS8414 Summary and other Appendices to Mr O'Sullivan's witness statement contain a 

full and detailed account of (among other things) the BS8414-2 tests commissioned by 

Celotex in February 2014 and May 2014 and the subsequent marketing launch and 

promotion of RS5000. The detail of that account is not repeated here but comprises an 

important part of Celotex' s presentation to this Inquiry. In addition to the matters 

addressed in this Section and Section III, certain specific issues regarding the testing, 

certification and marketing of RS5000 are addressed in Section V below. 

35. Given the inaccuracies in the description of the test system in the BRE Reports and 

Celotex's RS5000 product literature, Celotex was concerned to establish whether this gave 

rise to any safety issues. It therefore commissioned another BS84 l 4-2 test, replicating as 

closely as possible the system described in the BRE Reports and RS5000 product 

literature, so as to be able to share with the market information about the likely practical 

effect of differences between the system described in those documents and the system in 

fact tested in May 2014. This further test was carried out in April 2018. It showed that the 

re-tested system met the BR135 Criteria; in other words, that RS5000 could safely be used 

in the system as described in Celotex's product literature, in accordance with the statutory 

43 Mr O'Sullivan's WS at §170 and 186. 
44 Linklaters' Terms of Reference are set out at {CEL00010018}. 
45 

{ CELOOO 10015}. No privilege is waived over any communications between Linklaters and Celotex or any 
other aspect of Celotex' s investigation of matters arising out of the Grenfell Tower fire. 
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guidance in force at the time of the Refurbishment. The results of this test were announced 

to the market and others on 2 May 2018.46 

36. Celotex's investigations after the Grenfell Tower fire also revealed that the lambda values 

for certain Celotex products, including RS5000, had been understated as a result of 

selective use and/or omission of relevant test data.47 Celotex's current management took 

prompt steps to report this issue to relevant authorities and stakeholders, including the 

Inquiry, Trading Standards, the Metropolitan Police and the BBA (the external testing 

house which had originally tested the products for lambda and which continues to audit 

Celotex for that purpose).48 The market was also informed by way of announcements on 

Celotex's website.49 In order to ensure that lambda values of all products were correctly 

stated, an audit and improvement programme was agreed with the BBA and implemented 

between November 20 l 7 to April 2018. 50 

3 7. The matters which emerged in the course of Celotex' s investigations following the 

Grenfell Tower fire involved inappropriate and unacceptable conduct on the part of a 

number of employees. This was of real concern to Celotex' s current management. Some 

of the employees involved (including Mr Roper, Celotex's former Product Manager) had 

already left the company. Those who remained were the subject of disciplinary 

proceedings, including Mr Hayes, Ms Berger and Mr Evans (who gave evidence in 

Module 2). 51 They and three other employees resigned between December 2017 and 

March 2018. 

38. Celotex has sought to learn from this experience and implement improvements in its 

management and operational procedures to ensure that no such situation occurs again. It 

has recruited new technical and operational management, improved training procedures, 

designed and implemented changes and improvements to lambda and other testing 

processes, and designed new quality assurance systems with the assistance of a new 

46 Mr O'Sullivan's WS at§ 186.4-190; the Celotex announcement is at {CEL00009840}. 
47 Lambda is a measure of the insulating capacity of a product designed for thermal performance. The lambda 

value of a product (such as insulation) is one of the variables that may be used to assess the insulating 
properties of a building component (such as a wall, floor or roof) when computing a U-value for that 
component. AU-value measures the rate of heat loss or gain through the elements that make up the building 
component. See Mr O'Sullivan's WS at §158-180. 

48 Mr O'Sullivan's WS at §162-170. 
49 MrO'Sullivan'sWSat§l78. 
50 Mr O'Sullivan's WS at §171-176. 
51 Mr Hayes was a Technical Services Officer from 2004-2015 and Technical Services Team Leader from 2015 to 

June 2018. Ms Berger was a Technical Services Officer from 2010-2014 and Product Manager from October 
2014 to July 2018. Mr Evans was Head of Marketing from May 2013 to October 2015 and Marketing Director 
from October 2015 until December 2017. 
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quality assurance manager. 

39. In addition, Celotex has undertaken extensive due diligence to ensure that its products 

were and are safe. It commissioned additional fire safety testing of both its 4000 and 5000 

ranges of insulation, including the further BS84 l 4-2 test mentioned in paragraph 35 above 

and additional BS476 tests (which confirmed the Class 0 and Class l classifications of 

RS5000 and TB4000 respectively). 52 

40. In November 2017, Celotex set up a committee of Celotex managers (known as the 

Construction Products Regulation (or CPR) Committee) with delegated authority to 

address relevant product compliance issues. This was replaced by a new Quality Council 

in early 2020 which provides a general forum where performance can be reported on and 

any compliance, safety and quality issues addressed. Celotex's current management is 

committed to ensuring that improvement in these and other areas of its business is 

maintained and that cultural change is embedded throughout the business. 

41. Celotex recognises the importance of ensuring that product literature is clear, accurate and 

unambiguous. It endorses, and intends to adopt, the Code for Construction Product 

Information recently proposed by the Marketing Integrity Group of the Construction 

Products Association. 53 It similarly endorses the work of the Industry Safety Steering 

Group, chaired by Dame Judith Hackitt, in encouraging culture change and improving 

competency in all sectors of the construction industry. 

Relevance of System Misdescription I Lambda Understatement 

42. As already stated, Celotex unreservedly accepts that the conduct of its former employees 

which resulted in the understatement of lambda values, and misdescription in the BRE 

Reports and RS5000 product literature of the cladding system tested by the BRE in May 

2014, was wrong and unacceptable. However, there is no basis for believing that these 

matters had any impact on, or are otherwise relevant to, the specification, supply and use 

ofRS5000 at Grenfell Tower. 

System misdescription 

43. Celotex insulation - in the form of FR5000 - was first identified for use in the rainscreen 

cladding system by Max Fordham and Studio E in August-September 2012 and was 

52 Mr O'Sullivan's WS at §103-113, 186.4-190 and 204-209. 
53 https://buildingsafely. co. uk/app/uploads/2021/0 l/Consultation-Report-2021.pdf 
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subsequently specified by Studio E in the NBS Specification in November 2013. 54 This 

pre-dated the testing and marketing of RS5000 and cannot be attributed to any 

misdescription in the RS5000 product literature. FR5000 was not marketed for use in 

buildings above 18m and Celotex was not informed of its proposed use at Grenfell Tower: 

Celotex bears no responsibility for the erroneous specification of FR5000. 

44. In around August - September 2014, Harley and Studio E appear to have decided to use 

RS5000 instead of FR5000. The evidence concerning their consideration of RS5000, and 

the communications between Harley and Celotex, is addressed in Section III below. It is 

clear that neither Harley nor Studio E, nor any other construction professional involved in 

the Refurbishment, relied upon the description of the tested system in the BRE Reports or 

the RS5000 product literature. 

45. Mr Ray Bailey said in evidence that he thought that Harley's design manager, Mr 

Anketell-Jones, had considered the differences between the system tested by Celotex and 

the system proposed to be installed at Grenfell Tower, but Mr Anketell-Jones made clear 

that he did not (a) read any of the Celotex product literature (except possibly to look at U

values), (b) notice (or know) what system had been tested by Celotex, (c) compare the 

system tested by Celotex with the system to be installed at Grenfell Tower, (d) carry out 

any other investigation of the compliance of the insulation or other components of the 

cladding system proposed for Grenfell Tower, or (e) ask anyone else to carry out such an 

investigation. 55 It is apparent from the evidence that no-one else at Harley, and no-one at 

Studio E, Rydon or Exova, assessed the differences between the system tested by Celotex, 

as described in its product literature, and the system proposed for Grenfell Tower. 

46. Even if the construction professionals had compared the system described in Celotex's 

product literature (and in the BRE Reports) with the system proposed for Grenfell Tower, 

it would have been apparent to them that the system described in the product literature and 

BRE Reports was so substantially different from the system at Grenfell Tower that it could 

not be relied upon to justify compliance of the system at Grenfell Tower. The differences 

between the two systems were so great that (as Mr Hyett confirmed) no competent 

architect would have allowed RS5000 to be specified or installed as part of the cladding 

system at Grenfell Tower without further testing or obtaining a desktop study or holistic 

fire engineering report. 56 Similarly, Mr Sakula confirmed that any competent cladding 

54 See further paragraphs 99 and 155-156 below. 
55 See Ray Bailey Day 33i82-83; and Anketell-Jones Day 35/171-173 and Day 36/86-105. 
56 Mr Hyett Day 65/22-23. 
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contactor that was following the BR135 route to compliance would have questioned any 

variation from the tested system that met the BRl 35 Criteria;57 no competent cladding 

contractor would therefore have relied on the system described in Celotex' s product 

literature to validate compliance of the system proposed to be installed at Grenfell Tower. 

47. It follows, as Dr Lane confirmed, that the system described in Celotex's product literature 

as having met the BRl 35 Criteria was "not relevant to the external wall construction of 

Grenfell Tower". 58 The misdescription of that system in the product literature was 

irrelevant; it had no impact whatsoever on the specification or use of RS5000 at Grenfell 

Tower. 

Lambda understatement 

48. Understatement of lambda values does not affect fire performance or fire safety and the 

amount of the understatement involved was no more than 0.001-0.002 W/mk (in the case 

of FR5000/RS5000),59 which was not material in the context of the Refurbishment. An 

understatement of this nature would not have affected the specification or use of insulant 

in the rainscreen cladding system at Grenfell Tower. 

49. The U-value of 0.15 W/m2K proposed by Max Fordham for the Refurbishment was no 

more than a target and was "always capable of amendment or change depending on the 

circumstances".60 It was far less than the maximum permissible U-value specified by the 

Building Regulations (in Approved Document LIB) and was described by Mr Sounes (at 

the time and in evidence) as "aspirational".61 There was therefore considerable latitude in 

setting the U-value and if the indicative target of 0.15 W/m2K could not have been 

achieved, a less demanding figure could have been set.62 Mr McQuatt (of Max Fordham) 

confirmed in evidence that the stated lambda figure for FR5000of0.021 W/mK, which he 

used when identifying FR5000 for the Refurbishment, was not a figure which allowed no 

room for adjustment.63 The clear inference from his evidence is that an adjustment in the 

U-value of FR5000 of the order of 0.001-0.002 W/mk would have made no difference to 

its specification: see further paragraphs 155-158 below. 

57 Sakula Day 125/66-67. 
58 Lane Phase 1 Report at§ 11.22.11 et seq, E4. l.6 and E4.3.8; see also Hyetl Day 65/20-21. 
59 See Mr O'Sullivan's WS at §169; and Celotex announcements at {CEL00007960}. 
60 Mr McQuatt's WS {MAXOOOl 7292} at §101. 
61 See {SEA00004973} and Sounes Day 20/9, 14 and 16-17. 
62 As Mr Hyett confinned in his Expert Report at §3.3.14 and 3.3.25; and evidence at Day 64/195. 
63 McQuatt Day 42/87-88. 
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TB4000 

50. TB4000 is a general purpose insulation board. It is invariably bought in large quantities 

and different thicknesses by distributors and builders' merchants as a stock item. 

51. In December 2017, the Inquiry informed Celotex that TB4000 had been found in multiple 

locations on Grenfell Tower, glued to the underside of uPVC windows. It now appears 

that SD Plastering Limited ("SDPL"), one of Rydon's sub-contractors, had used TB4000 

to fill gaps in the window surrounds at Grenfell Tower. As explained further in Section III 

below, SDPL used TB4000 after consulting Rydon. Together, they decided to use TB4000 

to prevent bowing of the window surrounds, but they took no account of fire safety 

requirements. Neither of them considered whether use of TB4000 in these locations was 

compliant with Building Regulations or ADB2 (which it was not). 

52. SDPL purchased the TB4000 it used from a builders' merchant. Celotex did not know, and 

had no means of knowing, that TB4000 was purchased for use, or used, at Grenfell Tower 

in this way. It is not responsible for the non-compliant use of its product by Rydon and 

SDPL. 

The Wider Context 

53. In considering Celotex's role in the specification and use of insulation at Grenfell Tower, 

the wider context must be borne in mind, including the myriad of failings (for which 

Celotex is not on any view responsible) on the part of (i) the designers, contractors, fire 

safety consultants and other construction professionals involved in the Refurbishment; (ii) 

the TMO and RBKC, including RBKC Building Control ("RBKC BC"); and (iii) 

Arconic. 

54. These failings are addressed in Sections III and IV below. They are independent of any 

shortcomings on Celotex's part and were directly responsible for the design and 

construction of the non-compliant cladding fac;ade which caused the Grenfell Tower fire. 

Unlike Celotex, it appears that none of these other parties (other than RBKC BC) have 

been willing to acknowledge, address and take effective steps to rectify their own 

shortcomings. 

III. THE DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION OF THE REFURBISHMENT 

55. The parties with primary responsibility for the Refurbishment were: 

(1) RBKC, which (as borough council and owner of Grenfell Tower) dictated the budget 
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for the Refurbishment, was responsible for the planning application and carried out 

the building control function through RBKC BC; 

(2) The TMO, which (as the tenant management organisation for RBKC's housing 

stock) was responsible for specifying, procuring and implementing the 

Refurbishment, in accordance with its Modular Management Agreement with 

RBKC-64 

' 

(3) Studio E, who were engaged as architects initially by the TMO pursuant to RIBA 

Standard Conditions of Appointment for a Consultant 2010 and subsequently by 

novation to Rydon pursuant to a Deed of Appointment executed on 3 February 

2016·65 

' 

(4) Exova, who were engaged as fire safety consultants by the TMO to produce (among 

other things) a "detailed fire strategy" for the Refurbishment covering external fire 

spread, compartmentation and structural fire protection standards;66 

(5) Rydon, which was appointed as main contractor by the TMO in March 2014, with 

responsibility for carrying out and completing the Refurbishment;67 and 

(6) Harley, who were engaged as the "envelope package" subcontractor by Rydon with 

responsibility for the design and construction of the rainscreen cladding fac;;ade, 

pursuant to an undated Letter oflntent sent by Rydon to Harley on 25 July 2014.68 

56. Also responsible for key elements of the design and construction of the Refurbishment 

were: 

(1) Max Fordham, building consultant engineers engaged by the TMO who initially 

identified FR5000 as insulation for the rainscreen cladding fac;ade; 

(2) CEP, who fabricated and supplied the Reynobond ACM-PE cladding panels; 

(3) SDPL, who were engaged by Rydon to carry out (among other things) making good 

works to the window surrounds on the exterior wall at Grenfell Tower; 

( 4) Osborne Berry ("OB"), who were engaged as sub-subcontractors by Harley to install 

the windows and rainscreen cladding on the exterior fac;ade at Grenfell Tower; and 

64 RBKC Module 1 Opening Statement {RBK00055479} §23-24; Mr Feilding-Mellen's WS {RBK00033403} 
§43. 

65 {RYD00094228}. 
66 See Exova fee proposal dated 9 May 2012: {TM010037619} and {EX000000707}. 
67 See JCT Design and Build Contract dated 30 October 2014: {RYDOOOOOOOl}. 
68 {RYD00016056}. 
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(5) John Rowan & Partners ("JRP"), who were engaged by the TMO as Clerks of 

Works.69 

57. The evidence adduced in Modules l and 2 shows that those responsible for the design, 

construction, inspection and approval of the rainscreen cladding fa<;ade failed to have any 

or any adequate regard to fire safety, in breach of their contractual and/or statutory 

obligations. In particular: 

( 1) Exova failed to produce a detailed fire safety strategy, carried out no analysis of the 

overcladding and apparently saw its primary function as ensuring the works were 

approved by RBKC BC rather than giving proper consideration to fire safety issues; 

(2) Studio E, Harley, Rydon and Exova variously failed to: 

(a) consider and/or carry out any investigation of the fire safety performance of 

the materials specified and used in the cladding system (including the 

Reynobond ACM-PE panels and the RS5000 and Kingspan Kl5 insulation) or 

otherwise give any adequate consideration to compliance of the cladding 

system with the Building Regulations, ADB2 and other standards specified in 

the contracts governing the Refurbishment; 

(b) consider, design and/or devise any coherent strategy for the provision of cavity 

barriers within the cladding system, including around windows; and 

( c) give any adequate consideration to the fire safety implications of the Crown; 

(3) Rydon and SDPL failed to pay any regard to the fire safety risks posed by the use of 

combustible insulation to fill gaps in window surrounds; and 

( 4) RBKC BC failed adequately to check or verify compliance of the cladding fac;ade 

with Building Regulations, with the result that they (i) allowed the full plans 

application lodged by the TMO in August 2014 to proceed (when it should have 

been rejected); and (ii) wrongly issued a Completion Certificate in July 2016 

certifying that the building works complied with the relevant regulations (when that 

was not the case). 

58. The evidence further shows that these serious and inexcusable failings were the tragic but 

foreseeable consequence of those responsible for the Refurbishment cutting comers, 

prioritising cost savings and having insufficient experience, training and knowledge of the 

69 {TM010006200}. 
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Building Regulations and industry guidance to fulfil their respective functions. 

59. These matters are addressed below, under the following headings: 

(A) Appointment of construction professionals and project resourcing; 

(B) Development of Exova's fire strategy; 

(C) Specification and design of the rainscreen cladding system; 

(D) Windows and window surrounds; 

(E) The Crown; 

(F) Other construction issues; and 

(G) RBKC Building Control. 

(A) Appointment of Construction Professionals & Project Resourcing 

60. Although the TMO notionally operated as an arms' length management organisation, the 

evidence indicates that RBKC exerted influence (principally through its Director of 

Housing, Laura Johnson) over the procurement of the Refurbishment and appointments to 

the design team. 70 The TMO viewed RBKC as its "client" and felt compelled to secure the 

RBKC's agreement because it was "spending RBKC money".71 According to Mr 

Maddison (the TMO's Director of Assets and Regeneration from 2013-2018), RBKC had 

"substantive input into not only the overall budget that [the TMO] were allowed to have, 

but into how and whether to spend specific elements of that budget".72 Ms Johnson agreed 

that as building owner and funder, RBKC expected to have influence over the scope of the 

Refurbishment and that she personally had the "ability to exercise influence" in "de facto 

terms".73 She also effectively held the purse strings for the Refurbishment; any request for 

an increase in the budget would need to be approved by her before being put to RBKC's 

Cabinet.74 

61. The budgetary constraints imposed by RBKC appear never to have been questioned or 

challenged by the TMO (aside from a request by Mr Maddison for a modest contingency 

70 Anderson Day 52/23-24. 
71 Maddison Day 57 /80-81; and Gibson Day 53/115. 
72 Maddison Day 58/37. 
73 Laura Johnson Day 128/9 and 146-149. 
74 Laura Johnson Day 128/157-158. 
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in June 2014).75 The TMO thus engaged in value engineering with Rydon to reduce the 

project price (including by substitution of cheaper cladding panels, as explained further 

below) rather than asking for an increase in the budget, despite Mr Fielding-Mellen 

(RBKC 's Deputy Leader and Cabinet Member for Housing, Property and Regeneration at 

the time of the Refurbishment) confirming in evidence that further budgetary increases 

would have been considered by RBKC's Cabinet had they been requested.76 

62. With a view to saving costs and achieving "economies of scale",77 the TMO appointed the 

same design team professionals as were working on the adjacent Kensington Academy 

and Leisure Centre ("KALC"), including importantly Studio E. It seems clear that this 

was driven by RBKC. Mr Anderson (Mr Maddison's predecessor as Director of Assets 

and Regeneration at the TMO) said that RBKC "expressed a strong desire" that the same 

professional team be used and that he understood that any refusal to comply with this 

direction would have been challenged by RBKC.78 Laura Johnson agreed that there was a 

widespread "drive from RBKC" to retain the KALC team on the Refurbishment, with 

RBKC's project manager on the KALC project expressing a "strong desire" to that 

effect. 79 However, neither Ms Johnson nor anyone else at RBKC paid any regard to the 

substantial differences between the two projects, despite Ms Johnson accepting that in the 

case of Studio E, this was something that was "completely obvious" and should 

"definitely" have been considered. 80 RBKC thus drove Studio E 's appointment as 

architects for the Refurbishment despite knowing nothing about its experience or expertise 

in refurbishing or overcladding high-rise residential buildings (which experience and 

expertise was, as explained below, wholly inadequate). 

63. Despite the Refurbishment being the TMO's first major high-rise overcladding project, 

and the biggest project that it had ever had to manage, 81 the TMO employees working on 

the Refurbishment lacked relevant expertise and were ill-equipped to make the wide range 

of decisions required of them or otherwise to manage the Refurbishment. Neither of the 

project managers (Mr Dunkerton and Ms Williams) had prior experience of high-rise 

residential buildings; Ms Williams also had no prior experience of cladding or recladding 

75 See Maddison Day 58/54-55 and Day 59/97; Fielding-Mellen Day 131/158-162 and Paget-Brown Day 
132/164-165. 

76 Fielding-Mellen Day 131/162-165. 
77 See Laura Johnson Day 128/57-60. 
78 Anderson Day 52/60. 
79 Laura Johnson Day 128/55-63. 
80 Laura Johnson Day 128i70-72. Mr Paget-Brown (RBKC's Leader at the time of the Refurbishment) similarly 

accepted that the Refurbishment was "quite a d((ferenl type of project" to the KALC project: Day 132il68. 
81 Paget-Brown Day 132/185-186 and 189. 
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projects; Mr Gibson (the TMO's Head of Capital Investment) had previous experience as 

an architect but not in refurbishment of high-rise blocks or regeneration projects like the 

Refurbishment and had no previous experience with cladding systems; and Mr Maddison 

had no housing or technical construction qualifications and although he had some 

experience with cladding, he had none with ACM panels.82 Crucially, the TMO had no in

house fire engineering expertise; no-one from the TMO involved with the Refurbishment 

had any specific fire safety training. 83 

Appointment of Studio E 

64. Studio E was appointed solely because it was already engaged on the KALC project. 84 

Indeed, Studio E appears to have provided the initial impetus for the Refurbishment by 

raising aesthetic concerns about the impact of "the poor quality of the ground floor 

frontage" of Grenfell Tower on the KALC project; it did not want Grenfell Tower to be 

left "a poor cousin" of the "two brand new buildings that were going up" as part of the 

KALC project. 85 However, its experience, expertise and suitability for the Refurbishment 

was not assessed, whether by the TMO or RBKC; and in order to procure its appointment 

without open tendering (as was required by OJEU rules), payment of its fees above the 

OJEU limit was deferred until after its novation to Rydon (more than two years later). 86 

Had a proper competitive tender process been followed, Studio E would likely not have 

qualified because of its lack of experience of high-rise residential refurbishments, as Mr 

Kuszell and Mr Sounes (the two most senior Studio E individuals to give evidence) both 

conceded. 87 

65. Mr Sounes admitted at the time of Studio E's appointment that it was "a little green on 

process and technicality", but this has been shown to be a huge understatement. 88 Neither 

Studio E as a practice nor any of the individuals in its team working on the Refurbishment 

had any adequate experience of or training with respect to overcladding high-rise 

residential buildings or undertook any or any adequate training to remedy this. 89 Prior to 

Studio E's novation to Rydon, none of the Studio E team working on the Refurbishment 

82 Dunkerton Day 51/4; Gibson Day 53/8-10 and 14; Williams Day 54/82 and 87; and Maddison Day 57/6 and 28. 
83 Williams Day 54/88 and 99; and Maddison Day 57/44. See also Dunkerton Day 51/7 and Anderson Day 52/5-

6. 
84 Anderson Day 52/59-61. 
85 Laura Johnson Day 128/30-31. 
86 See e.g. Kuszell Day 6/64-66; and minutes and correspondence at {ART00000169}, {SEA00007317} and 

{ART00000698}. 
87 Kuszell Day 6/70 and Sounes Day 6/196. 
88 {SEA00003567}. 
89 Sounes Day 6/81, Crawford Day 9/37-38, Rek Day 12/6-7. 
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had any experience in residential overcladding projects. Nevertheless, no appraisal was 

undertaken by the firm as to whether it was competent to take on the Refurbishment. 90 

66. Studio E was entirely dependent on the experience of Mr Crawford (who assumed 

responsibility for the Refurbishment post-novation), but he admitted that he had no 

previous experience in high-rise residential refurbishment.91 Furthermore, despite 

supposedly being the only Studio E employee with any relevant experience, Mr Crawford 

(incorrectly) assumed that relevant research and self-education had been undertaken by 

other members of the Studio E team prior to his involvement (which was not the case).92 

The inescapable conclusion is that Studio E agreed to take on a project for which it lacked 

the necessary expertise and, despite recognising this shortcoming at the time, failed to 

undertake any further training or professional development or to appoint someone with the 

relevant experience to overcome it. 

Appointment of Rydon 

67. Rydon was appointed as main contractor in March 2014 following secret meetings with 

the TMO outside the OJEU bidding framework, at which Rydon agreed to further cost

engineer its (already lowest) bid in advance of formal announcement of its appointment. 

This was in breach of OJEU rules. Mr Maddison attempted in evidence to distinguish 

between an OJEU rule 'breach' and a failure to 'strictly comply with the letter of the 

process', but that is a distinction without a difference. 93 

68. The further cost reductions demanded of Rydon by the TMO in March 2014 amounted to 

£800,000, including £243,000 for the substitution of zinc cladding panels with cheaper 

ACM-PE panels.94 However, Rydon's initial bid contained an error of £212,000,95 

meaning that the project was £1 million under budget before it had even commenced. The 

project was therefore only viable for Rydon if substantial cost savings could be found. 96 

This proved to be a key driver behind the specification and use of ACM-PE panels as a 

cheaper substitute for the zinc cladding preferred by Studio E (see further Section III (C) 

below). 

69. The significant costing error in Rydon's bid and its improper engagement with the TMO 

90 Sounes Day 6/173, 194 and 206; and Day 7/15; Rek Day 12/8; and Kuszell Day 6/11 and 20. 
91 Crawford Day 9/25 and 124. 
92 Crawford Day 9/127. 
93 Maddison Day 59/5-23. 
94 See TMO email, and attached spreadsheet, dated 13 March 2013: {RYD00003300} and {RYD00003301}. 
95 Lawrence Day 23/134. 
96 As Mr Lawrence (Rydon's contracts manager) admitted: Day 23/142. 
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during the bid process were, Celotex suggests, symptomatic of Rydon's wider failure to 

properly prepare for or resource the project. Rydon's project manager (Mr O'Connor), 

contracts manager (Mr Lawrence) and commercial manager (Mr Maynard) were all 

working in those roles for the first time in their careers.97 More seriously, and with 

significant consequences, none of the relevant Rydon employees had any or any adequate 

knowledge, training or applicable experience of the regulatory requirements relating to the 

Refurbishment (as explained further in Section III(C) below). Rydon was entirely reliant 

on the design team and its subcontractors to ensure compliance of the works it was 

appointed to carry out and complete, as Mr Lawrence and Mr Blake, Rydon's 

refurbishment director and the most senior Rydon witness to appear before the Inquiry, 

admitted. 98 

70. Rydon nevertheless had no adequate processes to satisfy itself as to the competence of its 

subcontractors or to supervise their work. It took no steps to ensure that Studio E was 

competent or adequately resourced; and it had no process for ensuring that Harley - one of 

its most important subcontractors - had adequate knowledge of regulatory requirements. 99 

Appointment of Harley 

71. Despite the importance of its role, Harley failed adequately to prepare for, or resource, the 

project. It had to engage Mr Lamb as an external designer in the summer of 2014 because 

it lacked design capability. 100 Prior to his appointment, Mr Anketell-Jones had been held 

out as the "Design Manager" on the Refurbishment, but this was ''just a temporary 

stopgap" until an external designer got involved and no actual design work appears to 

have been carried out by Harley before Mr Lamb started. 101 

72. Notwithstanding the importance of Mr Lamb's role, no due diligence was undertaken in 

relation to his appointment; his understanding of Building Regulations and associated 

guidance applicable to external facades was not assessed. 102 Harley in fact had no process 

in place to ensure that such an external designer was competent or was properly 

supervised once engaged. 103 Mr Anketell-Jones, who was understood by others in Harley 

(and Mr Lamb himself) to be supervising Mr Lamb's work, disavowed any such 

97 Blake Day 28/29. 
98 See e.g. Lawrence Day 22/22-38, 45-46, 51-52 and 114-117; and Day 23/4-5; Blake Day 28/63-64 and 71-72. 
99 Lawrence Day 22/62-64 and 132-133; Blake Day 28/64-65. 
100 Ray Bailey Day 33/129; Anketell-Jones Day 36/42. 
101 Anketell-Jones Day 36/41-42 and Day 37/41; and see Mr Anketell-Jones's CV at {ART00002087/44}. 
102 Anketell-Jones Day 36/50-51. 
103 Anketell-Jones Day 35/129-130. 
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responsibility and said that the point of using an external design resource such as Mr 

Lamb was that they did not need to be line-managed. 104 This was clearly wrong: Harley 

needed to supervise Mr Lamb so as to ensure that the work he produced was compliant 

and in accordance with the contractual standards applicable to Harley's work (as Mr 

Sakula confirmed). 105 

73. Harley appointed Mr Ben Bailey as project manager in February 2015, apparently on the 

basis of his previous experience on a different Harley project. 106 In fact, he spent just a 

few months in that role before starting work on the Refurbishment, and the role did not 

encompass any work related to design or selection of products and materials. 107 This was 

an inadequate foundation for his role at Grenfell Tower, especially since he was the only 

Harley employee who regularly attended the site. 108 It undoubtedly contributed to his 

failure to identify the numerous installation and other defects in the construction of the 

cladding facade which were uncovered after the Grenfell Tower fire: see Section III(F) 

below. 

(B) Development of Exova's Fire Strategy 

74. A fire safety strategy is vital for any major construction project; it provides essential 

information for the design team to take forward in their design work. Dr Lane explained 

that a fire safety strategy should (among other things): (a) address the Building 

Regulations; (b) set out the fire safety objectives for the project and how they would be 

met; (c) describe in detail the building's construction, its characteristics, the people living 

within it and the extant provisions in the event of a fire; and ( d) identify risks which 

cannot be mitigated, or the nature of any mitigation measures. 109 Mr Ashton shared that 

d d. 110 un erstan mg. 

75. Exova's agreed fee proposal envisaged it producing a "detailed fire strategy" which would 

cover (among other things) "[d]etermination of any external fire spread issues". 111 Mr 

Ashton confirmed that the fire strategy was intended to cover the whole of the 

104 Anketell-Jones Day 36/176 and 202; cf. Ben Bailey Day 39/19-25; Lamb Day 37/85-87. 
105 Sakula Day 125/72-3. 
106 Merit House: Ray Bailey Day 33/135. 
107 BenBaileyDay39/7, 11-12. 
108 BenBaileyDay39/13-15. 
109 Lane Day 61/15-16. 
110 Ashton Day 16/43-50 
rn {TM010037619}. 
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Refurbishment, including the over-cladding of the building. 112 Exova issued three types of 

fire safety reports: (a) an Existing Fire Safety Report (the "EFSS") covering the fire 

strategy for the existing building as at August 2012; (b) a high-level design note (the 

"Design Note") issued on 12 September 2012; and (c) three versions of an outline fire 

safety strategy ("OFSS") purporting to cover the Refurbishment. None of these reports 

met the basic requirements of a fire safety strategy as described by Dr Lane. None of them 

addressed the overcladding; Exova never in fact produced the "detailed fire strategy" 

promised in its fee proposal. This had a profound effect; as Mr Hyett said, it rendered the 

fire strategy for the Refurbishment "seriously deficient throughout all subsequent design 

stages and upon completion of the project and thereajter". 113 

TheEFSS 

76. Ms Cooney (a senior consultant at Exova) authored the EFSS. 114 It was reviewed by Dr 

Barker (a principal fire engineer at Exova), before being sent in draft to Studio E. 

Although recognising that the information to hand was "very limited'', comprising "very 

poor" quality drawings, Ms Cooney did not take steps to obtain further information, 

relying upon Carl Stokes' fire risk assessment of 29 December 2010 without verifying its 

accuracy or obtaining its "signijicant findings and action plan". 115 Ms Cooney accepted 

that the EFSS was intended to be an "informative piece of work" for the Refurbishment. 116 

Dr Barker went further, stating that its purpose was to serve as a baseline against which 

the fire safety of the Refurbishment could be assessed. 117 In the event, it was only issued 

as an incomplete draft document. 118 

77. Dr Lane explains that the EFSS was: (a) prepared in an inadequate space of time; (b) 

based on a woefully short two-hour site visit; ( c) lacked detailed site inspection notes; and 

( d) based inappropriately on unproved assumptions. 119 She was especially critical of Ms 

Cooney's failure to check and obtain further information. 120 The consequence was that 

Exova failed properly to define the baseline safety condition at Grenfell Tower. 

112 Ashton Day 16/130. 
113 Hyett Amended Report §4.2.20. 
114 {TM010001925}. 
115 Cooney Day 14/30, 81 and 99-103; Carl Stokes' fire risk assessment is al {TM010037743}. 
116 Cooney Day 14/38, 71 and 92. 
117 BarkerDayl5/170. 
118 Cooney Day 14/140; Barker Day 15/96-98; Ashton Day 16/145. 
119 Lane Day 61/72, 77-78, 80, 91, 95 and 99-100. 
120 Lane Day 61/83-85. 
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The Design Note 

78. Mr Ashton's Design Note was issued on 12 September 2012. 121 It only addressed means 

of escape and access and facilities for the fire service, i.e., Parts BI and B5 of Schedule l 

of the Building Regulations. Mr Ashton's only explanation was that Parts BI and B5 were 

the aspects of the fire strategy on which Studio E wanted answers immediately. He had no 

regard to whether this approach might lead the design team to think that only Parts B l and 

B5 were important, and whether it might be helpful for him to set out at least the 

performance requirements applicable to overcladding. 122 

OFSS(l) 

79. The first draft OFSS ("OFSS(l )") was issued on 31 October 2012. 123 There was no 

reference to the overcladding in the description of the Refurbishment (at p. 4), and the 

section on compliance with Part B4 (paragraph 3.1.4) contained no analysis of it either; 

merely stating that it was "considered that the proposed changes will have no adverse 

effect on the building in relation to external fire spread but this will be confirmed by an 

analysis in afi1ture issue of this report" (at p. 8). 

80. Mr Ashton confirmed in evidence that the reference to "[t]he proposed changes" in 

paragraph 3 .1.4 was intended to include the cladding. 124 He contended that he was unable 

to say anything further about the cladding in OFSS(l) because "there were no details of 

any changes to the external wall construction that [Ex ova] could look at and comment 

on". 125 However, he knew as early as May 2012 that the Refurbishment was to encompass 

overcladding: 126 he had attended at least one project team meeting at which the cladding 

had been discussed; he had been sent minutes of other project team meetings referring to 

it; he had been sent a number of work packages containing information about it; 127 and he 

could easily have asked Studio E for further details. Given his acknowledgement that the 

overcladding was "a fairly significant part of the design", 128 his failure to investigate this 

aspect of the Refurbishment further at this stage was inexcusable. 

121 {EX000000142}. 
122 Ashton Day 16/174-176, 183-185and192. 
123 {EX000000519}. 
124 Ashton Day 17 /44. 
125 Ashton Day 17 /40-41. 
126 See Mr Sounes' email to Mr Ashton on 3 May 2012: {EX000000474}. 
127 {SEA00006394}; {SEA00006395}; Ashton Day 17/30. 
128 Ashton Day 17 /49. 
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81. Moreover, the wording of paragraph 3.1.4 of OFSS(l) was misleading. Mr Ashton 

admitted that when he wrote OFSS( 1) he had not looked at "details of any changes to the 

external wall construction", but he nevertheless advised that "the proposed changes will 

have no adverse effect on the building". 129 Mr Ashton accepted that he could have made 

the position clear by stating that Exova did not have sufficient information to make an 

assessment in relation to the cladding, but could not explain why he did not take that 

course. 130 Whilst paragraph 3 .1.4 said that the position would be "confirmed by an 

analysis in a future issue qf [the] report", the use of the word "confirmed:' implied that 

Exova already held a fairly firm view that overcladding the building would give rise to no 

problem for external fire spread which would just be 'confirmed' later. 131 His approach 

took no account of the risk of reassuring words about external fire spread creating a false 

sense of security, as in fact happened: Mr Sounes understood OFSS(l) to confirm that 

"there was no concern". 132 

82. Dr Lane was scathing in her criticism of OFSS(l). She explained that OFSS(l): (a) 

provided only a high-level overview, and failed to address the majority of aspects 

identified in ADB2; (b) made no reference to the EFSS; ( c) failed "critically" to refer to 

the over-cladding in the summary section; (d) nevertheless proceeded to provide advice 

that the over-cladding works would have no adverse effect (which was of "grave concern" 

because Exova did not analyse the external wall construction proposals); (e) failed to meet 

the requirements set by Exova's own fee proposal; and (f) demonstrated "very serious 

evidence qfprofessional negligence". 133 Dr Lane added that a reasonably competent fire 

safety engineer would have set out its knowledge that the building was being over-clad, 

and then as a "bare minimum" stated the statutory and performance requirements 

applicable to the cladding panels, insulation and cavity barriers. 134 OFSS(l) did none of 

this. Put simply, the design team "could not rely on the information provided by 

Exova". 135 

OFSS(2) and OFSS(3) 

129 Ashton Day 17 /40-41. 
130 Ashton Day 17/40-43. 
131 Ashton Day 17/43-45. 
132 Ashton Day 17 /46-48; Sounes Day 8/52 
133 See Section 6.5 of Dr Lane's Report: The Fire Safety Engineer (the "Lane Fire Engineering Report") 

{BLARP20000017/187}. 
134 Lane Day 61/168, 170. 
135 Lane Fire Engineering Report §6.5.16. 
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83. The second draft OFSS ("OFSS(2)") and the third draft OFSS ("OFSS(3)")136 provided 

two further opportunities for Mr Ashton to rectify the deficiencies of OFSS( 1 ). However, 

on both occasions he gave no further consideration to the overcladding works and no 

change was made to paragraph 3.1.4, which remained in its misleading and incomplete 

form. 

84. As to OFSS(2) issued on 24 October 2013, Mr Ashton claimed that Exova still did not 

have any information on the external cladding but this was incorrect: in addition to the 

information identified in paragraph 80 above, Mr Ashton had by this stage been sent links 

to (i) Studio E's Stage C report and (ii) an FTP site containing project drawings. 137 In 

addition, Mr Ashton should have known by October 2013 that Studio E's Stage D report 

(which had been issued in August 2013) was likely to have been available. 138 

85. Mr Ashton suggested that he was justified in ignoring the Stage C and D reports because 

Studio E had not "encouraged:' him to look at them, but that is self-evidently wrong. 139 Dr 

Lane is clear that Exova should have asked to look at the Stage D Report. The moment 

had unambiguously arrived for Exova to issue its detailed fire safety strategy, and a 

reasonably competent fire safety engineer would not have expected to receive direct 

requests prior to considering a fire safety issue; Mr Ashton should have asked for the 

infom1ation he needed and spoken with other members of the project team to understand 

their requirements. 140 At this stage, and again as a "hare minimum", Exova should have 

addressed the minimum performance requirements of each component of the cladding 

system. 141 

86. Significantly, Mr Ashton accepted in evidence that (a) he should have included 

"something as substantial as overcladding" in the description of the Refurbishment in 

OFSS(2); 142 (b) he could have caveated what was said about external fire spread; 143 and 

( c) he could also have set out the basic performance requirements for a cladding system in 

OFSS(2). 144 

87. OFSS(3) issued on 7 November 2013, did not advance OFSS(l) or OFSS(2). As Dr Lane 

136 {EX000000430} and {EXOOOOOl 107}. 
137 {ART00008396}; Ashton Day 17/31-32 and {EX000000601 }; Ashton Day 17/63-64. 
138 Ashton Day 17 /97-98. 
139 Ashton Day 17/102. 
140 Lane Day 61/187-190. 
141 Lane Day 61/191-192. 
142 Ashton Day 17/101. 
143 Ashton Day 171103. 
144 Ashton Day 17/103-104. 
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explains, this was despite Mr Ashton's attention having been specifically drawn to the 

rainscreen cladding system by an email from Mr Rek (of Studio E) on 1 November 2013; 

this would have alerted a reasonably competent fire safety engineer to the fact that Studio 

E needed guidance on the Building Regulations and ADB2. 145 

88. The inadequacy of the successive drafts of the OFSS may have been identified had they 

been reviewed by someone of equal or greater seniority to Mr Ashton, as required by 

Exova's quality control procedures. However, and in breach of those procedures, Mr 

Ashton arranged for each of the draft reports to be reviewed by a more junior employee. 

Dr Lane explains that this was unacceptable, and that the unsatisfactory nature of the 

process is demonstrated by the failure of anybody within Ex ova to notice the deficient Part 

B4 section of each OFSS. 146 

(C) Specification & Design of the Rainscreen Cladding System 

89. The specification and design of the rainscreen cladding system was clearly defective. 

Specifically: (i) Reynobond ACM-PE panels should not have been specified or used 

because they were incapable of adequately resisting the spread of fire over the walls; (ii) 

the components of the system did not in any event meet the linear route to compliance and 

no desktop study or other assessment was undertaken by any designer or contractor to 

verify compliance with the BR135 Criteria; and (iii) no coherent plan for the installation 

of cavity barriers in accordance with ADB2 or other industry guidance was devised or 

implemented. 

90. These failings were primarily the responsibility of Studio E, Harley, Rydon and Exova. 

However, CEP and Max Fordham also bear some responsibility, as explained further 

below. 

Studio E 

91. Under the terms of its appointments, Studio E was required to exercise reasonable skill, 

care and diligence in accordance with the normal standards of an architect. 147 Rydon's 

appointment as main contractor did not diminish Studio E 's responsibility for the design 

and specification of the cladding system. Under the terms of its Deed of Appointment with 

Rydon, Studio E undertook responsibility for "all and any design and other work", 

145 {EX000000586}; Lane Day 61/212-213; Ashton Day 17/119-125. 
146 Lane Day 61/208-210. 
147 Clause 2.1 of the RIBA Standard Conditions for Appointment 2010 {SEA00004571 }, and Clause 2.3 of the 

Deed of Appointment {RYD00094228}. 
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including compliance with "the relevant Statutmy Requirements". 148 Mr Hyett dismissed 

any suggestion that Rydon's appointment ''provide[d] an excuse for [Studio E's]failure to 

perform its duties with respect to the 2012-16 Works either adequately or in some cases at 

all".149 

92. The Studio E witnesses, however, possessed poor understanding of the statutory standards 

and industry guidance relevant to cladding systems. This infected their design of each 

component of the cladding system, creating a non-compliant baseline against which other 

contractors were primed to fail. The result was an abject failure to meet their contractual 

responsibilities and the standards of a reasonably competent architect. 

Lack of Knowledge and Understanding of Regulatory Requirements 

93. Studio E should have adequately understood the relevant provisions of the Building 

Regulations, including those relating to fire safety. Mr Hyett was firm on this point. 150 Mr 

Kuszell, Mr Sounes and Mr Crawford all accepted this. 151 However, no Studio E architect 

working on the Refurbishment had any adequate understanding of those provisions: 

( l) Mr Sounes took no steps to familiarise himself with Part B of Schedule l of the 

Building Regulations; he did not read relevant sections of ADB2; he was unaware of 

the various routes to compliance; he was unaware of the concept of limited 

combustibility; he had not heard of BS8414 testing and did not know what it 

involved; and he was unaware that cavity barriers were required to limit fire spread 

from a compartment into a cavity. 152 Given this state of ignorance, he was unable to 

confirm which route to compliance was used for the cladding system. 153 

(2) Mr Crawford did not check the definition of limited combustibility in ADB2, and 

wrongly thought it encompassed a product which had its combustibility retarded in 

some fashion, claiming he believed that PIR and phenolic insulation were materials 

of limited combustibility simply because they contained fire retardant. 154 He said he 

had conversations with Mr Ashton ofExova about the route to compliance, but those 

conversations were denied by Mr Ashton whose evidence was (Celotex submits) 

148 Clauses 2.2 and paragraph 8 of Annex A, of the Deed of Appointment {RYD00094228}. 
149 Hyett Supplemenlal Report Part 1 §2.2.5. 
150 Hyett Amended Report §2.9.10. 
151 Kuszell Day 6/27; Sounes Day 7/91; Crawford Day 9/40-41. 
152 Sounes Day 7/132-143. 
153 Sounes Day 7/138. 
154 Crawford Day 9/183-184. 
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plainly more reliable. 155 The likelihood is that, like Mr Sounes, Mr Crawford never 

applied his mind to which route to compliance was being followed. 

(3) Mr Rek (who prepared the NBS Specification) was unaware of the different routes 

to compliance under ADB2 at the time of the Refurbishment. He did not know that a 

cladding system incorporating insulation which was not of limited combustibility 

would only comply with ADB2 § 12.5 if it had passed a BS8414 test and met the 

BR135 Criteria; and he was unaware of desktop studies or bespoke fire engineered 

solutions as alternative routes to compliance. 156 

94. None of the Studio E architects had any knowledge or understanding of BR135 or the 

CWCT Standard (despite compliance with the latter being expressly required by the NBS 

Specification which Studio E prepared). None of them read either document. They were 

accordingly unaware of the requirement in the CWCT Standard for insulation in buildings 

over l 8m to be of limited combustibility or warnings in both the CWCT Standard and 

BR135 about the risk of aluminium or metal cladding systems failing in the event of 

fire.157 

Design Responsibility 

95. Studio E was responsible for the design of the over-cladding works in their entirety. 158 Its 

lack of knowledge and understanding, however, permeated the design of each element of 

the cladding system. Mr Hyett was deeply critical of its design, noting that there was a 

"lack of any evidence ... of an overall and holistic assessment by Studio E of the external 

wall condition. or of any evident strategy for meeting the guidance in ABD2 and the 

requirements of the Building Regulations"; Studio E's document and information 

production "fell well short" of what was required and appropriate, and it failed to 

complete all the work that it should have carried out. 159 Mr Hyett firmly rejected Mr 

Crawford's attempt to argue that Studio E had some more limited role to review the design 

of others from just an aesthetic "architectural intent" perspective. 160 

96. Despite the extent of Studio E's design responsibility, it over-relied initially on Max 

Fordham and subsequently on Harley and Rydon. Significantly, Mr Sounes admitted that 

155 Crawford Day 9/177-179; Ashton Day 18/71, 76 and 78. 
156 Rek Day 12/20, 24 and 27. 
157 Sounes Day 7/164 and Day 12/189; Crawford Day 9/145-146; Rek Day 12/39-41 
158 Hyett Supplemental Report Part l §2.3.6-2.3.8 and Part 4 {PHYS0000005} §3.1.6.14. 
159 Hyett Amended Reporl §5.4.5l(g) and Hyett Supplemental Reporl Parl 1 §2.2.19, 2.2.32 and §2.2.36. 
160 Hyett Supplemental Report Part 1 §2.3.20-2.3.21 and Day 64/16-17. 
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he was intending to rely on the knowledge of the main contractor because he assumed that 

under a design and build contract, Studio E would not be contractually liable for design. 

He therefore appeared to consider that Studio E could fall into a lacuna where Rydon was 

responsible for the overall design and sub-contractors, in this case Harley, were 

responsible for the cladding design. 161 Mr Crawford operated under the same 

misapprehension as to Studio E's responsibility, suggesting that it was Harley's 

responsibility to check compliance with the CWCT Standard and RBKC BC' s 

responsibility to check that Harley's work was compliant. 162 No competent firm of 

architects would have conducted themselves in this way: any reasonable architect would 

have understood the limits of their expertise and ensured that the right expertise and 

experience was brought into the project. 163 Studio E's failure to do so imperilled the safe 

delivery and completion of the Refurbishment from the outset. 

97. In five critical areas, Studio E failed to meet the standard of a reasonably competent 

architect: (a) including Reynobond ACM-PE cladding panels in the NBS Specification 

without giving any consideration to their fire performance characteristics; (b) including 

FR5000 in the NBS Specification without giving any consideration to compliance with the 

requirements of ADB2 or the CWCT Standard, and repeating this failure when RS5000 

was subsequently selected; (c) having no regard to compliance of the cladding system as a 

whole, especially given that it incorporated products which did not meet the linear route to 

compliance under ADB2 § 12.6-12.9; ( d) devising a deficient cavity barrier strategy which 

made no provision for protection around windows; and ( e) failing to ensure the continued 

engagement ofExova after Rydon's appointment as main contractor. 

The NBS Specification 

98. The NBS Specification was a critical document for the design of the Refurbishment. 

Studio E was responsible for its preparation, but failed to do so with reasonable skill and 

care. Mr Sounes accepted in evidence that the Celotex insulation specified (i.e. FR5000) 

and Reynobond ACM-PE panels included in the NBS Specification should have been 

considered for compliance with Building Regulations, but this never happened: 164 

(1) Studio E specified FR5000 as the insulation for the rainscreen cladding system 

without undertaking any or any adequate investigation into the product's fire 

161 Sounes Day 6/201-203. 
162 Crawford Day 9/189. 
163 As Mr Hyett confirmed: Hyett Day 63/80-87. See also Day 64/2-4, confirming that both individuals within 

Studio E, and the firm as a whole, failed in this respect. 
164 Sounes Day 7/169-170. 
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performance or its compliance with Buildings Regulations or ADB2 § 12.7. FR5000 

was not marketed by Celotex as a product for use in buildings over l Sm. 165 Its 

datasheet made no reference to it being suitable for use within a rainscreen cladding 

system (as Mr Sounes conceded), and the product's Class 0 classification was 

irrelevant to compliance with the requirements of ADB2 concerning the use of 

insulation in buildings over l Sm. Mr Sounes had only ever used FR5000 on 

buildings below l Sm. 166 He never obtained advice about the suitability of the 

product from Exova. 167 Studio E simply assumed that FR5000 was compliant for use 

on buildings over l Sm because it had been proposed by Max Fordham. 168 As Mr 

Hyett explains, that was an abdication of Studio E's responsibility and a 

''.fundamental error". 169 

(2) Studio E included Reynobond ACM-PE panels as an alternative cladding option 

within the NBS Specification without any adequate understanding of or 

investigation into their fire performance or regard to the requirements of the CWCT 

Standard (which precluded use of materials which readily supported combustion or 

added significantly to the fire load). The decision in mid-2014 to approve the 

selection of Reynobond ACM-PE panels rather than Proteus zinc panels (which 

contained a fire-retardant core) was driven by costs and aesthetics, without regard to 

fire safety. Despite having no experience of using Reynobond ACM-PE panels, 

Studio E did not check their suitability with Exova. 17° Furthermore, and despite the 

BBA certificate for Reynobond (the "BBA Certificate") making clear that the 

panels were available with a fire retardant ("FR") core, Studio E gave no 

consideration to the use of such cores. Their conduct was negligent. Mr Hyett 

confirmed that any competent architect would have (a) been aware of the fire 

performance properties of ACM-PE panels, (b) questioned the combustibility of the 

polyethylene core of such panels and (c) sought advice from the fire safety 

consultant about the materials to be included in the NBS Specification. 171 

(3) Upon the selection of Reynobond ACM-PE panels, Studio E failed to revisit the 

specification of FR5000 and never asked Harley, Exova or Rydon whether the 

165 See the FR5000 datasheet at {SEF00000085}. 
166 Sounes Day 12/179 and 183-184. 
167 Sounes Day 20/42-43. 
168 See paragraphs 155-158 below. 
169 Hyett Supplemental Report Part 2 {PHYS0000003} §4.2.27, Hyett Day 64/184-185 and Hyett Amended 

Report §4.3.7. 
170 Sounes Day 6/174 and Day 20/91; Crawford Day 9/143. 
171 Hyett Day 64/85, 92-95 and Day 65/152-153. 
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selection of an ACM cladding panel had any implications for the type of insulation 

to be used. 172 This also was negligent; Mr Hyett confirmed that Studio E should 

have checked this with Exova. 173 

Use of RS5000 

99. By around 20 August 2014, Harley appeared to be intending to use RS5000 as the 

rainscreen insulation in place of FR5000, and proposed this to Studio E in September 

2014: see paragraph 119 below. For a second time, Mr Crawford failed to take the 

opportunity to investigate the compliance of the proposed rainscreen insulation with 

ADB2 § 12. 7 .174 He claimed that he raised a query about the product's compliance in a 

telephone conversation with Mr Ashton, 175 but Mr Crawford did not mention any such 

conversation in his witness statement, Mr Ashton denied that the conversation took place 

and there is no documentary record of it. 176 

l 00. In an attempt to justify his inadequate consideration of whether the proposed rainscreen 

cladding system complied with Building Regulations and ADB2 were it to incorporate 

RS5000 as the insulation component, Mr Crawford suggested that he had been misled into 

believing the use of RS5000 within that system would be compliant by Celotex's RS5000 

datasheet (a copy of which had been emailed to him by Harley). 177 This evidence was 

(Celotex submits) also self-serving and should not be accepted. 

(l) It is clear that Mr Crawford did not read the datasheet carefully (if he read it at all). 

As Inquiry Counsel put to him in evidence, the datasheet made clear that the 

suitability of RS5000 depended upon the product having been incorporated in a 

cladding system which had met the BR135 Criteria by way of a full scale BS8414-2 

test; and that system was fundamentally different to the system proposed and in fact 

used at Grenfell Tower. Mr Crawford could not explain how he did not understand 

this, if indeed he had read the datasheet. 

(2) Mr Crawford accepted in evidence that the datasheet did not state that RS5000 was a 

product of limited combustibility. However, he alighted upon the reference in the 

datasheet to RS5000 having "Class 0 fire pe~formance throughout the entire product 

172 Sounes Day 20/71-72. 
173 Hyett Day 64/130-131. 
174 Crawford Day 10/46-47. 
175 Crawford Day 9/187; Day 10/94 and 107-108. 
176 Crawford Day 9/176-177 and Day 10/58; Ashton Day 18/70-74. 
177 Crawford Day 10/51-64; the RS5000 datasheet is at {CEL00000412}. 
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in accordance with BS476", but (as already explained) Class 0 classification is 

irrelevant to ADB2 § 12. 7 and the use of insulation in a rainscreen cavity in a 

building over 18m, and Mr Crawford could not explain why he said otherwise. Mr 

Crawford further suggested that the reference to "BS476" was misleading, because 

that linked to the test for limited combustibility in ADB2. However, limited 

combustibility is determined by testing to BS476 Part 11, and not BS476 Parts 6 and 

7 (which the second page of the datasheet made clear were the tests met by RS5000 

to achieve Class 0 classification). It is, moreover, clear from Mr Crawford's 

evidence that he had no understanding of what the concept of limited combustibility 

actually meant. 178 

(3) Ultimately, Mr Crawford's evidence was that he had sent the datasheet to Exova for 

them to evaluate, and relied on their assessment. 179 However, Exova never carried 

out (and were not asked to carry out) any analysis of the suitability of RS5000 (or 

FR5000) and Mr Crawford could not have understood otherwise. His assertions to 

the contrary are unsupported by any evidence. 

Cavity barrier strategy 

10 l. ADB2, BR135, the CWCT Standard and TN73 all contain clear guidance requmng 

installation of cavity barriers to close edges of cavities, including around window 

openings. 180 However, Studio E's drawings made no provision for this. 

102. Mr Crawford accepted this in evidence. However, he suggested that there was an "agreed" 

scheme that had been approved by Exova. 181 In fact, Exova was never presented with, or 

asked to advise upon, any scheme for the positioning of cavity barriers. Exova's advice 

was sought on only two specific and narrow issues concerning the cavity barrier strategy: 

(a) in September 2014, as to the required extent of horizontal cavity barriers between 

windows; and (b) in March 2015, as to whether a fire-stop or cavity barrier was required 

to be installed in-line with compartment floors: see paragraphs 144-151 below. This did 

not amount to advice on the overall scheme for provision of cavity barriers in the external 

cladding facade. 182 There is no evidence that Mr Crawford asked Mr Ashton the obvious 

question: "do we need to install cavity barriers around the windows?". 

178 See paragraph 93(2) above. 
179 Crawford Day 10/59 and 62-63. 
180 See e.g. ADB2§ 9.2, 9.3, 9.13 and Diagram 33; BR135 §3.3.2, 6.3.2, 6.4 and 6.4.l ofBR135; CWCT Standard 

§6.4.1, 6.4.4.2(i), 6.4.4.2, 6.4.4.2(ii) and 6.4.4.2(iii); and pp.4-5 ofTN73. 
181 Crawford Day 9/158 and Day 10/172-177 and 194. 
182 See Mr Ashton's email of31March2015 at {EX000000715}. 
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Exova 's engagement post Rydon 's appointment 

103. The efforts made by Mr Crawford to rely upon undocumented and contested assurances 

from Exova in the course of his evidence highlight the consequences of Studio E's failure 

to ensure that Exova (or an alternative fire safety engineer) was retained, and the fire 

safety strategy completed, after R ydon had been appointed. This was inexplicable given 

that Studio E was aware of the essential importance of a fire safety consultant. 183 

104. Mr Crawford was unable to explain whether he took any (and if so, what) steps to clarify 

with Exova the status of their work and obtain from them an analysis of the impact of the 

Refurbishment on external fire spread. He claimed to have read the OFSS when he came 

into the project but he clearly did not notice that it made no mention of the overcladding or 

that Exova's analysis of external fire spread was still to be completed. He again reverted to 

asserting that Exova had confirmed that the overcladding was compliant in an "informal" 

telephone conversation. 184 Mr Ashton denied this (convincingly, in Celotex's 

submission). 185 Any competent architect would have taken steps to ensure that compliance 

of the overcladding was properly addressed after Rydon's appointment, especially given 

the changes made to the specification of the rainscreen cladding panel and insulation since 

the last draft OFSS. 186 

105. Mr Hyett could not have been clearer in his assessment that Studio E was professionally 

negligent in the above respects: "Studio E 's failings ... represented a standard of service 

that fell below that expected of an architect applying a reasonable level of care and 

skill". 187 

Harley 

106. Harley was contractually responsible to Rydon for the design of the fac;ade, this being its 

"Authorised Works" under the Letter of Intent. 188 Harley's witnesses accepted that its 

obligations extended to: (a) ensuring the design of the fac;ade complied with Building 

Regulations, ADB2 and other specified contractual standards, including the CWCT 

183 Kuszell Day 6/29; Sounes Day 7/188; Crawford Day 10/12: "Exova was the 'authority on all things fire 
related"'. 

184 Crawford Day 10/12-38, 58-59 and 91-94. 
185 Ashton Day 18/70-79. 
186 Hyett Day 65/142-146; and see Hyett Supplemental Report Part 1 §2.10.2-2.10.4. 
187 Hyett Supplemental Report Part 1 §2.3.60. 
188 {HAROOOOO 120}. 
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Standard and BR 135; and (b) considering the need for effective fire barriers. 189 

107. Harley's obligation to ensure compliance of the fac;ade with mandatory statutory standards 

and industry guidance was plainly an obligation of paramount importance; indeed, it was a 

fundamental obligation applicable to any cladding project irrespective of the terms of any 

contract. 190 The evidence shows that Harley failed to fulfil this obligation; its work in 

designing the cladding system at Grenfell Tower fell far short of the standard required of a 

competent cladding contractor, 191 as Mr Sakula's evidence makes clear. 

lack of Knowledge and Understanding of Regulatory and Other Contractual Requirements 

108. Mr Sakula explained that a competent cladding contractor would have been aware (among 

other things) of: (a) the available routes to compliance (in particular, the availability of the 

linear route and desktop studies); (b) the requirements of sections 9 and 12 of ADB2; (c) 

relevant industry guidance, including the CWCT Standard, TN73 and TGNl 8; and ( d) 

other documents specified in the cladding contractor's contract or the specification of its 

works. 192 It is clear, however, that none of the Harley witnesses had any adequate 

knowledge or understanding of these matters: 

(1) Mr Ray Bailey found ADB2 complicated and lacked detailed knowledge of, and did 

not review the design of the cladding system against, the requirements of the 

Building Regulations and ADB2. He was aware of the CWCT Standard in principle, 

but not its detail (despite this being a contractually specified standard). 193 

(2) Despite being Harley's design manager, Mr Anketell-Jones claimed that he was only 

capable of advising on matters of structural performance. 194 He apparently was also 

unfamiliar with the requirements of the Building Regulations; had no understanding 

of ADB2 (which he had not read); did not know that insulation was required to be of 

limited combustibility if following the linear route to compliance; was not aware of 

BS8414 testing; had not read the CWCT Technical Notes (despite attending a 

CWCT conference in October 2014) or TGNl 8 (despite a copy being sent to him by 

Mr Roome in April 2015); 195 and had no knowledge of the importance of closing the 

189 See e.g. Ray Bailey Day 32/60-69. 
190 As Mr Ray Bailey accepted: Day 32/92-93. 
191 See also the standard accepted by Mr Ray Bailey at Day 32/95. 
192 Sakula Report §10.1.4, 10.2.5, 10.4.5, 10.4.7, 10.5.5 and 15.3; Sakula Day 125/34-40, 74-82 and 151-152. 
193 Ray Bailey Day 32/7. 
194 See e.g. Anketell-Jones Day 35/119, 193-194; Day 36126, 127-128 and 164-165; and Day 37/21. 
195 {CEL00003628}. 
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edges of cavities around window openings. 196 

(3) Mr Lamb had undertaken no fonnal training on the Building Regulations or ADB2. 

He had no knowledge of BS8414 testing and was not aware that the CWCT 

Standard made it clear that cavity barriers should be provided around windows 

(because he had not read it). He did not give a "second thought" to routes to 

compliance. 197 He accepted that his experience was predominantly in curtain walling 

and glazing; he did not have extensive experience of cavity barriers in cladding 

systems, and the Refurbishment was his first experience of substantive fa9ade 

d . 198 es1gn. 

( 4) Mr Ben Bailey appeared to have no awareness of any aspect of the Building 

Regulations or industry standards, despite having an important supervisory role over 

the construction of the cladding system at Grenfell Tower. 199 

109. The Harley witnesses showed particular confusion as to the concept of Class 0. Mr Sakula 

confirmed that most people in the cladding industry understood that Class 0 related 

essentially to the surface properties of a product, and not its combustibility, and that a 

competent cladding contractor would not have confused the requirement at ADB2 §12.7 

for insulation to be of "limited combustibility" with the requirement at ADB2 §12.6 for 

cladding panels to achieve Class 0.200 However: (a) Mr Ray Bailey thought that Class 0 

was interchangeable with limited combustibility, simply meaning that a product was 

"difficult to ignite", and that a Class 0 material was safe to use in any location on a 

building over l 8m in height;201 (b) Mr Anketell-Jones had no understanding of the 

difference between Class 0, limited combustibility and non-combustibility;202 and (c) Mr 

Lamb said that he understood the meaning of Class 0, but he did not assess compliance 

because he had been provided with pre-selected materials.203 

110. There was furthermore unsatisfactory confusion and dissent within Harley as to which 

individual(s), if any, were responsible for compliance and other technical matters. Mr Ray 

Bailey and Mr Ben Bailey considered that Mr Anketell-Jones was Harley's technical 

manager with responsibility for (among other things) ensuring compliance of design and 

196 Anketell-Jones Day 35/111-113, 119, 120-123, 152-160, 162, 167-168, 176 and 183-193. 
197 Lamb Day 37/70 and 142. 
198 Lamb Day 37i66, 92 and 167. 
199 Ben Bailey Day 39/16-18. 
200 Sakula Report, §11.1-11.7 and 20.22; and Sakula Day 125/37-54, esp. at 49-51and54. 
201 Ray Bailey Day 33/6, 10. 
202 Anketell-Jones Day 35/160, 167, 180-181; Day 36/91-92 and Day 37/5. 
203 Lamb Day 37/143-146. 
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products; according to Mr Ben Bailey, Mr Anketell-Jones was also responsible for helping 

"designers working on individual projects" with "regulatory issues".204 Mr Anketell 

Jones, however, claimed that he only became Harley's technical manager at the end of 

2015/early 2016 (i.e. after most cladding work on the Refurbishment had been carried 

out). He said that there was no technical manager within Harley between 2013 (when the 

previous technical manager left) and end-2015/early 2016. Even when appointed technical 

manager, he claimed to have lacked the qualifications to assess the technical compliance 

of products; he said that this was the responsibility of Harley's "senior management", i.e. 

Mr Ray Bailey, Mr Stapley and Mr Harris.205 

111. No competent cladding contractor would have allowed such a confused state of affairs to 

arise. Mr Sakula confirmed that any competent cladding contractor would (i) have 

someone in its technical department who had the expertise necessary to deal with design 

and technical matters, including compliance with Building Regulations and other specified 

contractual standards; and (ii) review, and take responsibility for, any design work carried 

out by a sub-contractor (such as Mr Lamb).206 

112. Harley's lack of knowledge and understanding and its confusion about individual 

responsibilities permeated and debilitated its input into each element of the cladding 

system, including: (a) its promotion of and influence upon the selection of ACM-PE 

cladding panels; (b) its failure to consider compliance of the proposed cladding system 

with the linear route under ADB2 upon proposing RS5000; (c) its substitution of Kingspan 

Kl 5 for RS5000; and ( d) its cavity barrier strategy. 

The Cladding Panels - Reynobond ACM-PE 

113. Although the NBS Specification was drafted by Studio E, the evidence points decisively to 

Harley as primarily responsible for the inclusion, promotion and eventual selection of 

Reynobond ACM-PE panels at Grenfell Tower. Harley did so with an exclusive focus on 

cost and aesthetics, without considering: (a) limitations on the face of the BBA Certificate; 

(b) the nature and effect of a PE core; or (c) the widely-known fire risks of ACM-PE 

cladding. 

114. Harley had a clear preference for the use of Reynobond ACM-PE at Grenfell Tower. Its 

efforts in this regard were spear-headed by Harley's sales consultant, Mr Harris, who first 

204 Ray Bailey Day 32/17-18; and Ben Bailey Day 39/19-23, 25. See also Albiston Day 35/31-35, 90. 
205 Anketell-Jones Day 35/125-127 and 172-173; Day 36/16-17; and Day 37157. 
206 Sakula Report §5.2.2 and 5.2.3; and Sakula Day 125/71-71and138-141. 
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raised the use of ACM with Studio E at a meeting at Hays Galleria, London on 27 

September 2013, at which Harley stated that it worked predominantly with ACM and that 

budgets usually forced clients to adopt it.207 Harley continued to push ACM over the 

succeeding two months, in particular by: (a) issuing a budget for the over-cladding works 

which provided for savings against Reynobond ACM-PE panels as the only alternative to 

the zinc panels proposed by Studio E;208 and (b) its email to Mr Rek on 7 November 2013 

stating that "from a Harley selfish point of view", its preference was "to use ACM', which 

was "tried & tested (on many Harley project::,)".209 As Harley's estimator, Mr Albiston, 

accepted, this exclusive focus on a single product from a single manufacturer was unusual; 

it is likely to have been influenced by the strength of the commercial relationship between 

Harley, Arconic and CEP.210 

115. Although Studio E was relying upon Harley to propose materials that were appropriate for 

Grenfell Tower (as Mr Harris accepted),211 Harley never mentioned the fire safety 

implications of using ACM-PE and did not adequately investigate compliance of the 

Reynobond ACM-PE panels with Building Regulations and associated industry 

guidance.212 Whilst Harley had a copy of the BBA Certificate, none of its witnesses 

displayed an adequate understanding of the certificate's limitations. They appear to have 

regarded the Reynobond ACM-PE panels as suitable simply because they had been used 

before in other buildings.213 Despite the express statement in the BBA Certificate that only 

the colours tested were covered, Harley took it upon itself to conclude that this would 

make no difference. 214 Its technical/design manager, Mr Anketell-Jones, did not read the 

certificate at all. 215 Mr Sakula confirmed that a competent cladding contractor would have 

(a) examined the BBA Certificate in detail, (b) obtained confirmation from the 

manufacturer about the scope of the certificate's application, (c) asked for fire test data so 

that the true nature of the panels' fire performance could be ascertained, and (d) 

considered discussing these issues with Studio E, Exova and/or RBKC BC.216 Harley took 

none of these steps. 

207 Harris Day 34/49-52. See also Rek Day 12/68-73; Ray Bailey Day 32/142-143; Mr Sounes' email at 
{ART00001487}. 

208 {SEA00002275}. 
209 {HAROOO 101 72}. 
210 Albiston Day 35/47; and see Harris Day 34/96-99, 119-121. 
211 Harris Day 34/52-53. 
212 Ray Bailey Day 32/173-174, Harris Day 34/110, 115-116, 157-158. 
213 Ray Bailey Day 32/34 and 93. The BBA Certificate is at {BBA00000047}. 
214 Ray Bailey Day 33/51-53. 
115 Anketell-Jones Day 37/6-9. See also Harris Day 34/177-180; Lamb Day 38/23-26; and Ben Bailey Day 40/2-4. 
216 Sakula Report, §13.5, 13.9 and §25 of Mr Sakula's Summary; and Sakula Day 125/161-168. 
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116. Harley's failure to understand or investigate the fire risks of using ACM-PE panels is 

inexcusable given its awareness that such panels would melt and fail "rather quickly" in a 

fire (which Mr Anketell-Jones accepted was a fact "known throughout the industry").217 It 

is not credible for the Harley witnesses to claim that they were unaware of the 

combustibility of ACM-PE panels, and no answer to say that they simply took the BBA 

Certificate at face value (ignoring its limitations). As Mr Sakula explained, at the time of 

the Refurbishment a competent cladding contractor would have: (a) known of the high-rise 

fires in Dubai involving ACM-PE panels as these were "well-covered in the news media 

and technical press"; (b) been aware of the combustibility of ACM-PE panels and the 

risks inherent in using them on tall buildings; and (c) carefully considered those risks, in 

conjunction with the fire safety engineer and/or main contractor, before promoting or 

specifying ACM-PE panels for use on a high-rise building.218 

117. Had Harley applied its mind to the risks of using ACM-PE panels, it would have been 

bound to conclude (as Mr Sakula confirmed) that the use of such panels at Grenfell Tower 

would (a) be contrary to the CWCT Standard (because the panels readily supported 

combustion and added significantly to the fire load); (b) contravene Requirement B( 4) 

(because the panels would not adequately resist the spread of fire over the walls); and ( c) 

be unsafe.219 

118. Harley's use of ACM-PE panels at Grenfell Tower cannot be justified by reference to its 

previous use of such panels on other projects. A competent cladding contractor would 

have conducted a rigorous and exhaustive compliance check each time the product was 

proposed to be used. Every building is different; and a product's suitability needs to be 

assessed by reference to the state of industry knowledge and awareness at the time of the 

. 1 . . h d "20 part1cu ar proJ ect m an . -

The Insulation - use of RS5000 

119. Harley was not responsible for the specification of FR5000 in the NBS Specification; that 

was determined by Studio E and Max Fordham. However, by around 20 August 2014, 

Harley appeared to be intending to use RS5000 as the rainscreen insulation in place of 

FR5000,221 and proposed this to Studio E in September 2014. This was advanced by Mr 

217 See {HAR00006585}; Anketell-Jones Day 37/21-22; and see Ray Bailey Day 33/149-154. 
218 Sakula Report, §9.2-9.4, 12.17, 13.9 and 17.12; Sakula Day 125/93-102, 117-118, 174-175 and 197-208. 
219 Sakula Day 125/197-208. 
120 As Mr Sakula confirmed: Sakula Day 125/110-111and121. 
221 See Harley's BuildDesk report at {HAR00000419}. 
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Anketell-Jones, and confirmed by Mr Ben Bailey through Studio E.222 

120. The Harley witnesses confirmed that none of them carried out any investigation into the 

fire performance of RSS000.223 This was particularly unsatisfactory given: (a) Harley was 

proposing RS5000, requiring (on Harley's own evidence) that it ensured that use of 

RS5000 was appropriate;224 and (b) Harley was specifically warned by Exova m 

September 2014 that there was an important distinction between Class 0 and limited 

combustibility: see paragraphs 144-147 below. Mr Anketell-Jones had no explanation for 

failing to heed that warning, and Mr Lamb appears not to have acted on it because he was 

under time pressure. They did not discuss it between them. 225 

121. Harley's interaction with Celotex on the Refurbishment came through Mr Roome. The 

documentary evidence shows that he provided Harley with copies of the RS5000 product 

literature and liaised with Mr Ben Bailey about the calculation of U-values to determine 

the thickness of insulation necessary to meet the desired lambda target for the building. 226 

Mr Roome's oral evidence was consistent with the documentary picture, explaining that: 

(a) he was never asked to consider the differences between the system tested by Celotex 

and the proposed cladding system at Grenfell Tower; (b) he would not have told anyone at 

Harley that RS5000 would bring benefits for the Refurbishment; and ( c) he would not 

have told Harley that RS5000 was suitable for Grenfell Tower. 227 It was for Harley to 

assess and confirm compliance of the product in the particular application at Grenfell 

Tower. As Mr Roome said, his role was to provide prospective customers with all the 

infonnation he had; it was for them to process it and involve specialists if they needed 

to_22s 

122. As part of his interaction with Harley, on 27 August 2014, Mr Roome sent to Mr Anketell

Jones copies of the RS5000 product literature, including (among other things) the RS5000 

datasheet, the Rainscreen Cladding Compliance Guide, the Rainscreen Cladding 

Specification Guide, the LABC Registered Detail Certificate and Document and Drawing 

List for RS5000 issued in August 2014 (the "2014 LABC Certificate") and an abridged 

version of the BRE Classification Report. 229 There is no evidence that anyone at Harley 

222 Ben Bailey Day 39/67-68. 
223 See e.g. Ray Bailey Day 33/29; Anketell-Jones Day 35/168; and Ben Bailey Day 39/66-73. 
224 Ray Bailey Day 33/65-67, Lamb Day 37/80. 
225 Anketell-Jones Day 36/162-172; and Lamb Day 38/34-35 and 79-85. 
226 See paragraphs 56-73 of Celotex Opening Submissions for Module 2 {CEL00012235}. 
227 Roome Day 69/126-130, 191. 
228 Roome Day 69/89/18-20. 
229 

{ CELOOOO 123 7 }- { CELOOOO 1241} and { CEL00000006 }-{ CELOOOOOO 13}. 
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actually read any of this material. Mr Anketell-Jones and Mr Albiston did not do so; Mr 

Anketell-Jones added that, even if he had read the references in the literature to the 

BS8414-2 test or compliance with the requirements of BR135, he would not have 

understood what they meant. 230 Mr Ray Bailey suggested that he had relied on an 

unspecified Celotex "sales brochure", but he admitted that he did not read that RS5000 

had been tested in a rainscreen cladding system with specific components, and that any 

changes to those components would "need to be considered by the building designer" (as 

stated in the RS5000 product literature). 231 Mr Ben Bailey could only vaguely recall ''pink 

Celotex brochures", but was equivocal as to whether he actually read any of them. 232 Mr 

Lamb said he had read the Rainscreen Cladding Compliance Guide to determine the fixing 

of RS5000 to the building, but that he "wasn't reading it to the Nth degree" and did not do 

so in order to check for compliance. 233 

123. In a misguided attempted to justify his company's inadequate consideration of whether the 

proposed rainscreen cladding design complied with Building Regulations, Mr Ray Bailey 

claimed that Harley received assurances from Celotex as to the compliance of RS5000 for 

use within the Refurbishment. He asserted that Harley sent details of the cladding system 

to Celotex for approval, that Celotex had assured Harley that it was satisfied with the 

compliance of RS5000 within the specified cladding system and that Celotex had then 

"signed off' on it following an internal desktop study. 234 This self-serving evidence should 

be given no weight: 

(1) It was denied in terms by every other Harley witness. 235 Mr Anketell-Jones (to 

whom Mr Ray Bailey claimed many of these assurances had been given) had no 

discussion with Celotex about the suitability of RS5000 for Grenfell Tower, and was 

unaware of any desktop assessment of the type that Mr Ray Bailey asserted existed. 

Indeed, whilst the only route to compliance of which Mr Anketell-Jones was aware 

was the desktop study, he carried out no investigation as to whether this had been 

undertaken for Grenfell Tower at all. 236 Mr Anketell-Jones' evidence was that Mr 

Roome did not conduct any assessment of the cladding system, or confirm that 

230 Anketell-Jones Day 36/85-101 and Albiston Day 35/97. 
231 Ray Bailey Day 33/78-97; and see similarly Anketell-Jones Day 36/104 and Day 37/96. 
232 Ben Bailey Day 39/78-84. 
233 Lamb Day 38/36-37. 
234 Ray Bailey Day 32/34 and 93; Day 33/26-28, 68-78 and 89-91. 
135 See Harris Day 34/183; Albiston Day 35/92-93 and 99; Ben Bailey Day 39/78-80 and 85-86. 
236 Anketell-Jones Day 35/171-173. 
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RS5000 was safe to use in that application. 237 Indeed, Mr Anketell-Jones was clear 

(and candid) that no-one at Harley carried out even a cursory analysis of the 

insulation.238 Mr Ben Bailey confirmed that a link to the Dropbox file sharing site 

was only sent to Mr Roome in February 2015 for the purposes of enabling him to 

carry out U-value calculations; it was not sent for him to check that the entire 

cladding system at Grenfell Tower was safe, or with the expectation that he would 

confinn the safety of RS5000 within the proposed application.239 

(2) Mr Ray Bailey's assertions are furthermore not borne out by any documentary 

evidence. Whilst first suggesting that his sweeping conclusions about assurances 

having allegedly been provided by Celotex were based on him having seen "an 

email", when taken to the contemporaneous emails he accepted that these did not 

amount to the assurances he had sought to portray. 240 

(3) As his evidence developed, it became clear that Mr Ray Bailey was seeking to 

excuse Harley's failure to appreciate the significant differences between the 

rainscreen cladding system specified at Grenfell Tower and the rainscreen cladding 

system described in Celotex's product literature as having been tested to BS8414-2. 

When taken to Celotex's product literature, he accepted that it made clear that (i) the 

system incorporating RS5000 which had met the BR135 Criteria, as described in the 

product literature, was different to the system proposed for use at Grenfell Tower; 

(ii) the BRE's classification of the tested system applied only to that system; and 

(iii) it was "the building designer's job" to get to the bottom of what difference any 

changes to the tested system would make.241 Mr Ray Bailey's attempt to blame 

Celotex for Harley's failure to do its job is unfounded. 

124. Mr Ray Bailey also sought to rely on references to Class 0 in Celotex's product literature. 

However, and as explained above, this could not have had any conceivable bearing on 

Harley's obligations to verify compliance of the insulation with the Building Regulations 

given Class 0 is a measure of the surface spread of flame, does not infer any resistance to 

combustibility and (in the context of ADB2 section 12) is relevant only to compliance of a 

product on the surface of an exterior wall and not insulation within the rainscreen cladding 

cavity. Mr Ray Bailey sought to suggest, by reference to Celotex's product literature, that 

237 Anketell-Jones Day 35/167-168; Day 36/81, 101-104 and 111-116. 
238 Anketell-Jones Day 36/73-74. 
239 Ben Bailey Day 39/84-86. 
240 Ray Bailey Day 33173, 92 and 110-111. 
241 Ray Bailey Day 33/76-91. 
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he thought that "class 0 throughout" meant a product was of limited combustibility, 

whereas "class O" meant "surface spread of jlame".242 On further questioning, it became 

apparent that he did not understand the distinction between Class 0 and limited 

combustibility and had confused the concepts despite ADB2 making the distinction 

between them clear (as he accepted).243 He also acknowledged that Celotex's Rainscreen 

Cladding Specification Guide made plain that RS5000's Class 0 classification was based 

on the product having met the requisite criteria under BS476 Parts 6 and 7 (which did not 

qualify it as a material of limited combustibility).244 

125. Mr Ray Bailey's assertion that what Celotex said in its product literature was different to 

"how they actecf'245 is revealing: he never discussed the supply of RS5000 for Grenfell 

Tower with Celotex, he clearly did not read the RS5000 product literature and there is in 

fact no evidence whatsoever that Mr Roome acted inconsistently with the product 

literature. In Celotex' s submission, Mr Ray Bailey' s evidence on this topic should be 

discounted. 

The Insulation - Substitution of Kingspan Kl 5 for Celotex RS5000 

126. In May 2015, Mr Ben Bailey proposed the substitution of Kingspan Kl5 for RS5000 due 

to production delays at Celotex. In so doing, he (and his colleagues at Harley) showed a 

distinct lack of understanding of (or indifference to) the regulations concerning the use of 

insulation in buildings over l 8m. He thought that Kl 5 could be used in any circumstances, 

and that it was effectively interchangeable for RS5000.246 Strikingly, his decision was 

made in the space of a single hour during which he, Mr Stapley and/or Mr Anketell-Jones 

compared lambda values and checked an outdated BBA certificate for Kl 5 to ascertain 

whether it was Class 0 (which was in any event an irrelevant consideration). They 

conducted no investigation into the cladding system used in the BS84 l 4 test referred to in 

the Kl5 certificate or whether any relevant desktop study existed.247 The matter was never 

referred to Studio E.248 Mr Ray Bailey accepted that inadequate investigation was carried 

out, and Mr Ben Bailey acknowledged his role. 249 

242 RayBaileyDay33/10-13. 
243 Ray Bailey Day 33/13-17 
244 Ray Bailey Day 33/78-80. 
245 Ray Bailey Day 33/84. 
246 Ben Bailey Day 39/102, and see also Ray Bailey Day 33/29-30, 100. 
247 BenBaileyDay39/116-120, 148-149. 
248 Ben Bailey Day 39/129, 153. 
249 Ray Bailey Day 33/102-103; Ben Bailey Day 39/141-143. 
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The Cavity Barriers 

127. As stated at paragraph 101 above, ADB2, BR135, the CWCT Standard and TN73 all 

required cavity barriers to close the edges of cavities including around window openings. 

Mr Anketell-Jones agreed that Diagram 33 of ADB2 could not have been clearer on 

this.250 Harley nevertheless failed to ensure that cavity barriers were installed in those 

locations. This was particularly unacceptable given that Harley had learned first-hand of 

their importance in impeding fire spread from windows at Chalcots Estate.251 

128. Mr Lamb took the lead reviewing and implementing Studio E's cavity barrier design. He 

was told by Harley to follow Studio E's drawings, which omitted cavity barriers around 

the windows. He followed that stipulation, despite knowing that it represented a departure 

from ADB2.252 However, this was no solo endeavour; the possibility of installing cavity 

barriers around the windows was specifically discussed between Mr Lamb, Mr Ray Bailey 

and (possibly) Mr Ben Bailey. The decision collectively taken was to follow Studio E's 

drawings, since it was assumed (without evidence or verification) that Studio E had 

devised an alternative route to compliance beyond the constraints of clear industry 

guidance.253 This was inappropriate. As Mr Sakula confirmed, a competent cladding 

contractor would have understood that it was itself obliged to check that the architect's 

cavity barrier scheme was compliant with ADB2; it had to satisfy itself that the scheme 

was "technically competent and compliant ... and couldn't just rely on the architect 

h . d . "254 avmg one Lt . 

129. Further, Harley's attention was specifically drawn to the danger of omitting a cavity 

barrier at the head of the windows by an email from Chris Mort of Siderise, expressly 

identifying this as a "weak link" for fire. 255 Mr Ben Bailey's unconvincing evidence was 

that he interpreted Mr Mort's warning to apply only to difficulties in achieving technical 

fire ratings for the cavity barriers themselves, but he could not explain why Mr Mort 

would have thought the heads of the windows presented such a "weak link" and why he 

did not follow-up on the point.256 Mr Ray Bailey said he thought Mr Mort had "the wrong 

end of the stick", but similarly could not explain the lack of any follow-up and accepted 

250 Which Mr Anketell-Jones had, regrettably, not read: Anketell-Jones Day 37/29 and 31. 
251 Ray Bailey Day 33/145-146. 
252 Lamb Day 38/56-57, 61, 67-68, 126 and 133. 
253 Lamb Day 37/ 38, 66-67 and 172-174. 
254 Sakula Day 125/145-150. 
255 {HAR00003947/2} and {HAR00003948}. 
256 Ben Bailey Day 40/84-86. 
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that this should have been brought to the attention of RBKC BC.257 Mr Lamb displayed 

remarkable passivity given his knowledge of industry guidance; despite acknowledging 

that Mr Mort had "a concern", he claimed not to have reviewed Mr Mort's email in detail 

because he was waiting on instructions from Harley. 258 It did not appear that Mr Lamb, Mr 

Ray Bailey or Mr Ben Bailey (or anyone else at Harley) ever discussed this email amongst 

themselves, despite its stark terms. 259 

130. Notwithstanding his evidence that he was simply following instructions, Mr Lamb did find 

sufficient freedom to modify Studio E 's cavity barrier strategy by raising the cavity 

barriers further from the window heads and into the spandrels. 260 Mr Hyett criticised this 

vociferously; he stated in his report that it was "imperative" to place cavity barriers "at the 

very extreme edge of the cavity so as to inhibit the entry of fire into the cavity". He 

maintained this in oral evidence, adding that this was the only means to meet the 

requirement at ADB2 §9.3.261 Mr Lamb accepted in evidence that cavity barriers could 

have been positioned at the heads of the windows as suggested by Mr Hyett, 262 and Mr 

Anketell-Jones agreed that Mr Lamb's amendments represented a worsening of Studio E's 

(already deficient) design.263 As Mr Lamb candidly admitted, he did not have "much 

experience of cavity barriers in cladding systems".264 

131. These design flaws were significant. As Dr Lane describes, the absence of cavity barriers 

at window openings contributed to a "disproportionately high probability of fire spread 

into the rainscreen cladding system" were an internal fire to start near a window.265 

257 Ray Bailey Day 33/159-160. 
258 Lamb Day 38/142-145. 
259 Lamb Day 38/142-144. 
260 Lamb Day 38il01-104. 
261 Hyett Amended Report §3.18.12 and Hyett Day 65/68-69. 
262 Hyett Amended Report §3.18.12 and Lamb Day 38/102-107. 
263 Anketell-Jones Day 37/48-49. 
264 Lamb Day 37/167. 
265 Lane Phase lReport §2.9.12-2.9.14. 
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Rydon 

132. As the principal contractor, Rydon had an unqualified obligation to the TMO to "carry out 

and complete the Works" in a proper and workmanlike manner and in compliance with 

Building Regulations and other specified contractual standards; and for that purpose, was 

obliged to "carry out and complete the design for the Works". 266 

133. Mr Hyett's view was that Rydon was: "[required] to take great care ... in its examination of 

the drawings and specification as prepared by the architect ... [and] the same degree of 

care in ... its examination of the work of other appointed consultants".267 However, there is 

no evidence that Rydon carried out any such examination of Studio E's or Harley's 

work.268 Rather, Rydon seeks to avoid responsibility by claiming reliance wholly on those 

with whom it contracted. As Mr Hyett noted: "Rydon seems to abrogate the responsibility 

which I believe it had to provide a level of expertise and leadership to be expected of a 

Design and Build contractor that assumes responsibility for delivering a project. "269 

134. Mr Lawrence admitted in evidence that Rydon was required to ensure compliance with the 

Building Regulations and industry guidance, irrespective of whether the design had been 

completed by Rydon or its subcontractors.270 However, in practice, Rydon relied 

completely, and without limitation, on others to fulfil its obligations. It was in particular 

wholly dependent on subcontractors to ensure there was no fire risk after completion, and 

to interpret key guidance such as ADB2. 271 The full extent of its reliance on 

subcontractors was laid bare by Mr Lawrence's admissions that no-one at Rydon ever 

checked compliance of the cladding system on Grenfell Tower and that it lacked the 

expertise to do so. 272 Mr Lawrence admitted that Rydon's sole process for ensuring that 

materials used on the building did not pose a fire risk was to rely on its design team and 

subcontractors (described by him as "reliance on others").273 He went so far as to concede 

that Rydon relied on RBKC BC to check compliance because Rydon could not check that 

itself 274 

266 Clause 2.1.1 of the JCT Design and Build Contract 2011 between Rydon and the TMO: {RYD00094235} and 
see generally Lawrence Day 22/28-35. 

267 Hyett Supplemental Report Part 4 §5.2.2. 
268 Hyett Supplemental Report Part 4 §5.2.4. 
269 Hyett Supplemenlal Report Part 4 §5.1.5. 
270 Lawrence Day 22/36. 
271 Lawrence Day 22/56 and 75. 
272 Lawrence Day 22170. 
173 Lawrence Day 22/51-52 
274 Lawrence Day 23/4-5. 
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135. Mr Blake admitted that Rydon lacked any relevant in-house knowledge or expertise in 

relation to fire safety, fac;ade design and construction and regulatory compliance, and that 

Rydon had no means to scrutinise decisions taken by its subcontractors, including in 

relation to the selection and substitution of materials. 275 Rather, Rydon simply assumed its 

subcontractors were aware of relevant industry guidance. 276 Likewise, Mr Lawrence 

admitted that his role was "reactive"; he relied entirely on Harley and Studio E on design 

matters, and took no steps to ensure Rydon had in place any appropriate structures to 

monitor the design and construction works.277 In reality, as Mr Blake was forced to 

concede, all Rydon was actually able to provide to its client was a "management 

service". 278 

136. Only Mr Martin (a Rydon site manager) and Mr Maynard (Rydon's commercial manager) 

acknowledged that Rydon should have been monitoring its sub-contractors to ensure that 

they actually did adhere to the requirements for which Rydon had taken contractual 

responsibility. Mr Martin assumed that someone at Rydon (albeit not Mr Martin himself) 

was checking Harley's work for statutory compliance. 279 Similarly, Mr Maynard accepted 

that it was ''just as much" the responsibility of Rydon to understand what was in the NBS 

Specification and what was going on the building.280 However, Rydon failed to do this. 

137. There is no doubt that Rydon's failure to discharge its professional and contractual 

obligations materially caused or contributed to the unsafe condition of the Refurbishment. 

Mr Hyett expressed surprise "that Rydon did not routineZv spot many of the serious 

. . d . d . h d . " 281 omzsswns an errors contame zn t e rawzngs . 

138. Where Rydon took an active decision-making role, its focus was on cost to the exclusion 

of performance. This was most evident in the selection of the Reynobond ACM-PE panels 

following a value engineering exercise in 2014.282 In breach of its obligations to the TMO, 

Rydon failed to have any regard to the fire performance of the materials and products used 

in the external cladding. It is evident that its employees lacked even the most basic 

knowledge and understanding of the applicable regulatory regime: 

( 1) Mr Lawrence was unaware of the different types of cladding panels, and admitted 

275 Blake Day 28/11, 63-64; and see Lawrence Day 23/46. 
276 Lawrence Day 22/90 andl04. 
277 Lawrence Day 22/26-27; see also Day22i105 and 107. 
278 Blake Day 28/65-67; and in similar terms see Lawrence Day 22/104-108. 
279 Martin Day 30/23. 
280 Maynard Day 31/121 and 147. 
281 Hyett Supplemental Report Part 4 §5.2.5. 
282 Hyett Supplemental Report Part 4 §5.3.3-5.3.5. 
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that R ydon had no system in place for checking the certification and suitability of 

cladding panels. 283 Mr O'Connor claimed to be unaware of the different types of 

ACM panels and the associated fire risks (despite having worked on the Chalcots 

Estate project).284 Similarly, Mr Blake said he had no knowledge that ACM-PE 

posed fire risks.285 Mr Blake was unable to recall distributing a report into the 

Chalcots Estate fire that had been compiled by Rydon, his evidence making clear 

that Rydon had no process in place to ensure the dissemination of such crucial 

information. 286 

(2) Neither Mr Lawrence nor anyone else at Rydon professed awareness of the 

difference between ACM-PE and zinc cladding panels in terms of fire 

performance.287 Rydon's incuriosity is particularly inexcusable in light of Mr 

Lawrence having been warned by Mr Ashton on 31 March 2015 that metal cladding 

would fail in the event of a fire where external flaming occurred. 288 Mr Lawrence 

admitted that the driving factor in substituting ACM-PE for zinc was to bring the 

project "within ... budget".289 Rydon's obsessive focus on budget is particularly 

unedifying in light of the evidence showing that tendering errors drove Rydon and 

its subcontractors to claw-back as much money as possible: see paragraph 68 above. 

(3) Rydon's failure to consider the fire safety of the ACM-PE panels subsisted despite 

an email sent by Ms Williams to Mr Lawrence on 12 November 2014 asking for 

"clarification on the fire retardance of the new cladding", because "I just had a 

'Lacknall' moment".290 This clearly raised the question of the external cladding's 

potential to cause or propagate a fire. As Mr Lawrence accepted in part, 291 the email 

raised and linked: (a) a devastating fire resulting in multiple fatalities to which 

combustible cladding contributed; and (b) the fire retardance of the cladding being 

installed at Grenfell Tower. Despite this, there was no (or at least no considered, 

written or formal) response to Ms Williams' concern.292 

139. As to the insulation: 

283 Lawrence Day 23/85, 177, see also 179. 
284 O'Connor Day 26/27-28. 
285 Blake Day 28/48-49. 
286 Blake Day 29/123-124. 
287 Lawrence Day 24/31. 
288 {SEA00013051 }. 
289 Lawrence Day 24/33. 
290 {RYD00023468}. 
291 Lawrence Day 24/160-163. 
292 Lawrence Day 24/164 and Williams Day 55/133. 
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(1) Rydon had even less regard to the selection of insulation. Mr Lawrence assumed that 

Celotex and Rockwool were 'like for like' materials, and gave no thought to the 

guidance in ADB2 §12.7 that insulation in a building above 18m should be of 

limited combustibility.293 The depth of Rydon's lack of understanding was displayed 

potently by Mr Osgood (the site manager for the external walls at Grenfell Tower), 

who was unaware that RS5000 was being used and continued to confuse Celotex 

and Rockwool throughout his evidence. 294 

(2) Similarly, Mr Lawrence was unaware that Kingspan Kl5 had been used in the 

Refurbishment and had no explanation for its selection without his approval. 295 He 

admitted that Rydon's failure to analyse K15 was inconsistent with the linear route 

to compliance. 296 Despite personally authorising the substitution of Kl 5 for RS5000, 

Mr Hughes apparently only compared the respective product data sheets for U-value 

information and paid no regard to fire performance. Rather, Mr Hughes simply 

relied on Mr Ben Bailey's assurance that Kl 5 and RS5000 were 'like for like' 

products. 297 

(3) No-one at Rydon gave any proper consideration to Celotex's product literature. Mr 

Lawrence had only seen the RS5000 data sheet in passing, and paid little (if any) 

attention to it; when taken to it he accepted in evidence that because the 

configuration of the cladding system on Grenfell Tower differed from that which 

passed the BS8414-2 test, no reliance should have been placed on it (by Rydon or 

anyone else).298 Mr O'Connor could not recall opening or reading the RS5000 data 

sheet.299 Mr Osgood claimed to have seen the Rainscreen Cladding Specification 

Guide, but admitted to paying little attention to it and not checking the installation 

"d l" 300 gm e mes. 

140. Rydon's profound lack of knowledge and technical expertise was exacerbated by its 

failure to engage fire safety experts for the Refurbishment (despite Mr Lawrence admitting 

that Rydon had no in-house fire safety expertise, Rydon's tender price having budgeted for 

a fire safety expert and the appointment of fire safety consultants having been raised 

293 Lawrence Day 24/61 and 118. See also Day 24/85 (admitting he gave no thought to the fire rating of 
insulation). 

294 Osgood Day 30/e.g. 141. 
295 Lawrence Day 24/148 and 152. 
296 Lawrence Day 24/154-155. 
297 Hughes Day 27/58-59. 
298 Lawrence Day 24/129-133. 
299 O'Connor Day 26/91-92. 
300 Osgood Day 30/128-129. 
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repeatedly at progress and other meetings following Rydon's appointment as mam 

contractor). 301 This failure is all the more striking in light of Mr Lawrence's acceptance 

that a fire consultant was "essential" on projects of any complexity. 302 It is also clear (as 

Mr Lawrence admitted) that the decision not to engage a fire safety consultant was taken 

by the "Rydon team", without consulting Studio E, Harley or the TM0.303 As Mr Hyett 

said, Rydon's conduct reflects a "cavalier attitude" on its part to the issue of fire safety.304 

141. Rydon's non-engagement of Exova led directly to Mr Ashton addressing in an inadequate 

manner fire-related queries that arose in the course of the construction works: see 

paragraphs 142 et seq below. Rydon should have appointed a specialist fire consultant in a 

timely manner; had it done so, the absence of any fire safety analysis of the over-cladding 

by Exova would have been identified. 305 

Ex ova 

142. Although Exova was not novated to Rydon after Rydon's appointment as main contractor, 

Mr Ashton continued to provide ad hoe advice to Studio E in relation to the design and 

specification of the cladding system then being installed. 306 He could have declined on the 

basis that Exova's appointment had not been continued, but he chose not to. Having 

agreed to answer these queries, he was professionally obliged to do so with reasonable 

care and diligence (as he accepted in evidence).307 However, the evidence shows that he 

spent as little time as possible in dealing with the queries attempting to dispose of them in 

a "light way".308 

143. On two critical occasions, Mr Ashton gave inadequate and ambiguous advice on matters 

of major import to the compliance of the cladding system: (a) in September 2014, on the 

performance requirements of insulation and cavity barriers; and (b) in March 2015, on 

cavity barrier strategy. As Dr Lane explains, the fundamental problem underpinning both 

was that there was no detailed fire safety strategy available to the design team as a 

301 Lawrence Day 23/46, 49-54, 56-60 and 76. 
302 Lawrence Day 23/48. 
303 Lawrence Day 23/58-59 and 80-81. 
304 Hyett Amended Report §4.4.24. 
305 Hyett Supplemental Report Part 4 §5.6.7. Studio E, the TMO and RBKC all share responsibility for the non

engagement of Exova or another fire safety consultant following Rydon's appointment. They were or should 
have been aware that no fire safety expert was retained after Rydon had been appointed and should have 
followed the matter up with Rydon and challenged its decision not to engage Exova or another fire safety 
consultant. 

306 Ashton Day 17 /187. 
307 Ashton Day 18/52. 
308 Ashton Day 18/3 3. 
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reference to infonn (and potentially obviate) basic questions ansmg at time-sensitive 

junctures of the design and construction works. The "hare minimum" which a reasonably 

competent fire safety engineer was required to do on both occasions was to ask the TMO 

for approval to update and complete the OFSS. On either occasion, the glaring confusion 

infecting the project team could have been put straight, the OFSS revisited, the route to 

compliance clarified and inappropriate product selection rectified.309 

144. In September 2014, Mr Ashton exchanged emails with Mr Crawford about the required 

extent of horizontal firebreaks between windows.310 In the course of this exchange, Mr 

Ashton was sent copies of drawings identifying elements of the rainscreen cladding 

system and showing that Studio E's design did not provide for cavity barriers at the sill of 

the windows, in breach of the guidance in ADB2. However, he did not give this "much 

attention" because he was not going to do "hours and hours of work" for which he was not 

paid. He did not regard it as his function to draw to Studio E's attention this major error. 311 

145. The response given by Mr Ashton to Mr Crawford was striking. On 18 September 2014 he 

stated: "If the insulation ... is combustible you will need to provide cavity harrier as shown 

on your drawing".312 This was liable to mislead, because it (i) omitted to point out that 

there were other implications arising from the use of combustible insulation; and (ii) 

wrongly suggested that combustible insulation was permissible as long as there were 

correctly positioned cavity barriers. As Dr Lane confirms, the requirement to provide 
. 313 cavity barriers does not depend upon whether the insulation was combustible.· Mr 

Ashton admitted that he "could have worded it hetter".314 

146. By a subsequent email on the same day, Mr Crawford forwarded to Mr Ashton an email 

from Mr Anketell-Jones attaching a copy of the RS5000 datasheet and asking him to 

confirm that the relevant cavity barriers were not necessary given the insulation was Class 

0.315 However, Mr Ashton did not open the attachment and answered the question posed in 

"a narrow way", because he "was not really jidly engaged".316 As a result, he did not 

explain the difference between Class 0 and the concept of limited combustibility (which 

309 Lane Day 62/10-15. 
309 Hyett Supplemental Report Part 4 §5.6.7. 
310 {EX000000708}; Ashton Day 18/21-43. 
311 Ashton Day 18/41-43. 
312 {HAR00001083}. 
313 Lane Day 62/44. 
314 Ashton Day 18/35. 
315 {SEA00000192}. 
316 Ashton Day 18/45-47 and 49-50. 
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he knew was the relevant criterion for insulation under ADB2 § 12.7), despite Mr 

Anketell-Jones' apparent elision of the two concepts in his email. Although Mr Ashton did 

not open the attachment (as he should have), he was on notice from the email chain earlier 

that day that combustible insulation was being used, yet he failed to alert Studio E to the 

requirement for an assessment of whether the cladding system into which it was 

incorporated would meet the BRl 35 Criteria. 

147. Dr Lane rightly described this as a "really important moment".317 The design team 

responsible for the composition of the cladding system were asking questions relevant to 

Part B4 of the Building Regulations which were not covered in the OFSS (and which 

should have prompted its update). At this critical juncture, a reasonably competent fire 

safety engineer would have informed the design team about the requirements of ADB2, 

made clear that the NBS Specification required the insulation to be a material of limited 

combustibility, and eradicated their confusion as to its equivalence with Class 0. They 

would also have made clear that cavity barriers were required around the windows, which 

was not shown on Harley's drawings, and that this was necessary irrespective of the 

classification of the insulation. Mr Ashton's conduct fell well below the standard of a 

reasonably competent fire safety engineer; he should by now have known (and advised) 

that the proposed insulation was not of limited combustibility, the linear route to 

compliance was not available and the cavity barrier strategy was deficient. 318 

148. In March 2015, Mr Ashton engaged in further email correspondence with Mr Crawford on 

cavity barrier requirements in light of differences between the project team and Mr Hoban 

of RBKC BC.319 The email chain which Mr Ashton was sent set out that the cladding was 

to comprise "new rain screen aluminium cassettes", and he was asked to comment on 

whether fire stops or cavity barriers were required at the junction of a compartment floor. 

Mr Crawford pointed out that he could not see any reference to this in the OFSS. 

149. Mr Ashton said in evidence that he did not understand the reference in Mr Crawford's 

email to aluminium cassettes but he did not clarify this, or obtain any further details.320 In 

response to Mr Crawford, Mr Ashton said that the issue raised was not something that 

would "necessarily form part of a fire strategy for a building". This was incorrect, as Mr 

Ashton accepted in evidence: the provision of cavity barriers would normally fonn part of 

317 Lane Day 62/49. 
318 Lane Day 62/48-52. 
319 {EX000000715}. 
320 Ashton Day 18/92-93 and 101-102. 
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f¥ c 321 a Ire sa1ety strategy. 

150. Mr Ashton advised Mr Crawford that a fire-stop was not required because "afire where 

external.flaming occurred ... would cause the zinc cladding to fail", in which case a fire

stop would not stay in place. Mr Ashton claimed in evidence that he was referring to a 

local failure of the cladding, as opposed to the cladding itself catching fire. However, this 

was not clear and his advice failed to identify that: (a) the cladding was not zinc but 

aluminium cassettes; and (b) external fire spread had not been addressed by Exova in its 

fire safety strategy reports. It clearly should have been, given the potential risks to life and 

property posed by a cladding system. 

151. As Dr Lane explains, this was a further occasion on which Mr Ashton "as an absolute 

minimum" had to make clear that the OFSS was incomplete, and seek authorisation to 

finish it.322 Dr Pearson accepted as much in his evidence.323 Mr Ashton was less 

forthcoming, but his position is indefensible. Eventually, he accepted: "[with] hindsight, it 

might have been helpful to quote what the regulation required ... in the strategy. But we 

didn't do it ... We assumed ... a degree of knowledge". 324 It should have been plain from the 

questions put in September 2014 and March 2015 that the design team did not have the 

assumed knowledge; in any event, Dr Lane is clear that it was "the fire safety engineer's 

job, to explain what [fire stops and cavity barriers] are, what they 're for, and where they 

needed to go, or not".325 

CEP 

152. CEP fabricated the Reynobond ACM-PE panels and supplied them to Harley. In 

discharging that function, Mr Blades showed a distinct lack of understanding of, or 

interest in, the cores of the panels being fabricated and supplied. He showed a striking 

indifference to warnings that a PE core was a danger to fire safety, or that a less 

combustible FR core was available. 

153. Mr Blades' claim that he was unaware of the composition of the PE core, and did not 

know that it comprised combustible material, 326 was fundamentally undermined by two 

emails he received in 2013. First, an email dated 13 May 2013 from Ms French of Arconic 

321 Ashton Day 18/95-96; and Lane Day 62/59-60. 
322 Lane Day 62/60-61. 
323 Pearson Day 19/159-160 and 168. 
324 See e.g. Ashton Day 18/ 108-111. 
325 Lane Day 62/60-61. 
326 Blades Day41/37-38 and 70-71. 
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specifically referred to the distinction between an FR core and a PE core in the context of 

cladding fires in the UAE, stating that Arconic supplied "both PE and FJ? core" and could 

"control and understand what core is being used in all projects" and "offer the right 

Reynobond ;;,pecification including the core".327 Secondly, an email chain over 10-17 June 

2013 from Arconic's competitor, 3A Composites, explained that: "Alucobond has a FR 

core ... as standard. [ Arconic] can offer this but they will charge considerably more ... 3A 

Composites are heavily marketing our FR core and discussing the requirement for fire 

retardant materials with architects, e;;,pecially on residential buildings".328 

154. Mr Blades accepted that by this time he understood: (a) that if the core of the ACM panel 

that had been used in the UAE fires was PE, then this material was combustible; (b) 

Arconic manufactured an FR product; and ( c) that he would have been aware than an FR 

core had a better fire performance than a PE core. 329 He accepted that this could have been 

a "major alarm bell for CEP".330 Inexplicably, he did not heed it. 331 He clearly should 

have done so; Mr Sakula confirmed that a fabricator in CEP's position should have 

questioned the suitability of using ACM-PE when an FR-cored product was available. 332 

Max Fordham 

155. Mr McQuatt was the project engmeer for Max Fordham with responsibility for the 

Refurbishment between May 2012 and May 2013. He listed Celotex FR5000 in Max 

Fordham's Sustainability and Energy Statement and Stage C report. 333 He did so without 

considering its fire safety characteristics, and lacked any real understanding of ADB2. 334 

156. Mr McQuatt's evidence as to how this came about, and how FR5000 then came to be 

taken forward by Studio E in the NBS Specification, betrayed a concerning lack of rigour: 

(a) he had no previous experience ofFR5000 and no relationship with Celotex; (b) finding 

himself unable to obtain the lambda value of a Kingspan insulation board without 

registering on Kingspan's website, thinking there was very little difference between 

Kingspan and Celotex and already having a log-in for Celotex's website, he found the data 

sheet for FR5000 online and sent it on to Mr Sounes; ( c) the particular lambda value for 

327 {CEP00049719}. 
328 {CEP00049832}. 
329 Blades Day 41/42-44 and 123. 
330 Blades Day41/123-125and132-134. 
331 Blades Day41/133-134. 
332 Sakula Day 125/104-105. 
333 {MAX00000412/6} and {MAX00001683/12}. 
334 McQuatt Day 42/15-20 and 81. 
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FR5000 (0.021W/mK) was not the driving factor; it was ''just the first one I came to"; (d) 

there was no option on the Celotex menu for insulation for use over 18m; and (e) ifhe had 

been able to log-in to the Kingspan website, he would have put forward a Kingspan 
335 product. 

157. Mr McQuatt also failed to give proper consideration to whether Rockwool could have 

been used. No effort was made to determine precisely what thickness of Rockwool would 

be required to achieve the target U-value and, in response to a direct question from the 

Chairman, Mr McQuatt confirmed that he had examined Mr Hyett's calculations (which 

indicated the possible use of Rockwool) and could not identify any errors.336 

158. Mr McQuatt accepted that Max Fordham should have considered fire performance and/or 

not included a datasheet for a specific product to support its U-value calculations.337 

Whilst not absolving Studio E, Mr Hyett notes that this "recommendation" entitles Studio 

E to feel ''pretty disappointed:'. 338 

(D) Design & Construction of the Windows I \Vindow Surrounds 

159. As described further below: (i) Studio E and Harley failed to produce a compliant design 

for the windows in that cavity barriers were omitted from around the windows and the use 

of combustible insulation was permitted in infill panels and gaps; and (ii) Rydon and 

SDPL failed to consider the fire safety risks posed by the use of combustible insulation to 

fill gaps in the window surrounds. These failings caused or materially contributed to the 

fire. 

160. It was almost certain, if not inevitable, that a kitchen fire such as that which started in Flat 

16 would occur within the life of the building, which is one of the reasons that 

compartmentation was a critical feature in the design of Grenfell Tower.339 However, the 

configuration of materials and design of the windows meant that there was "a 

disproportionately high chance" of a fire near a window spreading into the cladding. 340 

The design and construction of the windows and window surrounds therefore "goes to the 

very heart of the Inquiry in terms of how the fire came to have such ea~y passage into the 

335 McQuatt Day 42/78-86, 88, 98 and 100. 
336 McQuatt Day 42i72-74. 
337 McQuatt Day 42/95-96. 
338 Hyett Day 64/185. 
339 Torero Day 77/96-97. 
340 Phase 1 Report at §2.12(a) and 22.39-22.40. 
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new(v formed cavities within the new 'envelope' of the building". 341 

161. In a departure from the "essential principle that had informed most ... of the previous 300 

years ... of UK construction", the window design for the Refurbishment located the 

windows outside and forward of the plane of their surrounding non-combustible masonry 

fabric and structure, with the result that they were no longer 'sealed' against the solid 

concrete surround.342 This movement of the windows was of "critical importance"; in 

terms of fire risk, the "windows at Grenfell Tower posed the most significant 

challenge". 343 

162. It was essential for the designer properly to understand the need to preserve any cavity 

from the risk of an internal fire within the property from migrating around the window 

edges and into any cavity that lies within the external wall.344 In Mr Hyett's view there 

was no latitude whatsoever in meeting Part Band adopting the guidance under ADB2 with 

respect to the requirement for all insulation anywhere within the external wall to be of 

limited combustibility and the need to protect cavities at their edges particularly around 

the windows.345 Studio E failed to provide a compliant design because they failed to 

show/incorporate cavity barriers at the edges of the cavities to the jambs and sill of 

window openings and their design allowed the voids around the windows to be filled with 

PIR insulation that would not enable the facade to comply with ADB2. 346 These issues 

should have been resolved by the time the project was put out to tender. 347 

Positioning of windows 

163. Studio E: The movement of the windows created a "challenging detail" for Studio E.348 

Mr Hyett makes clear that it was very important to fully explore and resolve the issue of 

closing the cavity around the window openings; this was not something that could be left 

for later resolution by the cladding subcontractor. 349 This key part of the design process, 

which Studio E "substantially neglected'' and that "appears to have been so lacking in 

project execution by Studio E", was "critical to the failings of the envelope design". 350 A 

341 Hyett Amended Reporl §2.6.31. 
342 Hyett Amended Report §2.6.29 - 2.6.31. 
343 Hyett Amended Report §2.6.34 and 2.6.48(f). 
344 Hyett Amended Report §2.6.30. 
345 Hyett Amended Report §3.4.5. 
346 Hyett Amended Report § 3 .10 .1. 
347 Hyett Amended Report §3.10.6. 
348 Hyett Amended Report §4.3.64. 
349 Hyett Amended Reporl §3.8.13. 
350 Hyett Amended Report §3.9.2. 
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competent architect would have identified this early and addressed the problem with care. 

Studio E failed to do so. 

164. Mr Hyett states that an architect would routinely deal with the positioning of windows in 

order to meet the guidance in ADB2 Section 9, but neither Studio E nor Harley managed 

to produce designs which met that guidance.351 They both positioned vertical cavity 

barriers too far from the window jambs to meet ADB2 guidance; with respect to the 

sill/spandrel, neither Studio E nor Harley showed any cavity barrier at all (a "very serious 

omission").352 Further: inadequate thought was given to the window jamb conditions; 

Studio E failed to recognise that its specification of aluminium windows meant that the 

frames did not qualify as cavity barriers under ADB2; Studio E should have, but did not, 

produce drawings showing all vertical and horizontal cavity barriers at l :5 scale for the 

details at the window head, sill and column jamb; and the 1 :20 elevation plan failed to 

show how to address the design of cavity barriers at the window jambs.353 

165. Mr Crawford claimed that Mr Sounes had told him that no cavity barriers were needed 

around the windows, but Mr Sounes denied that he had said anything of this nature. 354 Mr 

Crawford ultimately appeared to accept that the cavity barrier design did not comply with 

Building Regulations.355 Put simply, the window design was characterised by "widespread 

failure on the part of ... Studio E ... Studio E do not appear to have conducted a proper 

process of design development ... placed an inappropriately high level of expectation that 

such work would be carried out by the appointed cladding sub-contractor ... breached the 

terms of their appointment with Rydon which clearly sets out the basis upon which such 

work was required of Studio E". 356 

166. Harley: Harley's flawed approach to cavity barriers is addressed in paragraphs 127 to 131 

above. Its drawings and design were defective for (i) failing adequately to provide for 

cavity barriers at the open nosing of the panels at their vertical joints at column locations 

and at the vertical joints where panels meet over windows;357 and (ii) failing to position 

cavity barriers around the window openings, which was a ''fimdamental failure" on 

Harley's part (as well as that of Studio E). 358 Mr Anketell-Jones accepted that it was 

351 Hyett Amended Report §3.8.7 and 3.8.8. 
352 Hyett Amended Report §3.8.11 and 4.3.68. 
353 Hyett Amended Report §4.3.68 - 4.3.70. 
354 Crawford Day 9/163 and Sounes Day 21/76. 
355 Crawford Day 10/176, see also Day 11/87. 
356 Hyett Amended Report §3.10.2. 
357 Hyett Amended Report §4.4.82. 
358 Hyett Amended Report §4.4.101. 
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Harley's responsibility to provide such cavity barriers (correcting a statement to the 

contrary in his witness statement).359 As a member of the CWCT, Harley should have been 

particularly alert to the need for cavity barriers around window openings given the 

importance placed on this requirement in the CWCT Standard and TN73. 360 

167. Rydon: Rydon's failure to review the cavity barrier design was also noteworthy because 

following a fire on (Rydon's) Chalcots Estate project, an incident report emphasised the 

importance of cavity barriers around the windows. Mr Blake had received the report and 

accepted that he therefore had first-hand knowledge of this, but said that it did not give 

him cause to consider the importance of these requirements for the Refurbishment. 361 Mr 
36" Hughes was not even made aware of the report. "" 

168. Mr Martin appeared to accept that it was part of his job to check cavity barriers, but stated 

that because there was nothing on the drawings, he was satisfied they were not needed. He 

was unaware that cavity barriers were in fact needed to comply with Building Regulations, 

indeed his evidence was that he had not seen cavity barriers around windows on other 

R d . 363 y on projects. 

Window infill panels 

169. The insulation core of the window infill panels should have been (but was not) specified in 

the NBS Specification. Studio E should at least have stated that the insulation was to be of 

limited combustibility in accordance with ADB2 §12.7; any reasonably competent 

architect would have known or otherwise established that neither of the products used 

(Styrofoam and Kingspan TPlO) was of limited combustibility.364 Window infill panels 

should have been considered part of the external wall; and as the material within them was 

an insulation product, it had to comply with ADB2.365 

170. Mr Lamb proposed Kingspan TPlO for the infill panels because he had used it on previous 

occasions, without considering fire performance.366 He did not check ADB2, or consider 

whether the insulating core was of limited combustibility, relying upon a client having told 

359 Anketell-Jones Day 3 7 /31 and 50-51. 
360 Hyett Amended Report §4.4.71; and see Sakula Day 125/73-77 and 79. 
361 Blake Day 29/127. Mr Ray Bailey accepted that it was an error thal lessons learned from Chalcots Eslate were 

not deployed on lhe Refurbishment: Ray Bailey Day 331145-146. 
362 Hughes Day 27/42. 
363 Martin Day 30/53. 
364 Hyett Amended Report §4 .4 .140. 
365 Hyett Amended Reporl §4.3.88. 
366 Lamb Day 38/161-174. 
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him several years ago that it was classified as Class 0 (in fact, it had a Class 1 rating). 367 

Mr Lamb did not check any BBA certificate, and he did not consider the product's 

suitability for use in buildings higher than l 8m (although apparently the concept generally 

went "through [his] mind:').368 Initially, Mr Lamb sought to explain his lack of care by 

stating that the Kingspan TP10 would be used as part of an assembly with aluminium 

skins which could not detach in a fire; when put to him that this was precisely what 

occurred at Grenfell Tower, he had no response. 369 

171. For the larger infill panels which were not fitted at the bathroom windows (the "PI" 

panels), Mr Stapley altered Mr Lamb's selection of Kingspan TPIO to a Styrofoam 

insulating core. There was no discussion within Harley as to the compliance of this 

material, and no consideration of its need to be of limited combustibility. 370 Mr Lamb 

knew of the change and accepted it without any evidence that Styrofoam was a material of 

limited combustibility; he simply assumed that it was a product Harley had used many 

times before.371 

172. There was furthermore no discussion by Harley about the fire performance or other 

technical details of the window infill panels when ordering them from Panel Systems 

Limited ("Panel Systems"). Mr Ibbotson of Panel Systems confirmed that the fire rating 

of the panels' core was never queried by Harley.372 

Filling of gaps around windows 

173. SDPL was a dry-lining contractor engaged by Rydon to fill gaps around the windows. 

Crucially, SDPL was not a design subcontractor and responsibility for the inappropriate 

selection of Celotex TB4000 for the window surrounds therefore lay with Rydon.373 Mr 

Lawrence accepted that in respect of SDPL's work, Rydon alone was responsible for 

ensuring that products used in the window surrounds were compliant; it had "no one to fall 

hack on" and no basis to delegate that responsibility.374 

174. On instruction from, and in collaboration with, Rydon, SDPL glued TB4000 and Kingspan 

Thermapitch TP l 0 insulation boards to the underside of the uPVC windows, despite the 

367 Lamb Day 38/174-175, 179-180. Mr Ben Bailey also did not check its BBA certificate: Ben Bailey Day 
39/175. 

368 Lamb Day 38/179-180. 
369 LambDay38, 180-181, 184. 
370 Lamb Day 38/186-187. 
371 Lamb Day 38/176-177, 187 and 192-193. 
372 Ibbotson Day 104/35. 
373 Lawrence Day 25/61. 
374 Lawrence Day 25/63. 
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NBS Specification having specified Rockwool mineral wool as the compressible 

insulation to be used in gaps. 375 This deviation from specification was done without any 

regard to the NBS Specification or the Building Regulations and guidance in ADB2. No

one at SDPL sought any information about the insulation products' fire performance, e.g. 

from datasheets. 376 Celotex did not know (and had no means of knowing) that TB4000 

was purchased and used in the Refurbishment: see paragraph 52 above. 

175. Mr Dixon (the SDPL director who oversaw its work on the Refurbishment) had never 

previously worked on the window refurbishment of a building above 11 storeys and was 

unaware of the regulatory framework applicable to high rise buildings or the guidance in 

ADB2.377 Whilst he had heard of the tem1 "limited combustibility", he had no real 

understanding of it. 378 SDPL in fact paid no regard to fire safety at all. 379 Mr Dixon did not 

consider the fire performance of the uPVC surrounds or insulation and paid no regard to 

the NBS Specification.380 He relied on Rydon to check compliance, stating that 

"everybody knew what we was doing". 381 While SDPL can be criticised for these failings, 

the responsibility for ensuring the compliance and safety of its work did indeed lie 

squarely with Rydon. 

176. Rydon's failure to fulfil that responsibility is significant. The design and construction of 

the windows and window surrounds clearly contributed to the "disproportionately high 

probability" of an entirely predictable kitchen fire spreading into the cladding system. 382 

(E) Design of the Crown 

177. The rate of vertical fire spread at Grenfell Tower was not unusual for a cladding fire and 

was in fact one of the slowest reported in Prof Torero's report. 383 Fires at The Lacrosse 

Building in Melbourne, which had a similar rate of vertical flame spread, and at The 

Address Building in Dubai, which had a more rapid vertical flame spread, decayed and 

died out upon reaching the top of the building and were consequently much less 

destructive. One of the crucial distinguishing features of the fire at Grenfell Tower was the 

involvement of the Crown, which the Inquiry has found "was responsible for the most 

375 {SEA00000169/243}. 
376 Dixon Day 44/152. 
377 DixonDay44/119and143-145. 
378 Dixon Day 44/146-147. 
379 DixonDay44/114, 118-119, 130-131and149. 
380 Dixon Day 44/118 and 167-170. 
381 Dixon Day 44/143-144. 
382 Lane Phase 1 Report §2.9.12-2.9.14. 
383 Phase 1 Report §23.13. 
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rapid of the observed lateral fire spread:'. 384 All three experts (Professor Bisby, Professor 

Torero and Dr Lane) agreed that the Crown was "highly effective in propagating the flame 

fi'ont across the tower".385 

178. Mr Sounes of Studio E admitted that the fire safety of the Crown was not considered at 

any point during the design process, accepting that there were never "any discussions ... 

about the crown and fire in relation to the crown and the need to consider whether or not 

the crown might he a vehicle for fire spread in the event of an external fire". 386 This was 

despite the serious fire safety risks posed by adding a ring of combustible ACM-PE 

material at the top of the building; as Professor Bisby said, the "tall ACM fins" at the 

Crown were "most susceptible to burning, dripping polyethylene onto the aluminium 

coping directly below and producing localised pool fires, which in turn ignited adjacent 

elements of the crown, allowing the fire to progress laterally around the building". Certain 

features of the ACM fins are likely to have facilitated the rapid progression of the fire, 

namely: (a) the configuration and orientation of the fins as a semi-continuous path for fire 

spread; (b) the number of exposed edges of PE within the fins; and ( c) the fact that the fins 

fonned C-shaped chimneys, supporting flame extension and fire spread. 387 

179. The cavity barriers as designed by Studio E in other areas of the facade were "non

existent" at the Crown;388 and Harley failed to comment on their omission. According to 

Mr Hyett, this was "[a ]mongst the most serious failures in Harley's work", allowing the 

"uninhibited horizontal fire passage around the perimeter/parapet of the huilding''.389 

180. A competent architect would have shown all vertical and horizontal cavity barriers 

including at the Crown, where they had "a unique and important fimction ... as they reach 

the top of the huilding".390 Mr Sounes admitted that no detailed consideration was given 

by Studio E to the Crown and that, by September 2013, the design had not yet been 

worked out. Studio E provided little in the way of information at the tender stage about the 

Crown and no elevations to show the overall strategy for achieving compliance with the 

guidance in ADB2. This was, "inadequate and insufficiently thought through". 391 

181. Mr Crawford likewise accepted that there was no detailed design and also accepted that 

384 Phase 1 Report §2.l3(c) and 23.55. 
385 Phase l Report §23.43. 
386 Sounes Day 21 I 92 and 101. 
387 Phase 1 Report §23.26. 
388 Hyett Supplemental Report Part 1 § 2. l l .5(a). 
389 Hyett Amended Report §4.4.130 - 4.4.131. 
390 Hyett Amended Reporl §4.3.72 and 3.7.26. 
391 Hyett Amended Report §4.3.81. 
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the lack of cavity barriers meant that a fire in the highest flat would escape into the Crown 

with nothing to then prevent its further spread.392 Despite this, in May 2015, Mr Crawford 

approved revised drawings by Harley of the Crown which omitted a horizontal cavity 

barrier at the top of the cladding where it met the Crown (as had been indicated on Studio 

E's outline drawing). Insofar as Mr Crawford thought at the time that no cavity barriers 

were required in the Crown despite the extensive amount of ACM-PE cladding in that 

location, he was clearly in error. However, it is questionable whether Mr Crawford did in 

fact apply his mind to this issue; he was unable to confinn what he thought at the time. 393 

It is more likely that the matter was simply overlooked and in this (as in other areas) Mr 

Crawford simply relied on Harley's assessment of the position. 

182. Mr Crawford's reliance on Harley was not only negligent but also misplaced. Mr 

Anketell-Jones denied being involved enough to give any consideration to cavity barriers 

in the Crown and the potential risk of vertical or horizontal fire spread at the Crown did 

not occur to him and was not discussed; he admitted he did not think it was "something 

that anyone considered throughout the whole design process".394 Within Harley, the task 

of designing the Crown was given to Mr Lamb. He admitted that his design was based on 

"very brief' drawings by Studio E and that he removed the cavity barrier originally 

specified by Studio E at the head of the cladding system, apparently because he was told 

that this was not necessary since the Crown was uninhabited. 395 He had personally 

annotated a drawing of the Crown with the word ''.firebreak" to remind him to re-insert the 

cavity barrier if Studio E insisted upon its original design, but he did not raise the matter in 

terms with them.396 As a result, no cavity barrier was provided at the top of the cladding 

system to resist fire encroaching into the Crown, facilitating the devastating horizontal 

spread around the Crown on the night of the fire. 

(F) Other Construction Issues 

183. The evidence shows that, in addition to the design defects addressed above, there was 

extensive and significant defective workmanship including: (i) installation of horizontal 

cavity barriers in vertical positions;397 (ii) poorly fitting or roughly cut cavity barriers;398 

392 Crawford Day 11/67-68. 
393 Crawford Day 11/75-6. 
394 Anketell-Jones Day 3 7 /52-53. 
395 Lamb Day 38/161-162. 
396 Lamb Day 38il63-166 and 195. 
397 Lane Phase 1 Report figure 8.52 and BRE Report for Metropolitan Police February 2019 figure 34 

{MET00039807152}. See also Osborne Day 43/149. 
398 Lane Phase 1 Report figures 8.49and 8.50. 
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(iii) excessive gaps between the concrete window enclosure and replacement window 

frames;399 and (iv) installation of cavity barriers in different positions from the 

d 
0 400 rawmgs. 

184. OB installed cavity barriers and windows on Harley's instructions. 401 Their witnesses 

accepted that installing horizontal cavity barriers in vertical positions was unacceptable, 

but could not explain the failure. 402 They acknowledged that cavity barriers were poorly 

fitted or roughly cut and that they never looked at the manufacturer's guidance.403 Mr 

Osborne further accepted there were excessive gaps with regard to windows but assumed 

that they would have been filled later.404 

185. OB's evidence is that Harley positively approved a mock-up showing the cavity barriers in 

different positions from the drawings, 405 and that they did not realise cavity barriers were 

required (and no-one, including Harley in their drawings or otherwise, ever told OB to 

place them) at the windows.406 Rydon, Harley and RBKC BC were all supposed to have 

overseen or checked OB's work but none of them detected these deficiencies.407 

186. The Clerk of Works, JRP, also failed to detect deficiencies in the construction work on the 

facade. The TMO generally required JRP's representative, Mr White, to attend only once a 

week, thereby limiting his inspection opportunities (for which the TMO is responsible). 408 

JRP's limited instructions, however, also stemmed from Rydon's contractual obligations 

to ensure compliance with applicable requirements. Mr White was also ill-placed to detect 

substandard workmanship. He did not check compliance with drawings or specifications, 

despite the Invitation to Tender requiring him to refer to them when inspecting; nor did he 

check whether the installation of cavity barriers complied with manufacturer's 

instructions.409 He was also uninterested in the location of cavity barriers.410 Instead, his 

concern was whether the finish was "neat and tidy",411 meaning that the deficient 

workmanship went unnoticed. 

399 Lane Phase 1 Report §8.8.7-8.8.9. 
400 Lane Phase 1 Report §8.9.33 and figures 8.41 and 8.42. 
401 Mr Berry's WS {OSB00000086/5} and Berry Day 44/39. 
402 Osborne Day 43/148-152, Berry Day 44/61-62. 
403 Osborne Day 43/139, 145, 153-154, 156-158. Berry 44/45, 49, 53-54 and 57-58. 
404 Osborne Day 43/173-174. 
405 Osborne Day 43/97-98, 108-110 and 134-135 cf. Berry Day 44/23. 
406 Osborne Day 43/160-163, Berry Day 44/64-65. See also Ray Bailey Day 32/50 and 33/58-59, 138-139. 
407 Osborne Day 43/191, 196-197, Berry Day 44/58, 81-82; Mr Berry's WS {OSB00000086/4}. 
408 White Day 42/148, and 173 and Mr White's WS §37 and 64 {JRP00000330}. 
409 White Day42/153, 159-160 and {JRPOOOOOOll/4}. 
410 White Day 42/158, 164-165 and 176-178. 
411 White Day 42/171and180. 
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(G) RBKC Building Control 

187. RBKC has admitted that RBKC BC failed (among other things) to carry out any adequate 

assessment of the rainscreen cladding system, or the Crown, at Grenfell Tower and 

consequently issued a Completion Certificate for the Refurbishment which should never 

have been issued. The full extent of RBKC BC' s failings became apparent from the 

evidence of Mr Hoban, the BCO assigned to the Refurbishment, and his line manager, Mr 

Allen. 

188. Both Mr Hoban and Mr Allen accepted that RBKC BC's role was to check for compliance 

with statutory requirements and that it was "the last link in the chain to spot a problem or 

to spot the inappropriateness of the use of any particular product".412 Not only should 

RBKC BC have ascertained that the products proposed within the cladding system did not 

meet the linear route to compliance, and that the cladding system as a whole was 

consequently not compliant, but had it done so it could and should have required the 

facade to be re-designed. As Ms Menzies explained, the effect of the relevant provisions 

of the Building Act and Building Regulations was that if RBKC BC had "determined ... 

the works as executed on site did not comply with the substantive requirements of the 

Building Regulations, they had means of taking action in an attempt to remove the 

contravention". 413 

189. Ms Menzies was highly critical of RBKC BC, which "lacked a strategic policy to support 

the legal obligations of RBKC to achieve and enforce compliance with the Building Act 

1984 and the Building Regulations".414 As a result, RBKC BC never carried out any in 

depth review of the cladding system and failed to "ascertain or corroborate that materials 

individually or in the cladding system as a whole were in accordance with the 

recommendations ofAD B". RBKC BC's failure to ask for and obtain detailed information 

about the cladding system was "fundamental".415 

190. Dr Lane was also critical of RBKC BC's "significant disregard for their duties" with 

regards to Exova's fire safety strategy, which should have been rejected or queried.416 This 

was a "missed opportunity" which "should have led to the identification of significant non

compliances in the design proposals and resulting as-built condition, which should in fact 

412 Hoban Day 45/96 and Day 46/58; Allen Day 47/91. 
413 Menzies Amended Report {BMER0000004} ("Menzies Amended Report") §66. 
414 Menzies Amended Report §32. 
415 Menzies Amended Report §39. 
416 Dr Lane Regulation 38 Phase 2 Report (Version 2) {BLARP20000021} ("Lane Regulation 38 Report") 

§21.4.6. 
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prevent the issue of a completion certificate for the works".417 In Dr Lane's view these 

"significant failings" on RBKC BC's part resulted in the "total failure of another part of 

the fire safety system".418 It is clear that but for the failings and admitted negligence of 

RBKC BC, the unsafe construction of the Refurbishment could have been prevented. 

191. Celotex submits that notwithstanding the commendable candour and obvious emotion with 

which he answered questions from the Inquiry, Mr Hoban's oral evidence bore out the 

experts' criticisms. He admitted that he resigned from his position because he was 

'unable' to do his job.419 While this appeared to be primarily in reference to the workload 

placed upon him, the totality of his evidence suggests that even with better resourcing and 

a lighter workload, he was not capable of performing his role to the required standard. 

192. Mr Hoban had no prior experience of overcladding of high-rise residential buildings or 

"major and complex" projects such as the Refurbishment.420 He had received no training 

on technical industry guidance and was unaware of the BCA and CWCT guidance notes 

and CWCT Standard.421 None of his training covered overcladding of high-rise residential 

buildings.422 His admission that he was not trained to check on cavity barriers was in Ms 

Menzies' view "a surprising statement by a senior building control surveyor".423 

193. Mr Hoban clearly lacked necessary technical knowledge. He was confused as to the 

possible routes to compliance, was unclear about the meaning of limited combustibility 

and did not know that PIR was not a material of limited combustibility and would not 

therefore meet the requirements of ADB2 §12.7. Although he initially claimed to be 

'aware' of BR135, he was forced to admit that he had never read it or come across it prior 

to the Refurbishment. 424 The significance of this admission was highlighted by his 

acceptance that if he had read BRl 35, he would have been aware of the risks posed by 

cladding systems and that particular attention needed to be paid to the selection of 

insulation materials.425 As it was, he was unaware of the potential for combustible 

cladding panels to generate falling debris once they become involved in a fire, adding to 

the overall fire load and providing a route for fire to propagate up the outside of a 

417 Lane Regulation 38 Report §21.4.7-21.4.9. 
418 Lane Regulation 38 Report §21.4.18 and 21.4.21. 
419 Hoban Day 45/11. 
420 Hoban Day 45/91 and 103. Mr Allen could not recall any prior experience of cladding systems: Allen Day 

47/6. 
421 Hoban Day 45/21and66-69; and Day 46/216. Mr Allen's training was also lacking: Allen Day 47/40. 
422 Hoban Day 45/28. 
423 Menzies Amended Report §432(a). 
424 Hoban Day 45/38, 44-45 and 52-53. 
425 Hoban Day 45/65. 
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194. In a series of damaging admissions as to his failures to adequately assess the 

Refurbishment works, Mr Hoban admitted to never having seen the NBS Specification, 

was unable to say whether he had reviewed Exova's fire safety strategy and admitted that 

he failed to scrutinise drawings sent to him.427 He further admitted that a "comprehensive 

cladding package" was never provided to him and, although he claimed that he requested 

such information, it was clear from his evidence that no formal or proper request was in 

fact made. 428 

Compliance of the Cladding Facade 

195. Given that Mr Hoban claimed to be aware of the need to scrutinise product literature 

carefully and "investigate and rigorously test" what he was told,429 his failure properly to 

assess the materials used in the Refurbishment and interrogate product data was 

inexplicable. This failure extended to all of the key aspects of the cladding facade, 

including, as set out below: (i) the ACM-PE cladding panels; (ii) the insulation; (iii) the 

window infill panels; (iv) the cavity barriers; and (v) the Crown. 

The ACM-PE Cladding Panels 

196. Mr Hoban should have obtained full details of the cladding panels and external fayade as a 

composite construction, and questioned the suitability of an ACM panel (especially given 

the warnings contained in TGN18, of which he should have been aware). 430 As Ms 

Menzies confirmed, a reasonably competent BCO would have been aware by the time of 

the Refurbishment of the dangers of ACM and required evidence demonstrating 

compliance, such as a BR135 certification, desktop assessment or fire-engineering 

report. 431 

197. Mr Hoban claimed in oral evidence to have relied on the BBA Certificate to verify 

compliance of the Reynobond ACM-PE panels, but was unable to explain why he had not 

mentioned this in either of his witness statements.432 Ultimately, he said that "most 

probably" all he looked at was the first page of the BBA Certificate and that consequently 

426 Hoban Day 45/64 and 68. 
427 Hoban Day 45169 and 134; Day 46i27; and Day 45/164 (did not personally check drawings submitted to him). 
428 Hoban Day 45/173. 
429 Hoban Day 46/32 and 57. 
430 Menzies Amended Report §436-437; Menzies Day 60/85-86 and 142-143. 
431 Menzies Day 60/92-95 and 142-143. 
432 Hoban Day 46/12. 
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he did not see that the fire classifications identified in the certificate only applied to 

particular colours, none of which were used at Grenfell Tower. 433 His practice was (he 

admitted) not to read such certificates in detail and to accept them without question as 

evidence of compliance; he claimed that, as a BCO, he never had the training or 

k 1 d . "f'" 434 now e ge to mterpret cert1 1cates. 

198. This approach was criticised not only by Ms Menzies but also Mr Allen, who said that Mr 

Hoban should have read and interrogated the BBA Certificate. 435 Ms Menzies was clear 

that Mr Hoban should not have accepted the BBA Certificate "as sole evidence of 

compliance [of the Reynobond ACM-PE panels] because they [BBA certificates] are 

usually heavily caveated and it is difficult to identifY the limitations of the certificate 

without seeing the underlying test data". 436 Ms Menzies found Mr Hoban's evidence that 

he lacked the necessary training to interpret a BBA certificate "strange", as this was a 

"core jimction" of a BC0;437 a reasonably competent BCO would have been aware of the 

need to check testing information carefully and would "[ d]efinitely" have done more than 
. 438 Just read the first page. · 

The Insulation 

199. Mr Hoban's evidence about his assessment of the insulation used in the cladding system 

was particularly confused. The drawings and information provided to him by the designers 

and contractors working on the Refurbishment made no mention of RS5000 being used in 

the cladding system.439 He should have obtained full and proper details of the insulation, 

including "supporting test evidence", from them, along with details of the other 

components of the cladding system.440 However, he never did so. Without this 

infom1ation, Ms Menzies was unable to understand how he could have reached the 

conclusion that RS5000 was 'fit for purpose'; in her view, a reasonably competent BCO 

"would have asked for test data evidence fi'om the applicant that positively demonstrated 

compliance".441 Mr Hoban did not do this; he instead claims to have looked up the 

433 Hoban Day 46/23. 
434 Hoban Day 46/15-16 and 77. 
435 Allen Day 47/80-81. 
436 Menzies Amended Report §440. 
437 Menzies Day 60/98. 
438 Menzies Day 60/97 and 102. 
439 Menzies Report §441; Hoban Day 45/29-30. 
440 Menzies Day 60/142-143. 
441 Menzies Amended Report §442. 
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insulation on a website after seeing it on site.442 However, it is unclear (a) what insulation 

he saw on site and when he did so; and (b) which website he may have viewed and what 

he saw on that website. 

200. Mr Hoban said that the insulation he saw on site had "the company logo" on "the fi1ll 

panel" and that he "noted the particular brand ofproduct".443 This is difficult to reconcile 

with his having seen RS5000: that does not have the Celotex logo on its facer. TB4000 

bears the Celotex logo on one facer, but this was not used in the cladding system. 444 

RS5000 was delivered to the Grenfell Tower site in batches from 1 April 2015 onwards, 

whereas TB4000 appears to have been onsite in substantial quantities from around July to 

September 2015, which accords with the timing of a site visit by Mr Hoban on 17 August 

2015 during which he saw "insulation on various works progressing steadily" (according 

to his site notes). 445 There is no evidence that Mr Hoban was aware that two different 

kinds of Celotex insulation were being used on the Refurbishment; if he looked up 

TB4000, whatever he saw could not possibly have justified compliance of the insulation 

used in the cladding system. 

201. Mr Hoban gave conflicting evidence about which website he viewed. In his witness 

statement, he said that he had "looked at the Celotex website to see the information they 

had in respect of the material" and may also have looked at "other information shown on 

other sites" (but could not be certain); and that he concluded from what he saw that the 

insulation "was fit for purpose". 446 However, on the first day of his oral evidence, he said 

that he had looked up information on the LABC website, which "said that the Celotex 

RS5000 was suitable for use on buildings [above 18 metres]" and that this led him to 

consider that Celotex was "okay". 447 He then said on the second day of his oral evidence 

that he had visited the Celotex website (rather than the LABC website) "to check to see if 

[the insulation] was suitable for use on a building of that height".448 

202. Whichever website he may have viewed, Mr Hoban was also unclear about what 

442 Hoban Day 46/30 and 33. 
443 Hoban Day 46/30 and 33. 
444 Mr O'Sullivan WS §44 and 49. RS5000 produced on the Hennecke line has the Celotex name, range and depth 

of board stamped on one of the exposed edges, but that is not what Mr Hoban claims to have seen. 
445 See RBKC BC site note records {RBK00052478/4}. Delivery dates of RS5000 are shown e.g. in Harley's 

purchase order and production call-off sheet at {RYD00036932}-{RYD00036933}. SDPL's purchases of 
TB4000 are recorded in builders' merchants' invoices at { SD P00000040}; small purchases were made from 
around May 2015, but the first substantial purchase (of 16 sheets) was on 6 July 2015: {SDP00000040/71}. 

446 Mr Hoban's 2nd WS {RBK00050416} §43. 
447 Hoban Day 45/38-39. 
448 Hoban Day 46/31. 
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information he saw on the website. When shown the 2014 LABC Certificate, he could not 

say whether he had seen this previously and could not recall noting any of the details 

given in this certificate. 449 He suggested that he had provided the Inquiry with a different 

document but it was unclear what that was. 450 Mr Hoban also could not recall having 

previously seen the RS5000 datasheet.451 He frankly admitted that he could not say 

whether he would have read whatever he looked up fully and carefully.452 

203. If Mr Hoban did view an LABC certificate for RS5000 online, he is likely to have seen 

one of the later versions, and not the 2014 LABC Certificate. In November 2014, the 

LABC provided Celotex with an updated version of the certificate which incorporated an 

expanded description of the limitations of the BR135 certification obtained by Celotex and 

stated that RS5000 was only acceptable for use in buildings above 18m "subject to 

matching the specification criteria of the BREfire test report 295255 carried out".453 This 

version of the certificate was then superseded by later updates provided by the LABC to 

Celotex in May 2015 and September 2015, each of which contained even more detailed 

guidance about the use of RS5000 in buildings above 18m, including statements that: (i) 

"An appropriate classification report and/or supplementary report MUST evidence 

suitability of the proposed makeup"; and (ii) "Thermosetting insulants (rigid 

polyurethane foam boards) do not meet the limited combustibility requirements of AD 82 

Table A 7 and so should not be accepted as meeting AD 82 paragraph 12. 7. However, if 

they are included as part of a cladding system tested to BR135 & BS8414 for use above 

18m, the complete assembly may ultimately prove to be acceptable".454 

204. By the time that Mr Hoban was attending Grenfell Tower to inspect the cladding system, 

and Celotex insulation had been delivered to the site, one or other of the later versions of 

the LABC certificate is likely to have been available on the LABC's website. As 

explained in paragraph 200 above, Celotex insulation was first delivered to site in May 

2015; and Mr Hoban's site visit records only refer to inspection of cladding or insulation 

between 15 May 2015 and March 2016,455 by which time the later versions of the LABC 

certificate had been produced. If Mr Hoban saw any of those certificates, they could not 

reasonably have been taken to validate the use of RS5000 in the cladding system at 

449 Hoban Day 46/34-35; {CEL00000009} and {CELOOOOOOlO}. 
450 Hoban Day 46/33-35. 
451 Hoban Day 46/39-44; {CEL00000412}. 
452 Hoban Day 46/40. 
453 {LABC0000312}. 
454 {CEL00001287} (emphasis in original). 
455 {RBK00052478}. 
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Grenfell Tower. 

205. Furthermore, whatever LABC certificate or other information that Mr Hoban may have 

viewed, he should have known that, because RS5000 was not a material of limited 

combustibility, it could only be used in the rainscreen cladding system at Grenfell Tower 

if he had evidence that the system had been tested or assessed to meet the BR135 Criteria 

or a holistic fire engineering study had been undertaken. He had no such evidence (and an 

LABC certificate could not reasonably have been understood to constitute such evidence). 

206. Ms Menzies said that Mr Hoban should have "asked for more information and evidence of 

compliance in respect of the insulation at the stage of the full plans application and, 

failing that, following visits to site".456 Mr Hoban himself accepted in evidence that he 

"should have asked for a full report".457 As he admitted, his failure to further examine or 

investigate the suitability of RS5000 for use in the cladding system at Grenfell Tower was 

a "serious failing" on his part. 458 

Cavity Barriers I Window Infill Panels I Crown 

207. Ms Menzies considered RBKC BC' s failure to note the omission of cavity barriers around 

the window opening of the walls as "fundamental"; it was "not reasonable to assume" (as 

Mr Hoban did) that the steelwork around the windows would act as a cavity barrier. 459 Mr 

Hoban admitted with hindsight that (i) he should have asked for windows to be removed 

so that he could check the cavity barrier installation; (ii) his failure to identify missing 

cavity barriers was a 'fundamental failing'; and (iii) in so failing, he fell below the 

standards of a reasonably competent BC0.460 Ms Menzies agreed that Mr Hoban's 

''failure to check any window or other openings for cavity harriers fell below the standard 

of a reasonably competent [BCO] and certainly below a [BCO] with extensive 
. " 461 expenence . 

208. A reasonably competent BCO would have questioned the specification and/or use of 

Kingspan TPIO and Styrofoam in the window infill panels "as these materials are not of 

limited comhustihility".462 Mr Hoban accepted that he should have checked the compliance 

456 Menzies Amended Report §442. 
457 Hoban Day 45/38-40. 
458 Hoban Day 46/45. 
459 Menzies Amended Report §395 and 400. 
460 Hoban Day 46/99. 
461 Menzies Amended Report §403. 
462 Menzies Amended Report §443. 
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of these products but did not do so.463 

209. Mr Hoban admitted that he failed to ask for comprehensive details of the cladding system 

including the Crown and that he never had any discussions about or checked whether 

cavity barriers were being installed at the Crown. 464 This was negligent; he should have 

applied his mind to the Crown, asked for further information about the materials used to 

construct it and "noted and questioned'' the absence of cavity barriers installed at the 

junction between the rainscreen cladding and the Crown. 465 

Conclusion 

210. Mr Hoban ultimately agreed (with hindsight) that he "should either have requested further 

details of the far:;ade works, including specifications for the insulation itself, or else 

rejected the full plans application because the applicant had not demonstrated that the 

works complied with B4".466 There can be no doubt that if RBKC BC had done its job 

properly, the Refurbishment works would not have been approved and the unsafe 

construction, and consequent tragic fire, would have been prevented. 

IV. ARCONIC: REYNOBOND ACM-PE CLADDING PANELS 

Introduction 

211. Arconic manufactured and supplied Reynobond 55 PE ("RB55 PE"), which was used to 

fabricate the cladding panels installed at Grenfell Tower. The Inquiry has found these 

panels were the primary reason for external fire spread at the Tower: paragraph 4 above. 

212. RB55 PE is a form of ACM; it consists of two thin sheets of aluminium around a core of 

unmodified PE. Unlike PIR, which could safely be used in compliance with the Building 

Regulations in a rainscreen cladding system with an appropriate combination of other 

components,467 ACM-PE panels could not safely be used on high-rise buildings as the 

BS8414 tests carried out by the DCLG after the Grenfell Tower fire demonstrated: 

paragraph 5 above. Given the propensity of ACM-PE panels to promote rather than resist 

463 Hoban Day 46/29. 
464 Hoban Day 46/78 and 102. 
465 Menzies Amended Report §405; Menzies Day 60/166-167. 
466 Hoban Day 45/189. 
467 This was demonstrated not only by the test commissioned by Celotex in April 2018 of a system replicating as 

closely as possible the system described in the RS5000 product literature, but also the DCLG BS8414 tests 
carried out after the Grenfell Tower, which showed that a system combining PIR insulation with an ACM panel 
with A2 core met the BR135 Criteria. 
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the spread of fire, it is impossible to see how their use could ever satisfy Requirement 

B(4). 

213. Arconic knew that RB55 PE was dangerous and should not be used on high-rise buildings, 

with the risks being particularly acute when fabricated into cassettes (the form of panel 

used at Grenfell Tower). However, Arconic did not warn potential customers of these 

risks. On the contrary, it exploited what it perceived to be laxer regulations in the UK to 

continue selling RB55 PE here even though it could not do so in countries applying 

Euroclass regulations. It obtained the BBA Certificate (which certified that RB55 PE 

panels "may be regarded as having a Class 0 surface") by concealing crucial test data 

from the BBA which demonstrated that the panels, at least in cassette fom1, could not be 

regarded as having a Class 0 surface and should not be used on high-rise buildings. 

Despite obtaining subsequent test data which demonstrated beyond doubt that neither the 

cassette nor rivet variant could legitimately be regarded as equivalent to Class 0, Arconic 

again failed to disclose that data, in continuing breach of its contractual obligations to the 

BBA. Arconic also omitted reference to the data in its product literature, which 

consequently misrepresented the fire performance of RB55 PE under both Euroclass and 

English standards. 

214. At the time of the Refurbishment, Arconic also produced Reynobond ACM with a fire

retardant core ("RB55 FR"), but this was more expensive and Arconic was unwilling to 

stop selling RB55 PE for fear of losing profits and market share, especially in markets 

such as England where sales of ACM-PE were predominant. Arconic refused to change 

course even when warned of the risk of multiple fatalities if it did not do so. Following his 

attendance in September 2007 at a presentation given by an industry expert on the dangers 

of ACM, Arconic's marketing manager (Gerard Sonntag) reported his shock at seeing 

pictures showing how quickly fire could evolve with ACM-PE and warned of the 

implications for Arconic: "what will happen if only one building made out PE core is in 

fire and will kill 60 to 70 persons, what is the responsibility of the ACM supplier?".468 

215. As a result of Arconic's deception, those involved in the design, construction and approval 

of the cladding fac;ade at Grenfell Tower assumed that RB55 PE was classified as Class 0 

and could safely be used above l 8m, when Arconic knew that was not the case. While the 

construction professionals were at fault, as explained above, for failing to interrogate the 

BBA Certificate and investigate the fire safety characteristics of Reynobond ACM-PE 

panels, Arconic is also responsible for the specification and use of those panels at Grenfell 

468 {METAOOOOl 953}, referring to a question posed by the industry expert at the presentation. 
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Tower. 

216. Whilst professing cooperation with this Inquiry, Arconic has (it appears) sought to hide 

behind an obscure French law, known as the French Blocking Statute (the "FBS"), to 

obstruct the Inquiry's access to its documents and witnesses. It has relied on the FBS to 

avoid giving disclosure in the same way as other Core Participants (its documents having 

only been made available to the Inquiry via the Metropolitan Police) and claimed in June 

2020 that the FBS prevented any of the Arconic witnesses from giving evidence to the 

Inquiry.469 Although Mr Schmidt, Ms French and Mr Meakins eventually agreed to give 

evidence, three other Arconic witnesses refused to do so: Mr Wehrle, Mr Froehlich and 

Ms Derrendinger. They are all important witnesses. Mr Wehrle was the Head of Arconic's 

Technical Sales Support Team with responsibility for (among other things) testing and 

certification of Reynobond PE and FR products; Mr Froehlich was the European Product 

Manager for Reynobond with responsibility (from 2011/2012) for all European sales, 

including the UK; and Ms Derrendinger was a sales representative closely involved in the 

supply of RB55 PE for Grenfell Tower. The evidence of these individuals would 

undoubtedly assist the Inquiry. Their refusal to testify is plainly unreasonable. There is no 

real risk that any of them would be prosecuted under the FBS were they to give evidence 

h I . 470 to t e nqmry. 

217. Celotex outlines below, in broad chronological order, key aspects of the evidence adduced 

in Module 2 concerning (i) the testing and certification of RB55 PE; (ii) Arconic's 

knowledge of the unsuitability of RB55 PE for use on building facades; and (iii) the 

supply of RB55 PE for use at Grenfell Tower. The submissions below supplement the 

outline provided by Celotex in its Module 2 Opening Submissions (at Section F). 

Class 0 Classification 

218. Contrary to claims made in Arconic's product literature,471 RB55 PE was not tested to 

BS476 Parts 6 and 7, and never obtained Class 0 classification. Before this Inquiry, 

Arconic has sought to rely on the Class 0 classification obtained by a product known as 

Reynobond RB 160 Pe ("RB160 PE") in 1997.472 However, this was a different product, 

manufactured by Reynolds Aluminium France (the predecessor company of Arconic) in 

469 Inquiry Counsel statements at Day 66/7-10 and Day 87/4-7. 
47° Celotex endorses the position adopted by Inquiry Counsel in his statement at Day 87 /1-10. 
471 See e.g. Arconic producl literature at {ARC00000378} and {ARC00000377}. 
472 Warres Test Reports 70707 and 70708 ({MET00053158/22} and {MET00053158/29}) and Summary Report 

{MET00053158/37}. 
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the United States, before Arconic started producing RB55 PE at Merxheim in France. 473 

Arconic had no control over the manufacturing process in the US, which used PE sourced 

from US suppliers, and the formulation (in particular the PE specification) used in the 

manufacture of Reynobond PE products in the US is, and has been, different to that used 

in the manufacture of RB55 PE in Merxheim, France. This has been acknowledged by 

Arconic's related entities in the US.474 

219. The RB160 PE test reports are of no relevance to RB55 PE and do not substantiate the 

Class 0 claims made by Arconic for RB55 PE. They make clear that they apply only to the 

specific product tested and that "[ s ]mall differences in the composition or thickness of the 

product may significantly affect the performance during the test". 475 Mr Schmidt, 

Arconic's Managing Director, accepted that Arconic should have carried out fresh Class 0 

tests once it started producing RB55 PE at Merxheim. He could not explain why it had not 

done so.476 

220. It is also telling that (a) Arconic did not rely on the Class 0 classification of RB160 PE 

when it applied for the BBA Certificate in 2006-2008 (see paragraph 227 et seq below) 

and (b) the classification was not identified by Mr Wehrle when setting out all "relevant 

cert(fications" of products produced at Merxheim for Diana Perreiah, President of 

Arconic's Building and Construction Systems Division, in June 2017 after the Grenfell 

Tower fire. 477 

2004 Eurodass Testing 

221. In late 2004 Arconic commissioned tests of RB55 PE, in both rivet and cassette fonn, 

under the European EN13501 testing regime. The rivet variant achieved Class B ("Test 

5A"), but the cassette variant could not be classified because the cassette test ("Test 5B") 

473 Schmidt Day 91/13 and 34-35. 
474 See Declaration of Kevin Juedeman, National Sales Manager at Arconic Architectural Products LLC, in US 

proceedings at §11 {INQ00014554}; Schmidt Day 93/8-11. Arconic Inc's Reply Memorandum in the same 
proceedings makes the further point at p.13 that Arconic (i.e. AAP SAS in France) was unable to rely on US 
fire tests because "the Reynobond product sold by AAP SAS and AAP LLC were d(tferent" and that "AAP SAS 
had to obtain its own tests, even when selling Reynobond into markets (unlike the UK) that adopt U.S. 
standards". 

475 Section 10 and App. 2 of Warres Test Report 70707 and Section 9 and App. 1 of Warres Test Report 70708. 
See also BS476 Part 10 §5.3 and ADB2 App. A §16, referred to by Inquiry Counsel at Day 104/55-56. 

476 Schmidt Day 91/39-40. 
477 Email at {META00001104} and spreadsheet at {META00001106}; see also Inquiry Counsel at Day 104/66-

67. 
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had to be terminated early due to excessive fire growth.478 Mr Schmidt admitted these tests 

showed the cassette variant perfonned "spectacularly worse" than the rivet variant.479 

222. Rather than investigating the failure of the cassette test, Arconic ignored it. Mr Wehrle 

now claims in his witness statement that Arconic viewed the result as a "rogue" result 

because of a general perception that the cassette variant would perform better than the 

rivet variant. 480 However, there was no basis for this. The Test 5B result provided a clear 

demonstration of the poor fire performance of RB55 PE in cassette form; as Mr Schmidt 

admitted, to show "what Reynobond 55 PE cassettes will do in a realfire".481 

223. Any view that Test 5B was a rogue result would have been entirely unsubstantiated and 

also illogical because there were (at that stage) no other tests of the cassette variant with 

which to compare Test 5B.482 There is no contemporaneous evidence that anyone within 

Arconic actually held such a view. Arconic could have carried out up to four further tests 

of the cassette variant in order to obtain an EN13501 classification of the product. Insofar 

as Arconic genuinely doubted the validity of Test 5B, it was "irrational and irresponsible" 

for it not to have carried out further tests to establish whether the cassette variant might in 
483 fact perform any better than Test 5B suggested. · 

224. Product literature published by Arconic following the 2004 tests represented that RB55 PE 

- in both rivet and cassette form - achieved Class B.484 This was inaccurate, as Arconic 

knew. The Test 5A classification and test reports clearly stipulated that the Class B 

classification applied only to RB55 PE in rivet form, and could not be extrapolated to the 

cassette variant, as Mr Wehrle knew.485 He explained in April 2005 that the Class B 

classification was: "only valid for flat riveted panels without bending".486 

225. Arconic's emails show it was intent on keeping Test 5B secret. In an email exchange with 

Guy Scheidecker (Arconic 's Sales Director) and Isabel Moyses (an Arconic sales 

representative) in March 2010, Mr Wehrle explained that Reynobond PE in cassette fonn 

478 For the rivet variant, see Test Report RA05-0005A {MET00053158/52} and Classification Report RA05-005A 
{MET00053158/40}; and for the cassette, Test Report RA05-0005B {MET00053158/81 }. Later documents 
indicate that the rivet result was obtained by manipulating the test: see paragraph 248 below. 

479 By way of example, the cassette's FIGRA rate (a measure of fire growth) was around 10 times higher than that 
of the rivet variant: see Schmidt Day 91/65-66. 

480 Mr Wehrle's WS {MET00053190/16} §53. 
481 Schmidt Day 91/95. Mr Wehrle's claim to the conlrary in his WS al §52 should be rejected. 
482 As Mr Schmidt admitted: Day 91/100-102. 
483 As Mr Schmidt admitted: Schmidt Day 91/102-103. 
484 See e.g. Reynobond Architecture Spec(fication Test {ARC00000373} and further brochure at 

{ ARC000003 77}. 
485 See e.g. Test B Classification Report §4.3 {MET00053158/43}. 
486 Email exchange between Mr Wehrle and Mr Gniedziejko (of Arconic) at {MET00053 l 58 _p03/195}. 
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did not achieve Class B contrary to Arconic's claims, but that "this shortfall ... is 

something that we have to keep as VERY CONFIDENTIAL!!!!". Mr Scheidecker's 

response to Mr Wehrle was that: "This shouldn't even have been mentioned''.487 Having 

been shown this email exchange in evidence, Mr Schmidt admitted (i) Arconic was 

"deliberately and dishonestly misleading its customers" about the claimed fire certification 

of the cassette variant; (ii) that is why Mr Wehrle wanted to keep the shortfall between the 

true and claimed fire perfonnance of the cassette "ve;y confidential"; and (iii) Arconic's 

"senior team", i.e. including Mr Scheidecker, knew about this deception.488 

226. In an email exchange with Ms Moyses in July 2010, Mr Wehrle acknowledged that it was 

"hard'' to put anything in writing about the fire classification of RB55 PE in cassette form 

because Arconic was "not 'clean "'.489 As a result, Arconic was driven to deceive 

customers. When a customer asked about the classification of the cassette variant, Mr 

Wehrle told him that Arconic had chosen to test the rivet variant and apply the result to all 

systems because the rivet variant was the "worst case of system".490 Mr Schmidt 

acknowledged in evidence that this was a lie because Mr Wehrle knew that the cassette 

variant had also been tested and had been shown to perform "a great deal worse" than the 

rivet variant.491 

BBA Application 

227. In February 2006, Arconic applied to the BBA for a certificate for its Reynobond 55 

products because of increasing demand in the UK for such a certificate, especially in the 

public housing and private development sectors. 492 Arconic considered BBA approval to 

be "ve1y importantfor the development of the UK business" because it was "a real point of 

support and recognition on the market".493 Mr Wehrle was responsible for conducting the 

application process on Arconic's behalf. He was Arconic's "central contact" with the 

BBA; he submitted the requisite application forms and supporting materials to the BBA; 

he sent the signed version of the Certificate Contract (the "BBA Contract") to the 

487 {MET00064988/125}. Although dated 16 March 2016 in English translation, Mr Scheidecker's response was 
sent on the same day as Mr Wehrle's email (Schmidt Day 93/53-54). His response was not copied to Ms 
Moyses. 

488 Schmidt Day 93/52-56. 
489 {MET00053158 _p04/2}; Schmidt Day 93/65-66. 
490 Letter dated 5 July 2010, signed by Mr Wehrle: {MET00053158_p04/5}. 
491 Schmidt Day 93/65-66. 
492 Visit reporl of UK sales meeting on 21 March 2006: {MET00053158_Fl3il62}. The application fonn is al 

{MET00053158_Pl3/167}and the BBA Certificate as issued is al {BBA00000047}. 
493 {MET00053158_Fl4/131} 
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BBA;494 and he liaised generally with the BBA throughout the process. 

228. The BBA Certificate was issued on 14 January 2008. It covered "Reynobond Architecture 

Wall Cladding Panels", i.e. RBSS, with both PE and FR cores. It stated on page l and at 

Section 6.3 that the panels "may be regarded as having a Class 0 sw:face". In the case of 

RBSS PE (described as the "standard:' product), this assessment was stated to be based on 

the product having achieved a classification of Class B when tested in accordance with 

EN13SOl. This was misleading because: (i) the certificate did not distinguish between the 

rivet and cassette variants of the product; (ii) the variants had been demonstrated to have 

different fire performance; (iii) it was not the case that both variants had achieved Class B; 

and (iv) the certificate failed to reveal that the cassette variant had not achieved any 

classification under EN13S01 and could not therefore be regarded as equivalent to Class 0. 

Mr Schmidt admitted in evidence that the BBA Certificate was ''positively misleading" for 

these reasons, but he could not account for how this had come about. 495 Celotex submits 

the answer is clear: Arconic, through Mr Wehrle, deliberately concealed Test SB from the 

BBA, precisely in order to ensure that the certificate did not distinguish between the fire 

performance of the two variants ofRBSS PE. 

229. Test SB was not disclosed to the BBA.496 Mr Schmidt admitted in evidence that it should 

have been; Arconic was obliged by clause 7(a) of the BBA Contract to "disclose to the 

BBA full particulars ... of any test data already available and of the test procedures used 

to obtain the same". That clearly encompassed Test SB.497 

230. There is no legitimate explanation for Arconic's failure to disclose Test SB to the BBA. 

Mr Wehrle' s attempts at explanation in his witness statement do not bear scrutiny. 498 He 

must have known that Test SB was highly relevant to the BBA's assessment and had to be 

disclosed. There was no basis for distinguishing between a test report and a classification 

report; the BBA Contract required disclosure of both. Moreover, the BBA application 

fonn (which Mr Wehrle completed) required the applicant to "identijj; all data relevant to 

the Product and its Use being assessed ... produced within the last three years".499 Mr 

Wehrle's suggestion that he was unaware of Arconic's obligations to the BBA is 

494 See {MET00053158_Pl4/131} and {MET00053158_F15/78}. The BBA Contract was signed on Arconic's 
behalfby its Assistant Managing Director, Claude Ritter: {BBA00008042}; and Schmidt Day 92/19 and 23-24. 

495 Schmidt Day 92/15-16 and 74-76. 
496 The contrary is not suggested by Arconic and the BBA's witnesses have confirmed that Test SB was not 

provided to the BBA: see e.g. Gregorian Day 105/124-125 and Mr Albon's 1 st WS {BBA00000158} §40. 
497 Schmidt Day 92/34-39. 
498 Mr Wehrle's WS §54-55 and 177. 
499 {BBA00010728/7}. 
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indefensible; it was his responsibility to understand those obligations and ensure that they 

were fol filled. 500 

231. Mr Wehrle could not reasonably have relied on the BBA to ask for a test report which it 

did not know existed. In any event, the evidence shows that throughout the application 

process, Mr Wehrle was careful to disclose only reports of EN13501 tests of Reynobond 

in rivet - and not cassette - form. This is what he did in November 2006;501 and when 

asked in May 2007, for the second time, for "Reaction to Fire test data for the standard 

PE panel", Mr Wehrle again provided only the classification report for the rivet variant, 

stating that this was "the fire reaction cert(ficate for our product Reynobond PE". 502 That 

was false and misleading, as he knew. He should at the same time have provided the BBA 

with the Test 5B report. As Mr Schmidt admitted, it was for Arconic to volunteer the 

applicable fire test data and not rely on the BBA to ask for it. 503 

232. Mr Wehrle was clearly aware of the misleading effect of the BBA Certificate. It was his 

task to know what was in the BBA Certificate and to "make sure every detail was 

correct".504 The documents show that he read the certificate in detail when reviewing, and 

commenting on, drafts between October 2007 and January 2008. 505 In November 2007, he 

specifically commented on Section 6 (dealing with the product's behaviour in relation to 

fire), noting that paragraph 6.1 omitted mention of the Euroclass classification of 

Reynobond FR. He was also asked by the BBA to provide any missing information that 

might be helpful to the user/ specifier of the product. That clearly included Test 5B, which 

Mr Schmidt admitted was not merely useful but was "in fact absolutely crucial safety 

information".506 The inference that Mr Wehrle's failure to disclose Test 5B to the BBA 

was deliberate is inescapable. 

233. If Test 5B had been disclosed, the BBA has confirmed that it would have distinguished 

between the cassette and rivet variants of RB55 PE and given a separate certification for 

each, based on the differing Euroclass classifications of each variant. As a result, the 

cassette variant would have been "unequivocally restricted" to buildings of less than l 8m 

500 As Mr Schmidt admitted: Schmidt Day 92/29. 
501 Email and attachments at {MET00053158_Fl4/116}-{MET00053158_pl4/124 }, describing lhe rivel reports as 

comprising "the fire certification for RB55PE ... RB55P'R ... in accordance with the Euronormes EN 13501". 
502 {MET00053158_pl5/90}. 
503 Schmidt Day 92/38-9. Whilst criticism has been made of the BBA for failing to investigate whether further test 

data existed, any negligence on its part does not excuse Arconic's deliberate concealment. 
504 As Mr Schmidt admitted: Schmidt Day 92/63. 
505 See email exchanges al {MET00053158_p16/9}, {BBA00010729/1 }, {MET00053158_pl 6/35} and 

{MET00053158_pl6/155}; and Schmidt Day 92/48-74. 
506 Schmidt Day 92/51. 
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in height. 507 It would consequently not have been specified or used at Grenfell Tower. 

2010-2011 Eurodass Testing 

234. In 2010-2011, Arconic re-tested RB55 PE in accordance with EN13501. The rivet variant 

achieved Class B508 and the test of the cassette system again failed. After carrying out a 

subsidiary test of the cassette variant, it was classified as Class E under EN13501 (the 

"2011 Cassette Test"). 509 Mr Schmidt admitted that this result dispelled any basis for the 

view (if it had ever been held) that Test 5B was a rogue result. 510 Mr Wehrle admits in his 

witness statement that the 2011 Cassette Test demonstrated the propensity of RB55 PE in 

cassette form to auto-ignite when exposed to fire (a phenomenon which he described as a 

'"flash-over' event"). 511 On 30 June 2011, the day after being told of the failed cassette 

test, Mr Wehrle sent an email to Mr Scheidecker stating that: "The classification obtained 

for the Reynobond PE cassettes is the same as that of the competitors, i. e. "F", and 

ther~fore not suitable for use on building facades ... ". 512 By this stage, Arconic can have 

been in no doubt about the dangers of using RB55 PE in cassette form on any building, let 

alone a high-rise residential building; it knew its product was unsafe yet still failed to 

disclose this information to the market or the BBA. 

2011 BBA Review 

235. At the time of the 2010-2011 tests, the BBA was undertaking its first review of the 

previously issued BBA Certificate. It had sent Arconic a letter on 16 February 2011 

requesting information about Reynobond, in response to which Arconic provided the BBA 

with Reynobond product literature claiming that RB55 PE was classified as Class B under 

European standards. 513 On 1 July 2011, the BBA sent Arconic a copy of its Review 

Report, from which it was clear that the BBA had relied on Arconic' s product literature in 

concluding the review. 514 Arconic should have disclosed the 2011 Cassette Test result to 

the BBA at this stage (if not earlier). Arconic was required by clause 7(g) of the BBA 

507 As the BBA's Chief Scientific Officer, Mr Alban, has confirmed: Mr Albon's 1 st WS §43; and 2nd 
WS{BBA00010723} §57-58, 122-124, 135 and 144. 

508 Test Report RAl 1-0032 {MET00053158/99}; Classification Report RAl 1-0032 {MET00053158/87}. 
509 Test Report RAll-0244 {ARC00000538} and Classification Report RAl 1-0244 {ARC00000386}. 
510 Schmidt Day 93/72. 
511 Mr Wehrle's WS §63. 
512 {MET00053158_F04/27} (emphasis added). 
513 

{ BBAOOO 107 40/73}, {BBAOOO 107 40/75}, {BBA000107 40/79}-{BBAOOO107 40/103}. 
514 {MET00053158_Fl6/178}-{MET00053158_pl6/180}. The Review Report recorded that the BBA had 

compared the Reynobond product literature to the wording in the BBA Certificate and found it to be 
satisfactory. 
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Contract to "immediately notify the BBA ... of any new or additional information 

concerning the Subject or its suitability for the Specified U.se", which clearly encompassed 

new test data invalidating the BBA's assessment of the product's fire perfonnance. Mr 

Schmidt accepted that it was "essential" for the BBA to know that the RB55 PE cassette 

had obtained Class E because that might affect whether it could be regarded as having 

Class 0. 515 

236. Mr Wehrle claims in his witness statement that it "did not occur" to him that it would be 

necessary to provide the BBA with further test infonnation after the issue of the BBA 

Certificate (including the 2011 Cassette Test) and that he was unaware of "the precise 

detail" of the BBA Certificate until after the Grenfell Tower fire (and did not therefore 

realise the 2011 Cassette Test's relevance to the BBA Certificate). 516 These claims are not 

credible given (i) Mr Wehrle's close involvement in the BBA application process and in 

reviewing and approving final drafts of the BBA Certificate in October 2007 to January 

2008; and (ii) the obvious significance of the Class E classification of the cassette variant 

of RB55 PE to assessing the product's fire performance. 

Post-2011 Marketing Strategy 

237. In order to keep the Class E classification of RB55 PE cassettes concealed, Arconic 

decided in around mid-2011 not to refer to any Euroclass classification in marketing RB55 

PE and instead only market the product in countries where it could rely upon 'less 

restrictive' national regulations (such as Class 0 in England). This strategy was recorded in 

a visit report prepared by Mr Wehrle of a meeting he and Mr Froehlich attended on 5 July 

2011 with Mr Ritter of 3A Composites (manufacturer of Alucobond ACM panels). 517 This 

report shows (Celotex submits) that Mr Wehrle recognised that (i) the maximum 

classification that might be achievable with PE cassettes was a Class D, which would only 

allow use of such cassettes in "some small buildings"; (ii) "real fire test[s]" (such as the 

BS8414 test) were "impossible to run" with RB55 PE; and (iii) "The evolution of.fire 

regulation" would render PE unusable in building facades in the near future, but the 

timing of this was difficult to predict due to "the inertia of European commissions". The 

report further records that despite the "bad behaviour" of PE cassettes when exposed to 

fire, Arconic was intending to "work with national regulations" which were "not as 

restrictive" as Euroclass regulations. 

515 Schmidt Day 93/89-90. 
516 Mr Wehrle's WS §55 and 59. 
517 {MET00053158_F04/35}. 
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238. In around May/June 2012, Mr Wehrle agreed with Mr Schmidt (then Arconic's Managing 

Director and President) that all references to RB55 PE being Class B would be deleted 

from Reynobond product literature. 518 The product literature thereafter referred only to 

national classifications of RB55 PE, including Class 0 in England.519 Mr Wehrle claimed 

in his witness statement that the Euroclass references were removed because they were 

"no longer a wholly accurate reflection of the position". 520 However, the statements in 

Arconic's marketing literature that RB55 PE obtained Class B had been inaccurate long 

before the 2010-2011 tests; the cassette variant of RB55 PE had never achieved Class B, 

whether before or after those tests. 521 Moreover, Arconic continued promoting both 

variants of RB55 PE for sale in the UK (without distinguishing between them) by 

reference to national classification Class 0 (even though that classification was 

purportedly derived from the same "no longer ... wholly accurate" Euroclass results and 

Arconic knew that there was no legitimate basis for claiming that classification for RB55 

PE). 

239. Mr Wehrle purports to justify Arconic's conduct in his witness statement on the ground 

that customers would be informed of the Class E classification "when asking about the fire 

performance of the cassette variant". 522 Even if that were true, this was an unsatisfactory 

and dangerous approach. Mr Schmidt admitted in evidence that the Class E classification 

should have been proactively disclosed to customers and failing to do so was "risky". 523 

Cladding Fires (2007-2013) 

240. By 2013, Arconic had become aware of an increasing number of major fire incidents 

involving ACM-PE facades. These were significant because Arconic knew that "all PE 

composites react in the same way"; 524 the fires therefore demonstrated how RB55 PE 

would behave if it caught fire on a high-rise building. Infonnation about these fires was 

disseminated within Arconic by Mr Wehrle (and other colleagues) so that Arconic's 

518 See Mr Wehrle's WS at §96; and Mr Schmidt's 2nd WS {MET00053187} at §65-66 (although Mr Schmidt said 
that he could not recall these discussions: Day 93/104-106). An email exchange from April 2013 confinns that 
references to RB55 PE having Class B were removed at Mr Schmidt's request: Schmidt Day 94/29-31. 

519 See the comparison between the pre and post 2012 product literature (at {ARC00000378} and 
{ARC00000388}) carried out by Inquiry Counsel at Day 93/101-103. See also {ARC00000399} and 
{ARC00000456}. 

520 Mr Wehrle's WS §96, see also Mr Schmidt's 2nd WS §65 and 66. 
521 As Mr Schmidt agreed in evidence: Day 93/101. 
522 Mr Wehrle's WS §96. 
523 Schmidt Day 93/109-111. 
524 Arconic email exchange at {MET00053158_p10/136}; Schmidt's 2nd WS §29; Day 93/23 and Day 94/14-16. 
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management knew "of the possible behaviour of PE faced with afire".525 

241. Key documents concerning Arconic's knowledge of these fires are identified in Celotex's 

Module 2 Opening Submissions at paragraphs 105-110 (and see Mr Sonntag's September 

2007 report of an industry presentation referred to in paragraph 214 above). The following 

further points should be noted about the pre-2013 cladding fires: 

(1) Mr Schmidt acknowledged that the cladding fire in Bucharest (which Mr Wehrle 

reported upon in July 2009)526 was an important event for the whole ACM industry, 

but Arconic did nothing to respond, whether by warning the market of the dangers of 

using ACM-PE or otherwise.527 

(2) Mr Schmidt acknowledged that the Mermoz Tower in Roubaix, France, which 

caught alight in 2012, was clad in ACM-PE and Arconic knew that Reynobond PE 

would perform in the same way in a fire. Arconic again did nothing to respond. 528 

(3) In November 2012, Mr Quattrochi (Arconic's plant manager) circulated media 

reports of a fire on the Tamweel Tower in Dubai which noted that ACM-PE 

cladding was believed to have been "the culprit behind the blaze's fierce spread".529 

Mr Quattrochi said in a covering email that he thought the incident was "worth 

digging into". Mr Wehrle replied that the CSTB (the testing house which carried out 

the fire testing of RB55) had told him that "AC\fs have a bad rating at the moment". 

Yet again, Arconic did nothing. 

242. In May 2013, there was extensive media coverage (in the BBC and elsewhere) about 

ACM cladding following further fires in the UAE, including a fire at the Al Hafeet Tower, 

which was described as being "eerily similar" to the "blaze that gutted the Tamweel 

Tower". 530 On 7 May 2013, Ms French (Arconic's UK Sales Manager) forwarded a link to 

the BBC coverage to Mr Wehrle. 531 She followed this up on 10 May 2013, when she 

forwarded to Mr Wehrle and other senior management (Mr Schmidt, Mr Froehlich and Mr 

Flacon) an email from the UK Sales Manager of Alucobond (Mr Geater) advising that 

525 Schmidt Day 93/30, referring to information disseminated about the 2009 fire in Bucharest (see below). 
526 {MET00053 l 58_P10il29}. 
527 Schmidt Day 93/30-34. 
528 Schmidt Day 93/92-93, referring to Arconic presentation at {MET00053 l 58 _p06/189}. 
529 {MET00053158_p10/136} - {MET00053158_p10/152}. 
530 https://www.bbc.co. uk/news/world-middle-east-22346184. 
531 {MET00053 l 73/75} 
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Alucobond was now using an FR core as standard, "unlike other ACM producers". 532 Ms 

French asked for comments or a statement that she could communicate to Arconic's 

customers in the UK. 

243. Ms French confirmed in evidence that she was "obviously concerned" about Mr Geater's 

email (which is why she passed it on to Arconic's senior management) and accepted that 

she was from that time on notice, and aware, of the dangers of ACM-PE cladding panels 

on high-rise buildings. 533 She recalled a conversation with Arconic's management in 

which she was told that Arconic would not change to an FR core as standard (as had 

Alucobond) because of "the cost implications".534 

244. On 13 May 2013, Ms French sent an email to Arconic's fabricators in the UK which was 

intended (in her words) to re-assure them that Arconic "was comfortable with offering the 

materials that we were offering" and that "we were still able to continue with what we 

were doing". 535 Her email stated that (i) Arconic could "control and understand what core 

[was] being used in all projects due to the controlled supply route [it] had:'; (ii) Arconic 

was "able to ... offer the right Reynobond specijication including the core"; and (iii) 

Arconic would "continue to offer both PE & FR core". These assurances were false, as Ms 

French admitted. 536 They were given on Arconic's instructions: as Ms French confirmed, 

her email was written with "guidance from Merxheim" and approved by Mr Wehrle. 537 

245. The justifications advanced by Mr Schmidt for Arconic's approach are untenable. 538 The 

cladding fires clearly demonstrated the risks posed by ACM-PE. Contrary to Mr 

Schmidt's suggestion, the design of the fac;ade had not contained the risk - the extent of 

the damage and the speed with which the fires spread up the buildings demonstrated the 

opposite. The fact that few fatalities had occurred on past occasions did not lessen the risk 

of personal injury or death posed by use of the cladding. The fact that the sale of the 

product was not prohibited, and that customers continued to demand the product, did not 

justify Arconic 's concealment of the dangers (of which it was aware) of using the product 

on building facades. 

532 {MET00053158_p10/156}. Mr Geater's email commented, among other things, that "using PE, is like a 
chimney which rransporrs the fire from bottom to rop or vice versa within the shortest rime". 

533 French Day 88i83 and 120. 
534 See transcript of Ms French's conversation with Mr Simmons of Genius Facades after the Grenfell Tower fire 

{MET00040858/6}; French Day 89/48-50. 
535 {MET00053 l 73/79} and {CEP00049719}; French Day 88/95-96. 
536 French Day 88/93-94. 
537 French Day 88/90-92; see also 118-120. 
538 See e.g. Schmidt Day 93i32-38 and Day 94il6-l 7 and 25-26. 
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246. Mr Schmidt acknowledged that by 2012/ 2013 there were "a mass - a group of elements 

that in a general way led [ Arconic] to become aware that we were not really in the right 

direction with the PE core". 539 Arconic, however, did not change direction. The 

significance of this cannot be overstated. Shortly before issuing her false assurances about 

Reynobond's safety to the UK market, Ms French became involved in discussions with 

CEP, which led to the specification and use of Reynobond ACM-PE panels at Grenfell 

Tower. 540 

2013-2014 Eurodass Testing 

247. In further Euroclass testing carried out in 2013, the rivet variant of RB55 PE only 

achieved Class C. The cassette testing again had to be stopped early, as with the 2005 and 

2011 tests, owing to widespread ignition. 541 At this point, Arconic appears to have decided 

to obtain a composite Euroclass E classification for both the rivet and cassette variants of 

RB55 PE with a classification report to this effect being issued in January 2014.542 

However, at the end of 2014, Arconic carried out further Euroclass testing, following 

which the rivet and cassette variants were once more separately classified; the rivet as 

Class C543 and the cassette as Class E. 544 

248. The explanation for the rivet variant only achieving Class C in these tests is that the earlier 

(2005 and 2011) tests of the rivet had been manipulated by the use of an unusually large 

air gap in the rainscreen cavity of the cladding system used in the tests. In June 2016, Mr 

Wehrle admitted to an Arconic sales representative that the earlier Class B classification 

for RB55 PE had been obtained "by 'arranging' the system to pass". Mr Schmidt admitted 

that it was apparent from this email that Mr Wehrle "knew or suspected that Reynobond 

55 's Euroclass Bin PE was not honestly achieved".545 

249. The Class C classification for the rivet variant meant that RB55 PE could not be treated as 

having a Class 0 equivalent surface, even in rivet form. However, Mr Wehrle did not tell 

the BBA about any of the 2013-2014 test results, or of the manipulation of earlier rivet 

tests, even though the BBA was then pressing Arconic for updated information in 

539 Schmidt Day 93/94. 
540 During March-April 2013, CEP liaised wilh Ms French about its discussions with Studio E about lhe use of 

ACM-PE and the supply of samples ofRB55 to Studio E: see e.g. {MET00019920}. 
541 Email from CSTB to Arconic dated 7 November 2013 {MET00053158_p02/37}; Schmidt Day 94/36-39. 
542 Classification Report No. RA13-0333 {MET00053160/3 }; and Schmidt Day 94/39. 
543 Test Report No. RA14-0339 {ARC00000540}and Classification Report No. RA14-0339 {ARC00000397}. 
544 Test Reporl No. RAl 3-0333 {ARC00000539} and Classification Reporl No. RAJ 3-0333 {ARC00000395}. 
545 {MET00064988/129}; Schmidt Day 91/69-76. 
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connection with a review of the BBA Certificate. Between October 2013 and January 

2015, the BBA wrote to Arconic ten times seeking (among other things) written 

confirmation that there had been "no changes in the design, specification, context of use or 

other details that would invalidate the Cert(ficate". 546 Arconic ignored these requests. The 

inescapable inference is that it was seeking to avoid disclosure of test results and other 

information that it knew would cause the BBA to remove its Class 0 assessment of RB55 

PE from the BBA Certificate. Mr Schmidt's suggestion that the matter was simply 

''forgotten" because no-one within Arconic established a link between the tests and the 

BBA Certificate, is not credible. 547 

Post 2014 UK Sales Strategy 

250. On 3 February 2014, Mr Wehrle circulated an email to all Arconic sales teams (including 

Ms French in the UK) informing them that RB55 PE was now classified as "E" under 

EN13501 and that the previous Class B for RB55 PE was no longer valid. 548 Mr Schmidt 

said that he would have expected the sales teams - including Ms French - to pass this 

information on to customers. 549 However, she did not do so. Ms French admitted that this 

was not an accident, but claimed that she did not appreciate the implications of the 

downgraded Euroclass classification for the BBA Certificate. 55° Celotex submits that is 

not credible given that: (i) Ms French had by then been UK Sales Manager for over six 

years and must have been familiar with the BBA Certificate, which clearly stated that its 

assessment of RB55 PE's fire performance was based on the product's Class B 

classification; (ii) it was Ms French's responsibility to check the certifications and 

qualifications by reference to which RB55 PE was being sold by Arconic in the UK;551 

and (iii) the new Class E classification for RB55 PE was highlighted in a presentation at 

the annual sales meeting in February 2014 (which Ms French accepts that she attended). 552 

251. Irrespective of its implications for the BBA Certificate, the reclassification of RB55 PE as 

Class E was relevant information for designers and specifiers and should have been 

disclosed to the UK market. 553 The consequence of Arconic's non-disclosure of this 

546 {BBA00010741/22}; and {MET00053158 _pl 7 /183} - {MET00053158 _pl 7 /186}, {BBA00008092}, 
{BBA00008095}, {BBA00008971}, {BBA00008954}, {BBA00008098} and {BBA00008079/2}. 

547 Schmidt Day 94/42-43. 
548 {MET00053 l 58_P04il34}. 
549 Schmidt Day 94/46. 
55° French Day 88/141-142 and 148. 
551 French Day 88/157-159 citing {MET00053158_F07/36}. 
552 {MET00053158 _p07 /87}; French Day 88/155-156 (admission that she missed no sales meetings). 
553 As Ms French admitted: French Day 88/153-155. 
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classification was that RB55 PE continued to be promoted in the UK on the false basis that 

it had a Class 0 equivalent surface. Mr Schmidt could not explain why Arconic did not at 

this point withdraw reliance on the BBA Certificate; he admitted that he would have 

expected Ms French to have told customers in February 2014 that although RB55 PE was 

stated in the certificate to have Class B, it was now Class E. 554 That is not what happened. 

Supply of RB55 PE for the Refurbishment 

252. Throughout 2014, Ms French liaised with CEP and Harley about the supply ofReynobond 

ACM-PE panels for Grenfell Tower. In April 2014, she sent the BBA Certificate to CEP 

and Harley, without warning them of the invalidity of the BBA's Class 0 certification of 

RB55 PE.555 Following further discussions between Arconic, CEP and Harley, the first 

purchase order for RB55 PE for Grenfell Tower was placed by CEP with Arconic in 

March 2015.556 Further purchase orders for RB55 PE for Grenfell Tower were placed by 

CEP with Arconic between July and November 2015.557 

253. At no stage during this process did Arconic inform CEP, Harley or the BBA of the false 

claims made in the BBA Certificate, the true fire classification and performance of RB55 

PE or the particular fire risks associated with the cassette variant. Mr Ray Bailey (Harley), 

Mr Blades (CEP) and Mr Hoban (RBKC BC) all said that they relied on the BBA's Class 

0 certification of RB55 PE in the BBA Certificate. 558 

254. Arconic's awareness at the time of the Refurbishment of RB55 PE's unsuitability for use 

in high-rise buildings is demonstrated by three further matters: 

(1) Mr Froehlich, who was head of European sales at the time, admits in his witness 

statement that he did not consider RB55 PE suitable for use in high-rise buildings 

and knew that only FR cladding was suitable in such applications;559 

(2) Arconic produced a new Reynobond/ Reynolux brochure in December 2016 which 

expressly advised, by reference to a diagram, that PE should only be used on 

buildings below lOm, and FR and A2 products on buildings above lOm. 560 This was 

not the consequence of any further testing of RB55 PE after 2014; the same advice 

554 Schmidt Day 94/48. 
555 {CEP00051312}; {HAR00010210}-{HAR00010217}. 
556 {MET00019904}; {MET00019906}. 
557 {METOOO 19904}; {METOOO 19906} . 
558 Ray Bailey Day 33/35-40; Blades Day 41/48-52 and 189-193; Hoban Day 45/204-205 and Day 46/12-23. 
559 Mr Froehlich's WS {MET00053l15} §22 and 56.2. 
560 

{ ARC00000465}. 
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should have been disseminated to customers long before December 2016;561 

(3) A number of further cladding fires occurred in Europe, Australia and the Middle 

East in 2015-2016 which led Mr Wehrle to give increasingly strident warnings to 

Arconic's management about the dangers of using PE, including that (i) "PE is 

DANGEROUS on facades and eve1ything should be tranc~ferred to FR as a matter of 

urgency"; and (ii) "we really need to stop proposing PE in architecture! We are in 

the "know", and I think it is up to us to be proactive ... AT LAST!".562 

255. Mr Schmidt admitted that Mr Wehrle openly expressed his view about the dangerous 

nature of PE within Arconic. However, at the time that view was regarded as "technical 

and anti-commercial",563 and was ignored. As Mr Schmidt effectively admitted, Arconic 

was not going to stop selling PE so long as "[t]here were possibilities of selling PE 

products", irrespective of how dangerous the product was. 564 Clearly, Arconic should have 

stopped promoting and selling RB55 PE long before the Grenfell Tower fire. It bears 

heavy responsibility for the specification and use of this product, which it knew to be 

dangerous, at Grenfell Tower. 

V. THE TESTING, CERTIFICATION & MARKETING OF CELOTEX RS5000 

256. During Module 2, the Inquiry heard evidence from three former Celotex employees (Mr 

Roper, Mr Hayes and Ms Berger) who admitted to acting dishonestly in relation to the 

testing, certification and/or marketing of RS5000. Those individuals (as well as Mr Roome 

and Mr Evans) gave evidence in their own right rather than as representatives of Celotex. 

As explained in Section II above, Celotex's current management first became aware of 

their conduct after the Grenfell Tower fire. Once established, Celotex promptly reported 

this matter to the Inquiry, Metropolitan Police and other stakeholders. It confronted the 

issues raised by its former employees' conduct and has taken comprehensive steps to 

ensure that no such conduct re-occurs, including by implementing a product management 

programme, updating its testing and training procedures and instilling cultural change 

throughout its business. It regrets that other manufacturers and construction professionals 

have not approached the issues raised by their shortcomings with equivalent transparency 

561 It is unclear whether this was distributed to customers in the UK: Mr Meakins (Arconic's Reynobond sales 
manager at the time) said that he had never seen its and was unaware of its existence: Meakins Day 90/135-
142. 

562 See Celotex Module 2 Opening Submissions {CEL00012235} §106; and Inquiry Counsel's presentation Day 
104/138-150. 

563 {MET00053158_F05/14 }. 
564 Schmidt Day 94/81. 
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and candour. 

257. Celotex has addressed its communications with Harley in relation to the supply of RS5000 

for the Refurbishment, and the meaning and effect of, and reliance claimed to have been 

placed on, its product literature in Sections II and III above. It has also provided a full and 

detailed account (which cannot be repeated or summarised here due to space constraints) 

of the testing, certification and marketing launch of RS5000 in the BS84 l 4 Summary 

Paper and other Appendices to Mr O'Sullivan's witness statement. Celotex deals further 

below with certain specific issues regarding the testing, certification and marketing of 

RS5000, as follows: 

(1) the BS8414-2 tests commissioned by Celotex in 2014; 

(2) knowledge I discussion of the May 2014 Test within Celotex; and 

(3) preparation of the RS5000 product literature. 

The BS8414-2 Tests Commissioned bv Celotex in 2014 

258. Celotex commissioned two BS8414-2 tests in 2014. They were carried out by the BRE 

and Mr Roper, then Celotex's Product Manager, was in charge of arranging both tests. 565 

259. The first test was on 14 February 2014 (the "February 2014 Test"). The system tested on 

this occasion incorporated FR5000 and an 8mm Marley Etemit cladding panel, which was 

a decorative panel that was representative of what might be used in the market.566 Mr 

Howard of the BRE confirmed that Marley was a well-established brand and was 

"commonly used" in cladding systems at the time. 567 

260. The February 2014 Test failed following termination after 25 of the required 30 minutes as 

a result of flames exceeding the top of the test rig. However, Mr Clark, the manager of the 

BRE bum hall, told Mr Roper that the insulation had perfonned relatively well and that 

thickening the panels to 12mm might suffice. Mr Roper believed that the test confirmed 

"claims around PIR boards just charring and not contributing to flame spread". 568 

261. The thermocouple graphs of the test showed that the maximum permitted temperatures to 

meet the BR135 Criteria had not been exceeded, even though the test had to be stopped 

565 Mr Roper acknowledges that he was put in charge of arranging the BS8414 testing: Roper WS 
{CEL00010052} §5.15. 

566 Hayes Day 74/102. 
567 Howard Day 99/43-44. See also Roper Day 71/66-67. 
568 Roper Day 71/70-71; and see Hayes Day 74/120-121. 
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early. On 17 February 2014, Mr Clark told Mr Roper that a classification report might stil 1 

be able to be issued for the test but, after speaking to Mr Howard, he later told Mr Roper 

that a classification report could not be issued. 569 According to Mr Roper and Mr Hayes, 

the test was viewed within Celotex as "a very close failure"; it was thought that "a small 

change" to the system, such as using a thicker cladding panel, would be enough to pull it 

over the line. 570 

262. Mr Roper arranged for a second BS8414-2 test (the May 2014 Test) to be carried out by 

the BRE on 2 May 2014. As stated in paragraph 32 above, the system for this test 

incorporated (i) thicker (12mm) Marley Etemit cladding panels and (ii) a 6mm MgO 

board (the Additional MgO Board) at level 2 and at the top of the test rig, behind an 8mm 

Cladding Panel. The 8mm Cladding Panel was a ruby colour, whereas the other (12mm) 

panels were opal coloured. 

263. Mr Roper and Mr Hayes knew what the system comprised. Mr Roper organised the 

construction of the rig for the May 2014 Test; and he and Mr Hayes sourced the 

components for the test and arranged for their delivery to the BRE. Mr Roper and Mr 

Hayes were also responsible for devising the alterations to the system from that tested in 

February 2014. Mr Roper discussed using a thicker cladding with Mr Clark after the 

February 2014 Test (see paragraph 260 above); and Mr Hayes came up with the idea of 

using a magnesium oxide board to 'improve the fire barrier'. 571 It is unclear whether, and 

the extent to which others in Celotex knew of the Additional MgO Board and 8mm 

Cladding Panel (as to which see further paragraphs 279-289 below). 

264. The system tested on 2 May 2014 met the BR135 Criteria. As explained above, the BRE 

Reports issued following the May 2014 Test made no reference to the Additional MgO 

Board or 8mm Cladding Panel. The question thus arises as to: (i) whether the BRE was 

aware of the Additional MgO Board and 8mm Cladding Panel; and (ii) how those 

components came to be omitted from the description of the tested system in the BRE 

Reports. These issues are addressed in tum below. 

The BRE's awareness of the Additional MgO Board 

265. Mr Clark denied any knowledge of the Additional MgO Board and 8mm Cladding Panel. 

However, Mr Roper and Mr Hayes said that he knew about those components. They said 

569 ClarkDay95/119-131. 
570 Hayes Day 7 4/111-112 and Roper Day 71/81. 
571 Hayes Day 74/126-131. 
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that they had specifically discussed those modifications, as well as usmg a thicker 

cladding panel elsewhere on the rig, with Mr Clark. 572 Mr Roper said in terms that he 

spoke to Mr Clark "about the option of strengthening the fire barrier level with a two 

panel solution" between the February and May 2014 Tests.573 Celotex submits that the 

evidence of Mr Roper and Mr Hayes is to be preferred to that of Mr Clark on this issue. 

The weight of evidence strongly suggests that the components used in the system tested on 

2 May 2014 were not concealed from Mr Clark or the BRE. The following points are 

relevant. 

266. First, Mr Roper arranged for all materials for the May 2014 Test to be delivered to the 

BRE, including the Additional MgO Board and 8mm Cladding Panel. He expected that Mr 

Clark would sign for the materials because Mr Clark "took delivery of the majority of the 

materials that were used on those rigs". 574 Similarly, Mr Hayes thought the BRE had "a 

proper goods-in delivery ;;,ystem".575 It is inconceivable that Mr Roper and Mr Hayes 

would have arranged for components to be delivered directly to the BRE if they were 

intending to conceal those components from the BRE. 

267. Second, the construction of the test rig took place over several days, during which time 

BRE employees, including Mr Clark, were present and took photographs and 

measurements. It would in practice have been impossible to conceal items as substantial as 

two rows of the Additional MgO Board and 8mm Cladding Panel from the BRE during 

this period. That is evident from the evidence of Mr Jones, the independent cladding 

installer who constructed the rig. He said: (i) BRE employees were "around all the time"; 

they "were recording and looking at things ... during the build" and were "checking stuff 

... against lists"; (ii) it would have been impossible for him to install something without 

the BRE knowing it was there; (iii) he was not given any instructions by Celotex to 

conceal the Additional MgO Board from BRE staff; and (iv) he was told where to install 

the Additional MgO Board in the bum hall by Mr Roper, whose instructions could have 

been overheard by anyone from the BRE. 576 Mr Jones was clear that there was nothing 

"underhanded ... going on" and that the BRE were fully aware of what was on the rig. 577 

He was a patently honest witness and his evidence should (Celotex suggests) be accepted. 

572 See further paragraph 272 below. 
573 RoperDay71/73-74. 
574 Roper Day 71/98. 
575 Hayes Day 74/145. 
576 Jones Day 99/131; 144; 147-1502 and 159. 
577 Jones Day 99/144; 151-152 and 164. 
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268. Third, Mr Clark's claim that he was away on a first aid course whilst the Additional MgO 

Board was installed is unconvincing. There is no clear evidence that the Additional MgO 

Board was installed whilst he was on this course; instead, contemporaneous emails 

indicate that the cladding fa9ade was installed on the rig during the week commencing 14 

April 2014, before he went on the course. 578 Even if the fa9ade was installed when Mr 

Clark was on the course, the BRE employees deputising for him would have seen the 

board and should have recorded and reported to him on all of the components of system 

(as he accepted). 579 

269. Fourth, there is clear evidence that the presence of the Additional MgO Board was 

specifically noted and discussed by Mr Clark with Mr Roper during the test on 2 May 

2014. Transcripts of the BRE's video recordings of the test show in particular that: 580 

( l) In response to a comment by Mr Clark that the board at the level of the fire barrier 

had not deformed, Mr Roper said: "It's a shame we put calcium silicate behind it. 

Like I say it's a shame commercially". 581 Calcium silicate is a similar substance to 

magnesium oxide and Mr Roper appears to have used the terms interchangeably. 582 

(2) Shortly thereafter, the following exchange took place: 583 

Mr Clark: If it has, then you might find that the barrier's actually fired up and 
it's been effective. But (/you look at (inaudible) you can see it's charred all the 
way through that level and it's, you've charred the wall, it's been pretty hot up 
there. Really good to see what it looks like when they take it down. It's the 
trouble in a way sometimes is if you wanted to get things done. but with the view 
I don't want to then spend a (inaudible) fortune doing every single iteration of it. 
So sometimes changing two things at the same time doesn't always give you a, 
an advantage but obviously for the cost of tests certainly just to see build ups, 
just to see what happens. 

Mr Roper: (inaudible) we were being overcautious to begin with 

Mr Clark: Yea I know exactly yea. 

270. Mr Clark's reference to 'changing two things at the same time' was clearly a reference to 

Celotex's decision to use a thicker cladding panel as well as a 'double-panel' solution 

(involving the Additional MgO Board and 8mm Cladding Panel) at Level 2 and at the top 

of the rig. Mr Clark's suggestion that he was making an abstract reference to a "scientific 

578 See email exchange between Mr Roper and Mr Smith of Simco from 10-25 March 2014: {CEL00000873}. 
579 Clark Day 95/185 and Day 96/14. 
580 Other indications of Mr Clark's awareness of the Additional MgO Board reflected in these transcripts are 

explained by Mr Roper in his 2nd WS {CEL00012300}. 
581 Transcript in relation to {BRE00005702}: see {INQ00014220/2}, as supplemented by Mr Clark in his 

solicitors' letter {BRE00035419}: see Clark Day 96/48. 
582 As shown by his comments on lhe test recorded in the whiteboard photograph: {CEL00002517}. 
583 Transcript in relation to {BRE00005702}: see {INQ00014220/2} (emphasis added); see Clark Day 96/51-58. 
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principle"584 in this passage is implausible and furthermore does not explain Mr Roper's 

response that they had been "overcautious to begin with". That shows that they were 

discussing specific changes made to the rig, not having a "general conversation" about 

scientific principles, as Mr Clark suggested in evidence. 585 

271. Fifth, the rig was only deconstructed on 19 May 2014.586 During the 17-day period 

following the test, the system and its components were in full display in the bum hall. 

During deconstruction, the Additional MgO Board was exposed and clearly visible to 

BRE staff (as Mr Clark admitted). 587 Furthermore, on 15 May 2014, Mr Roper email Mr 

Clark to ask him to take "a couple of images once the guys have removed the fai:;ade so we 

have something on file which shows insulation below and above fire break".588 This is 

where the Additional MgO Board was located; it is inconceivable that Mr Roper would 

have asked Mr Clark to photograph that part of the test rig ifhe was seeking to conceal the 

Additional MgO Board from Mr Clark or the BRE. 

272. Sixth, Mr Roper and Mr Hayes both recalled discussing the Additional MgO Board with 

Mr Clark when they visited the bum hall before the rig was taken down. During this visit, 

Mr Clark told them that he believed that "the 6-mil magnesium oxide wouldn 't have made 

any d(fference, and the reason for the test passing was the increase in the cladding panel 

from 8-mil to I 2-mil". 589 Mr Clark denied this conversation, but his reasoning was 

unconvincing. He said (among other things) that Mr Hayes was wrong to refer to the 

conversation having taken place in an office overlooking the bum hall because there was 

no such office, 590 but Mr Jones confirmed that there was a room in the burn hall that was 

"higher up" and overlooked the bum hall. 591 

273. Seventh, Mr Clark's evidence about the Celotex BS8414 tests was generally 

unsatisfactory, in several respects. On the second day of his evidence, Mr Clark was 

shown to have given misleading evidence the previous day about his access to the BRE 's 

documents and records when preparing his witness statement. 592 He also wrongly claimed 

that no additional materials were delivered to the BRE for the May 2014 Test, whereas 

584 Clark Day 96/52. 
585 Clark Day 96/55. 
586 Jones Day 99/166; and emails at {BRE00005548/6} and {CEL00000947}. 
587 Clark Day 96/19-20, referencing the photograph at {CEL00000950}. 
588 {BRE00005548/6}. 
589 Roper Day 71/128; Mr Hayes' WS {CEL00010154} §67 and Hayes Day 74/145-148. 
59° Clark Day 96/27-28. 
591 Jones Day 99/129. 
592 ClarkDay96/104-115. 
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cavity barriers, cladding panels and FR5000 boards were all delivered to the BRE in April 

2014 for that test; 593 and he was evasive in his witness statement about the checks that 

were carried out by the BRE during installation of the test rig for the May 2014 Test. 594 

274. Celotex suggests that, as Inquiry Counsel said to Mr Clark, the reality is that he "knew 

very well that there was a 6-millimetre magnesium oxide layer behind [the ruby-coloured 

boards]". 595 

Omission of components from the BRE Reports 

275. The draft test and classification reports for the May 2014 Test were prepared by Mr Clark. 

They were reviewed by Mr Howard and Mr Baker, who counter-signed both reports. 

Neither report mentioned the Additional MgO Board or 8mm Cladding Panel. 

276. The BRE witnesses acknowledged that the reports should have been accurate. Mr Howard 

accepted that the BRE should have understood and fully documented the use of differently 

coloured boards on the test rig. 596 Mr Baker admitted that (i) someone in the BRE should 

have checked the delivery notes against the system description (which would have 

revealed the use of the 8mm Cladding Panel); (ii) he himself checked the system 

description "maybe too casually"; and (iii) his failure to identify the presence of the 

Additional MgO Board from Figure 18 in the test report was "a ve1y basic error". 597 

277. There is no evidence that either Mr Howard or Mr Baker knew of the Additional MgO 

Board and 8mm Cladding Panel. However, if (as Celotex submits) Mr Clark was aware of 

those components at the time of the test, the question arises as to why he did not identify 

them in the BRE Reports he drafted. Mr Roper and Mr Hayes said that they believed that 

he acted deliberately. Mr Roper said he was surprised when he saw that Mr Clark had not 

mentioned the Additional MgO Board in the draft test report because he "clearly 

understood the components in full of the second test"; Mr Roper and Mr Hayes assumed 

that Mr Clark had not referred to the Additional MgO Board because he was satisfied that 

it had made no difference and that the system would have met the BR135 Criteria without 

it. 598 

278. Whilst this is a possible explanation for what happened, and may have been what Mr 

593 Clark Day 95/139-143. 
594 Clark Day 95/164-167. 
595 Clark Day 95/196. 
596 Howard Day 99/50-51. 
597 Baker Day 100/148-152. 
598 Roper Day 71/127-131and178-179; Hayes Day 74/146-153; and Hayes WS §79-80. 
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Roper and Mr Hayes assumed or understood at the time, it is also possible that Mr Clark 

forgot about the Additional MgO Board and 8mm Cladding Panel when preparing the 

BRE Reports. The evidence suggests that he was lackadaisical, poorly organised and did 

not comply with the BRE's standard operating procedures by, for example, not taking a 

complete set of photographs of the components used in the May 2014 Test. He probably 

did not carry out any methodical check of the test file when preparing the reports, which 

as a result were incorrect and incomplete. 

Knowledge I Discussion of the Mav 2014 Test within Celotex 

279. The extent to which anyone other than Mr Roper, Mr Hayes and Ms Berger (see below) 

knew about use of the Additional MgO Board I 8mm Cladding Panel in the May 2014 Test 

is unclear. 

280. Mr Roper and Mr Hayes said that they discussed the components to be used in the May 

2014 Test with Mr Evans (then Celotex's Head of Marketing) and Mr Warren (then Head 

of Technical) before the test took place, but (i) there is no record or other documentary 

evidence of those discussions; (ii) Mr Evans denied being party to any such discussions; 

and (iii) Mr Warren states in his witness statement that he was unaware of the Additional 

MgO Board. 599 

Meetings on 12 May I 14 May 2014 

281. Celotex's Management Action Group (the "MAG"), which was responsible for the day-to

day management of the business, was told about the February and May 2014 Tests at a 

meeting on 14 May 2014 (the "MAG Meeting").600 Although there is a diary entry for a 

meeting between Mr Roper and Mr Evans on 12 May 2014, in advance of the MAG 

Meeting, neither Mr Roper nor Mr Evans could recall the meeting.601 

282. Mr Roper prepared a presentation on the BS8414-2 testing for the MAG Meeting.602 

However, there is an issue as to whether he attended the meeting to give the presentation. 

He said that he did not do so and instead emailed the slides to Mr Evans so that he could 

give the presentation. Mr Evans denied this; he said that Mr Roper attended the meeting 

and gave the presentation; the reason Mr Roper emailed the slides to him was so that he 

599 See Roper Day 71/82-86 and 102-104; Hayes Day 74/118-122 and 132-133; contra: Evans Day 72/189-199 and 
Day 73/1-3; Warren WS {CEL00010043} §81-82; and see BS8414 Summary Paper at §4.19-4.20 
{CEL00010040} and 4.24 (Mr Evans) and §4.81and4.85 (Mr Warren). 

600 See Agenda at {CEL00009566}. 
601 {CEL00003 l 16}; Roper Day 71/106-107; Evans Day 72/200-201. 
602 {CEL00000933}. 
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could load the slides onto the screen in the meeting room. 603 Mr Evans' evidence is 

corroborated by the recollection of other attendees, who recall Mr Roper being present and 

giving the presentation.604 This would be logical. Mr Roper had been in charge of 

arranging the BS84 l 4-2 tests, had been the primary contact with the BRE and attended 

both tests, was much closer to the detail than Mr Evans (who had not attended either test) 

and would have been in a better position to answer any questions about the testing. 

283. Mr Roper's presentation included a slide describing the system tested in the May 2014 

Test as incorporating (among other things) "12mm Eternit Cladding" and "Lamatherm 

Fire Barriers With 6mm Magnesium Oxide". Notably, this slide makes no reference to use 

of an MgO 'board' on the test rig; it does not specify that the "Magnesium Oxide" was a 

separate component to the Lamatherm fire barriers; and it does not refer to the 8mm 

Cladding Panel. Mr Evans said that he could not recall any of these matters being 

discussed at the MAG Meeting. According to Mr Evans, Mr Roper did not explain to the 

meeting that a 6mm MgO board was placed at specific locations on the test rig, behind a 

thinner cladding panel. He acknowledged in evidence what the slide stated, but said that 

this information had not been communicated to the MAG and 'the penny hasn't dropped' 

with him.605 

284. Mr Evans' recollection of the MAG Meeting accords with that of other attendees, who do 

not recall any specific discussion about reinforcement of fire barriers or use of a 

magnesium oxide board in the May 2014 Test. 606 It is possible that Mr Roper did not 

elaborate on the use of the Additional MgO Board at the MAG Meeting. Based on his 

understanding of Mr Clark's opinion that the May 2014 Test would have succeeded 

without the Additional MgO Board, Mr Roper would likely have focused on the 

component that he (and Mr Hayes) also believed had made the difference between the two 

tests, namely the thicker (12mm) cladding panel. 

285. Mr Roper said that he was told by Mr Evans following the MAG Meeting that a decision 

had been taken to launch the product for use in rainscreen cladding systems and also to 

omit any reference to the Additional MgO Board going forward. 607 However, this is not 

corroborated by any other evidence and was denied by Mr Evans. 608 It is also illogical; no-

603 Roper Day 71/107-112; Evans Day 72/201-203 and 210-215; and Day 73/4-10. 
604 See interview summaries in the BS8414 Summary Paper at §4.68 (Ms Cramp); and §4.30 (Mr Alengrin). 
605 Evans Day 72/210-215 and Day 73/8-10. 
606 BS8414 Summary Paper at §4.71 (Mr Reid); §4.68 (Ms Cramp); and §4.30 (Mr Alengrin); and see Mr 

Chambers' WS {CEL00010056} al §31. Mr Warren was not present. 
607 RoperDay71/113-115. 
608 Evans Day 73/1-12. 
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one could have foreseen in May 2014 that the BRE would omit to mention the Additional 

MgO Board from the BRE Reports, the first draft of which was sent to Mr Roper over a 

month later on 19 June 2014. As Mr Hayes said, an opportunistic decision appears to have 

been taken subsequently not to correct the BRE's mistake after the draft BRE test report 

was received (see below).609 

Discussions on 19 June 2014 

286. Mr Roper received a copy of the draft BRE test report from Mr Clark by email at about 

10.30am on 19 June 2014, shortly before he was due to attend a meeting with 

representatives from the NHBC, together with Mr Reid (then Celotex's Sales Director). 

After the meeting, Mr Roper went to Mr Evans' office to update him. Their discussion is 

reflected in notes they made on a whiteboard in Mr Evans' office (as photographed by Mr 

Evans: the "Whiteboard Photograph").610 Five of the six points noted on the whiteboard 

had been discussed with the NHBC. The sixth, in Mr Roper's handwriting, had not been 

discussed with the NHBC. This referred to "Calcium silicate at level 2", which Mr Roper 

said was a reference to the Additional MgO Board.611 Mr Roper said that (i) Mr Reid 

''floated in and out of' Mr Evans' room during this discussion; (ii) the three of them 

looked at the draft BRE test report; and (iii) Mr Evans and Mr Reid told him that they 

would not correct the information in the test report and asked him to ask the BRE to 

remove figure 18 ("Figure 18") from the draft report, which showed a portion of the 

Additional MgO Board on the test rig during its deconstruction after the May 2014 Test. 612 

287. Mr Evans accepted in evidence that the sixth row of comments in the Whiteboard 

Photograph shows that he discussed with Mr Roper the use of calcium silicate (a substance 

similar to magnesium oxide) in the system tested on 2 May 2014. However, Mr Evans said 

that he had not appreciated the significance of that information at the time.613 He also 

accepted in evidence that Mr Roper had mentioned the potential removal of Figure 18 

from the draft test report, but denied that he instructed Mr Roper to ask the BRE to remove 

that image from the report. 614 

288. Mr Reid has said that (i) he was not present when the whiteboard notes were made; (ii) he 

does not recall discussing any of the comments made on the whiteboard; (iii) he does not 

609 Hayes Day 74/140 and 154-155. 
610 {CEL000025 l 7}. 
611 Roper WS §7.12. 
612 Roper WS §7.5-7.17. 
613 Evans Day 73/8-10 and 3 7-41. 
614 Evans Day 73/27-30 and 42-43. 
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know what the comments were intended to mean; (iv) most of the comments (including 

the comments in the sixth row) were beyond his technical understanding; and ( v) he was 

unaware of the details of the tested system and believed at all times that the system was 

accurately described in the RS5000 product literature.615 

289. Aside from Ms Berger (who took over from Mr Roper as Product Manager in October 

2014 and was told about the Additional MgO Board by Mr Hayes on around 24-27 

October 2014),616 Mr Roper and Mr Hayes did not claim to have discussed the Additional 

MgO Board/ 8mm Cladding Panel with anyone else within Celotex. Mr Hayes confirmed, 

in particular, that he had no reason to believe that Mr Chambers (then Celotex's Managing 

Director) knew of or was involved in the decision to use the Additional MgO Board in the 

May 2014 Test.617 Ms Berger made clear that she did not discuss the Additional MgO 

Board/ 8mm Cladding Panel with anyone else within Celotex, at any stage. 

Preparation of the RSSOOO Product Literature 

290. Celotex's documents show that Mr Roper was primarily responsible for preparing the 

RS5000 product literature, with some limited input from Mr Hayes and Mr Evans.618 Mr 

Roper accepted in evidence that the omission of any reference to the Additional MgO 

Board/ 8mm Cladding Panel in the description of the tested system in the product 

literature was deliberately misleading and apologised for his part in producing this 

literature. 619 

291. However, Mr Roper made clear that he believed that warnings in the RS5000 product 

literature about the importance of building designers considering any changes to the 

components listed were clear and fairly located and presented. These warnings were not 

mere "small print to be found only by the most scrupulous readers".620 Mr Roper further 

agreed that there was no "wiggle room for any interpretation of this language to suggest 

that a building designer could use RS5000 with any component of a system other than 

what was tested and still be covered by the classification report".621 

292. Mr Hayes accepted that he knew that the description of the tested system in the RS5000 

615 BS8414 Summary Paper at §4.71, 4.73 and 4.74; and see Mr Reid's WS {CELOOOl 1267} §45 and 50-59. 
616 Berger Day 78/38-60 and 130. 
617 Hayes Day 74/141. 
618 A full account of the relevant documents is set out in Appendix 4 to Mr O'Sullivan's WS: {CEL00010026}. 
619 Roper Day 71/198-201. 
620 Roper Day 71/194-198. 
621 Roper Day 71/196-197. 
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product literature was misleading.622 However, he believed that the system detailed in the 

product literature would have passed the May 2014 Test and was therefore safe. 623 In his 

role as a Technical Services Officer, he was "careful to say to those enquiring about 

buildings above 18 metres that they could not use [RS5000] unless they were using it in 

accordance with the compliance guide".624 According to Mr Hayes, he was "very 

conscientious when answering customer enquiries to ensure they received the Celotex 

Compliance Guide".625 He also arranged, after his promotion to Technical Services Team 

Leader in early 2015, for additional wording to be added to e-mails forwarding U-value 

calculations to customers emphasising that it was "the responsibility of the building 

control body to judge compliance on a project by project basis" and that, where the 

customer's design differed from the construction tested by Celotex, then that "should 

become a discussion point with the building control body" and that it was "critical that 

compliance is agreed before the design is finalised or work commences on site".626 

293. Mr Evans acknowledged in hindsight that the description of the tested system in the 

RS5000 product literature was misleading but said that he believed at the time that this 

description was accurate. Like Mr Roper, he believed that warnings about any changes to 

the components needing to be considered by the building designer were clear and 

unambiguous; and he firmly rejected the suggestion that references in the product 

literature to RS5000 being 'suitable for buildings above l 8m' were misleading when read 

in context. Those words were not intended to be read in isolation and were accurate when 

presented with the additional information provided in the product literature. 627 He said that 

Celotex was keen to make it "absolutely clear" in the product literature that RS5000 had 

been approved "as part of a system so the product was not approved in isolation for use in 

any application or system"; if people wanted to change from the system that had been 

tested, "they needed to seek separate advice on whether that was permissible".628 

294. Mr Evans moreover believed that the product was being marketed to knowledgeable 

people who would have wanted to read more information and not just rely on a single line 

that was not intended to summarise the full effect of the literature. 629 This belief was 

622 Hayes WS §81 and Hayes Day 74/173-178. 
623 Hayes WS §79, 81, 83, 86 and 88. 
624 Hayes WS §82. 
625 Hayes WS §85-86. 
626 {CEL00003604}. 
627 Evans Day 73/44-49. 
628 Evans WS {CEL00010058} §141; Evans Day 73/50 and 56. 
629 Evans Day 73/72-73. 
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justified; as set out in Section III above, the Inquiry's construction industry and building 

control experts have (without exception) confirmed that the construction professionals and 

BCOs involved in the Refurbishment should have known that (i) combustible insulation 

(such as RS5000) could only be used in a cladding system above 18m if the system met 

the BR135 Criteria (or a satisfactory holistic fire engineering study was undertaken); (ii) 

unless a proposed system exactly matched the tested system as described in Celotex's 

product literature, the BR135 classification obtained by Celotex would not cover the 

proposed system and a desktop study would need to be obtained (or a holistic fire 

engineering study undertaken). No construction professional could reasonably have read 

Celotex's product literature as suggesting the contrary. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

295. Celotex re-affirms its commitment to this Inquiry. It asks the Inquiry to have regard to the 

transparency and candour with which it has addressed the issues which came to light 

concerning the testing, certification and marketing of RS5000 following the Grenfell 

Tower fire. 

296. For the reasons set out above, Celotex submits that: 

(1) The BS8414 test commissioned by Celotex after the Grenfell Tower fire of a 

cladding system replicating as closely as possible the system described in Celotex's 

product literature (and the BRE Reports) demonstrated that the system met the 

BR135 Criteria and hence that RS5000 could safely be used in a cladding system on 

a high-rise building with an appropriate combination of other components, m 

accordance with the statutory guidance in force at the time of the Refurbishment. 

(2) The Module 1 and 2 evidence shows that the misdescription in Celotex's product 

literature (and the BRE Reports) of the cladding system tested in May 2014 by the 

BRE had no impact on the specification or use ofRS5000 at Grenfell Tower. 

(3) There is no reliable evidence that any construction professional or BCO involved in 

the design, construction or approval of the cladding fac;ade at Grenfell Tower was 

misled in any relevant respect by Celotex' s product literature, the BRE Reports or 

the 2014 LABC Certificate (or subsequent versions of that certificate). 

(4) The non-compliant design and construction of the cladding fac;ade at Grenfell Tower 

was the responsibility of: 
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(a) the designers, contractors, consultants and other construction professionals 

involved in the Refurbishment, including Studio E, Rydon, Harley and Exova, 

each of whom had specific contractual responsibility for the safe design and 

construction of the cladding fac;ade pursuant to their respective engagements; 

and/or 

(b) RBKC and the TMO, who were responsible for setting the budget, appointing 

designers, contractors and consultants and managing the Refurbishment in the 

circumstances outlined in Section III(A) above; and/or 

( c) Arconic, which promoted RB55 PE for sale in the UK on the basis of a BBA 

Certificate and product literature which it knew was false and misleading, and 

concealed the true nature of the fire safety risks posed by the use of RB55 PE 

on building facades, especially in cassette form. 

(5) RBKC BC is responsible for allowing the TMO's full plans application for the 

Refurbishment to proceed (when it should have been rejected) and wrongly issuing a 

Completion Certificate for the Refurbishment (when no such certificate should have 

been issued because the works were non-compliant). 

LINKLATERS LLP 
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